Dear Senior Detectives: Kristi Conforth, Patty Leines, Maggie Mari, and Alison Peters,

The Hornet has been kidnapped. We tied it in a sack. We couldn’t live without it. You’ll NEVER get it back! We hope you will forgive us. For this puts you in a fix. So solve the mystery Class of 1996!!!!

Signed,
Mr. Green and Ms. White

(We just loooove Clue! More on the locales and weapons later!)
The Class of '96 wishes to dedicate their yearbook to Gloria Schrieber, a dedicated teacher and friend to many at Passaic Valley. Mrs. Gloria Schrieber died this past January after a year long illness. She was a member of the Passaic Valley staff for over twenty-two years and served with the Child Study Team in the capacity of Learning Consultant for that entire period. Prior to coming to Passaic Valley, she worked in the New York City school system and then for the Millburn Public Schools. Her undergraduate education was at Hunter College for Women, a school she was particularly proud of, and while there she became a member of the Phi Beta Kappa Society.

Her duties here included working with individual students, staff, and members of the Team, and she performed her job with a remarkable level of professional integrity, enthusiasm, and concern for those which she came in contact with. She was a private lady with a great capacity for friendship and loyalty. For those of us who had this privilege of working with her and knowing her, she will be sorely missed.

- Abbot Bernstein
Mr. Bernie Bender worked at Passaic Valley for 37 and ½ years. During that time, he held the position of Head Cross Country Coach, Assistant Track Coach, and Assistant Varsity Basketball Coach. He also was a supervisor for football and basketball games. He is most proud of having the best Boys’ Cross Country Record in 1979, which was 15-1. He is also very proud of winning a Cross Country Girls’ League Championship. Mr. Bender plans to spend his retirement as a substitute teacher, teaching all subjects, not just Physical Education. He also plans to do some traveling, play a lot of golf, and do some yard work. Bernie says that he misses the P.V. students a lot.

Mrs. Barbara Loeb has worked at Passaic Valley for almost 16 years. She has been the secretary for the Child Study Team, the main office, guidance, and now the secretary of the Humanities Department. She is most proud of doing her work well and of being able to retire. She will spend her retirement traveling and spending time with her grandchildren. She said that she had made lots of friends with whom she hopes to remain in contact.

Mr. Joseph Mazza worked 32 and ½ years at Passaic Valley. He worked as a Physical Education Teacher, the Head Soccer Coach for twelve years, and the Assistant Track Coach. He also worked as a weight trainer and one of his students has appeared on the Montel Williams Show. He is most proud of his strong bond with and commitment to the students. Mr. Mazza is now a fitness coordinator and personal trainer at Union County College. He will spend his retirement playing golf with Bob and the gang and eventually move to Florida to be close to his son.

Miss Arlene Alape worked as a Physical Education teacher at Passaic Valley for 35 years. For 20 years she ran Girls’ Show. Miss Alape was also the Bowling and Archery Club Coach, and she ran G.A.A. weekends at Silver Lake. She is most proud of her relationship with the students and the lasting friendships she made, especially with the Passaic Valley Hornet. She will spend her retirement playing golf, traveling, polka dancing, and running golf trips to Branson, MO, and Myrtle Beach.
INSPECTORS
Dear Members of the Graduating Class of 1996:

Over the past four years you have received a sound educational foundation which has contributed to the substantial achievements you have made in both the academic classroom and extra-curricular activities. You have distinguished yourselves with your worthy accomplishments and brought honor to your Alma Mater. You will now take the knowledge you have gained during your years as a student at Passaic Valley and apply it to whatever future career endeavors you hope to realize. On behalf of the Passaic Valley Community I wish you well in whatever goals you have set for yourselves. The Passaic Valley Administration and Staff are proud of your contributions during your years at P.V.

Wishing you the very best, I am,

Louis R. Centolanza, Ed.D.,
Superintendent

Lorraine Famiano
Administrative Secretary
Patricia Beyr, B.A.
"Don't part with your illusions. When they are gone you may still exist but you have ceased to live."

Judith DeRosa, M.A.
"Today's heroes are the men, women, and youth surmounting the trials and tribulations of everyday life."

Carmel Ferrante, B.A.

Nancy Garofalo, B.A.

Jim Hansen, B.A.
"We want the Rory-Dories."

Vernest Kazer, B.A.
"Evil survives only when good men choose to do nothing."

Claire Levash, M.A.

Cynthia LuGues, B.A.

Yvette McNeal, B.A.
"Many times I wonder how much there is to know."

Rosalinda Mulcahy, B.A.
"A cloudy day is no match for a sunny disposition."

Maria Pedalino, M.A.

Caterina Ruggieri, B.A.
"The person who does not read is no better off than a person who cannot read."

Carolann J. Schatel, M.A.
"Don't look back, something might be gaining on you!"

Charles Ward, B.A.
"Don't speak too soon, for the wheel's still in spin and there's no telling who that it's namin'."
Sheryl Brown, B.A.

“The happiest people are those who think the most interesting thoughts.”

Joseph Furmanek, B.A.

Mary Ann Duke, B.A.

J. Peter Budelman, B.A.

Michael E. Gordon, B.A.

“Good Luck Class of ´96.”

Jay M. Lijoi, B.S.

Recipient of 1994 Governor’s Teacher Award

“Stay on the right path, study math.”

Elizabeth Santillo, M.A.

“Someday ... We’re going to get to that place where we want to go and we’ll walk in the sun . . . .”

Sal Sileo, B.A.

Joan Smolen, B.A.

Virginia S. O’Brien, B.A.

“Continually set your dreams and goals and pursue them with vigor.”

Eileen Sullivan, B.S.

Michael Valenti, B.A.

Debora Zisa, B.S.
“Fish and guest stink after three days.”

“Riches are not from an abundance of worldly goods, but from a sagacious mind.”

Edward Seugling, M.A.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Anna Maria Betro, M.A.
Harriet Brussel, B.A.
Anna Marie Intili, B.A.
Phylis Pizzolato, B.A.

"Open my heart, and you will see graved inside of it, Italy."

John Salerno, M.A.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Arlene Alape, B.A.
Suzanne Bridenton, M.A.
Darren Groh, B.S.
Jim Loverdi, B.S.

"Keep dancing!"

"If better is possible, good is not enough."

Cathleen A. Marquis, M.Ed.
Frank Reaser, B.A.
MUSIC

Ray Frashe, B.S.
"In music there is harmony... in harmony there is peace."

Jim Millar, B.M.
"The woods would be very silent if no birds sang except those that sing the best."

ART

Laurel Corsini, M.A.
"Those having torches will pass them onto others. Carry the fire."

William DeGroot, B.A.
"Man paints with his brain, not with his hands."

James Mercadante, B.A.
"The future ain't what it used to be."

Robert H. Verrone, B.A.

HOME ECONOMICS

Sherrill F. Spaak, B.S.
(English and Home Ec)
"I am still learning as I teach each class."

Mary T. Ehrel, B.A.
"I have one rule - 'attention! They give me theirs; I give them mine."
Jenai Agosta, B.A.
"The ultimate lesson we have to learn is unconditional love, which includes not only others but ourselves."

Adele K. Alper, B.A.
"Count that day lost whose low, descending sun views from thine own hand, no worthy action done."

Abbot Bernstein, M.A.

Debbie Dross, M.S.
"Some succeed because they are destined to, most succeed because they are determined to."

Jim Ferretti, B.A.

Nancy Konzlermann, M.A.
"Anyone who can read but doesn't, is no better off than anyone who can't."

Andrea LaPlaca, M.A.

Laura Mazzu, M.A.

Karen A. Paulison, M.A.

Don Ruccia, B.A.

Nick Sauter, M.A.

Gail Leonard, M.A.

Ron Terzuolo, M.A.

Susan Warcholik, B.S.N.
Passaic Valley High School has given you not only the education you need to succeed, but also it has provided you with numerous opportunities to develop pride, school spirit, and togetherness. Through Passaic Valley High School, you have formed lasting friendships and have accumulated a treasure of memories. Friendships feed and clothe our spirits, and those that you have formed here will last a lifetime. May your life be filled with promises as you start a new journey and may your life be filled with faith, hope, and love. Congratulations and Best Wishes, Mr. Pantale.

Ode To The Class Of '96

You timidly entered the halls of PV in September of '92
We had our first meeting to make future plans,
And we bonded. Mrs. Ehret, Mrs. Knozelmann, and YOU.
There's a job to be done and much fun to be had.
There are friendships and memories to make for beginners.
But this class was amazing and right from the start,
There was no doubt we were working with winners.

We danced and we baked and we car washed and “crafted”
We sold keychains and fundraised galore,
So your Social was super, Ring-turning was special,
And the Cotillion more elegant than any before.

Now the years have sped by, and you've grown up so fast,
You've scored high when put to each test!
Our Best Wishes to You . . . May all your dreams come true.
Class of '96, you are . . . SIMPLY THE BEST!!!
THE USUAL SUSPECTS

Carole Jeckl
PRESIDENT
Ambition: Science
Memories . . . 2 yrs Vs RAH RAH
2 yrs VB - 4 yrs Gm Ex - 1 yr Hc - 4 yrs CIs Off. BF FE w/SA. SG, JB - WSC. Lk sqh bve N's. PROBLEMS
94 fl. 95 Hamp. Funky Bone. STOP Dirst'n Me. SG - Newp. at 2:00 am Sum of 95 Ha w/WV
crew. Gr8 fls w/LG, CR, CF, JD, RB & NL - Linsey Carole. SA & CJ - MA PJ UM - Guts Radh. Fat & JC - PURPS. Party 95 a MESS DG - OKAY. BB - The Bor. Wild Wd w/SG & CF Hr 99 b w Swt n PAT. No More LALA's. MOM & DAD than sq Much! JP thanx. 3 sis - LJ, PJ, PJ. DJ u luv u guys. We'll always be together! Secret Ambition: NEVER EXPLAIN - Your friends don't need it and your enemies won't believe it anyway!

Jody S. Beesley
VICE PRESIDENT
Ambition: College
Memories: 3 yr St.Cnc! 4 yr Rah Rah 4 yr GR next CHIEF 96 fl w/CI 95 fl w/CJ 95 fl w/CI 95 fl w/CJ TGH! CI - Prty Hrd U Mess! CHOCOLATE fls - Tks At My Wndw At 2 am BLUB! EXPO w. SG Cr1 Lb - Smitty w/CJ Dg Tc Concert w/LG Lg 4 July Distl TC-Dinn - X mas - G8 Xi Prty At Cnsl Hgnwr / WV crw MC. GEEZ Tks w/MP - U Mean Mor Thn U thnk U Do! Hpr - bffe K & JD - bts - I Mis U Me -St Fndsl Summer 95 w/BB - nvr 4get U! FAM -Sorry 4the Stress I LOVE U Lisa - Thank U Secret Ambition: To forgive my enemies but never forget their names.

Keith H. Kazmark
TREASURER
Ambition: Art Education/Computer Graphics
Memories . . . 4 yrs flbl 3 yrs trck 3 yrs Tres VP - SS bord of clwns Grls Shw Roadie bfor & aftr McDL Byx State & Penn State "95 Da Byt of Ant's Sr Eng - "Jt chin in my fly crib" - CW ND - Helo my nme is Simon: If u cn't c it frm the bridge JJ - Drift fup ur geeek KG - im on my wv ML - U'll alwys b in my hrt nvr frgt the fols 3-26-94 the hole 2 yrs JT Cot - KL steam Merc - than Gm thn 4the eats - Mom, Dad & the fam Thn U Luv U. Secret Ambition: To be nice to the people on the way up, because I might need them on the way down

Patricia Ann Leines
a.k.a. "Patty"
HISTORIAN
Ambition: Television Broadcasting

Lauren Galta
a.k.a. Laur
SECRETARY
Ambition: Broadcast Journalist
Memories . . . 1 yr Rah Rah 3 yr GREEN xcris Hd w/ CJ JBL's NYC Jy 4 Dstr TN trcks DS Grm Mth Tzst U Luv U CRG ty Sprk Like Grge. Rs Bb JB Nl Gc 21 - 4 Cnpnts Fthy Ann I GD Umg Out MU DS 3 tmde Jd Sh Jl CI WtchsWyne Sh B CULT WW 95 LDL dy BB y Hg CTBN livs 95 Brm D Gear pilgs GP GCP mctn MD Wb st Tme Lv U Gryl Po 95 Sh Cl Cabbage! KNT n Cey Mo Sl CL Vl. DNCE Pny ND PL TN CR (95 FS fl 95) SG JB CR Nil d Light hW NL GC GP CM - Snapped In Cts. CT CR SH JD VB F Thnx 4 Lghs Grs Nvr 4 get U MESS U Airly! GLC Bst Fndr Nvr Wndr. U Wll Alwys Be Hiding My Hrt. Gd Lckl! Mom, Dad, & Steven - I Wouldn't B Here Without You & Without You I Wouldn't Want To B Here! I LOVE YOU!
Secret Ambition: To always be someone's little angel.

Patricia Ann Leines
a.k.a. "Patty"
HISTORIAN
Ambition: Television Broadcasting
Michael Abbate
A.K.A. "Shem"
Ambition: To be an accountant. Memories... Hangin out with MP Pumping Iron with DK Cruising with JA Memories with MP playing good tennis matches Riding around town with DK Thanks to Mom, Dad, Diesel! Will for helping me through PV and taking good advice from Jack Peirce Peon will never win a tennis game The legend will never be beaten Also hangin w/JW, CZ and JP.
Secret Ambition: TFFFAB.

Jaime Agnes
Ambition: To be a nursery school teacher. Memories... Soph. Social & Jr. Cotillion with JD 1st yr. Field Hockey, & Making the Honor Roll. I'll miss good times & fun with MC, JM, AA, MN, JS, GD, CL, FL, & JS. BFF with Alice & Tara. Best of teachers 4 all 3 yrs. Thanks Mr. Feretti 4 Drivers Ed. Thanks Mom & Dad "S" being there through all the tough times.
Secret Ambition: To own a dolphin.

Alice Allen
Ambition: To succeed in whatever I do. Memories... I will never forget the good times I had with my friends... MC. JA. JM. JS. MD. AF. RB and ETC... I would like to thank my parents for helping me through the years!
Secret Ambition: To learn from my mistakes and to use the knowledge from that.

Benitaa Aboud
Ambition: College Memories... Girl Friends w/ Joy & Cathy - We Luv PV, Joy & Cordu "Rays BF" w/ Kev - want some leftovers? DM 3 Yrs lunch Grt Xs. BB - Button up "froagic moment", CC - Your life is a soap opera. Ji - KY, JK, HS, & DS Old Crew Deli - Mart. SG Beanstalk, TD - Harmon's 29 c, KB, SB, TS, JA - U have us. Jen - BFFTOAO, DS - cuz UR a stud. Sergio - You made these the best years of my life. I luv you. Mom, Dad, Christine & Michelle - Thanks I love you.
Secret Ambition: To make sure what goes around comes around.

Derek Alberti
Growing up was fun but now I have begun the new part. These second half of life I must set the stage and begin these new. Just remember everyone you should always be alert and ready to take on any task. Anybody that reads this, take note. Be careful if you know what I'm talking about because you can only make a decision when you're ready, so be ready at all times and stay away from all different parts of your life that you don't agree with but what you like. Stay with it until you're ready. Have fun.

Alice Allen
Ambition: To succeed in whatever I do. Memories... I will never forget the good times I had with my friends... MC. JA. JM. JS. MD. AF. RB and ETC... I would like to thank my parents for helping me through the years!
Secret Ambition: To learn from my mistakes and to use the knowledge from that.

Jaime Agnes
Ambition: To be a nursery school teacher. Memories... Soph. Social & Jr. Cotillion with JD 1st yr. Field Hockey, & Making the Honor Roll. I'll miss good times & fun with MC, JM, AA, MN, JS, GD, CL, FL, & JS. BFF with Alice & Tara. Best of teachers 4 all 3 yrs. Thanks Mr. Feretti 4 Drivers Ed. Thanks Mom & Dad "S" being there through all the tough times.
Secret Ambition: To own a dolphin.

Jamie D. Apuna
a.k.a. "Poop"
Ambition: To become Psychic Memories... HEY LADIES GK & EQ = NY we Wr 1st, P2F, Shpn OSht, NY Eve 20 Bixo Vt rt8r Hw, SAKS stwmsmkn, S18 Edge, GK - CC, DIGS, gt out a doc ap, U go 1st, flw Us Week r/w Wr We Goin, Ft & Rpl. EQ - Pa Blt Bk. Jrs SM, Hard, & FR, frclt. KC - Thr 4 L1nts & Alwz Bn Th. MW Ifn, KM KC wclck Pr St Wraps. AP dmnu Ur Smooth SL, BJ, CC, AP coast GIT. Yld 8 lp, dtv CC 96, Red DBs & onrts. Mom, Grimm. Pappy - Thr 4 Evrthin. Jni - Srt Grtn.

Derek Alberti
Growing up was fun but now I have begun the new part. These second half of life and I must see the end and begin the new. Just remember everyone you should always be alert and ready to take on any task. Anybody that reads this, take note. Be careful if you know what I’m talking about because you can only make a decision when you’re ready, so be ready at all times and stay away from all different parts of your life that you don’t agree with but what you like. Stay with it until you’re ready. Have fun.

Giancarlo Angotti
a.k.a. "John"
Ambition: God Knows Memories... Chillin w/NC, LJ, AC, SM, BFAT, ML, TA Forever in P - Town. Good lookin out T - M My Boyf - 4 the advc 1 love 2 car Ishann 4 being a b** camp w/TA, SS, NC, JO, DO all of u do memorial weekend w/Small. My friends who didn’t make the full trip T + T Fire is i and face dude oik i and gel - ANAYAC - My Fav Freak Gain - N - Nicole BF Mom, Dad, Tony, Ren, Angelo, Phillips, and Flora Thanks 4 your help - I love you. Get! you are like a mother to me. Thanks 4 everything. I’m outta here.
Secret Ambition: The future’s uncertain and the end is always near.

Jeffrey Michael Ariola
a.k.a. "Jeff, Sec, UniJeff"
Ambition: To be a Chef 3 Yrs Soc w/ RF BP 4 Yrs Track w/ DPMTIIV'S in all. CLIFF w/ METEMDVRB. 3 Yrs Drama w/ APMMMKBDDBR, RUTGERS w/AT JSPBC, BENCH '94 w/ MMHELB, HOREDES '95, ROADIES. AP member me? B Finds MT JS AP BT. Thnks 4 In Thee, Mom, Dad, Jen, and rest of fam I LUV U. MB may be one day. Zamire Must a fast Guy w/TB, BBQ '94, City '95 w/NB and Group'4 D 4 BF. I wasn T Dmrv '94 GB JB AT LM, UB RK IT - MT, FIRE, Flood, aft Collin, Wallet! Wld Wd w/BT, Fisbee w/The Gang... Check U Later.)
Secret Ambition: To not end up at Golden Star at the end of the night.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
Simona Assuntino  
**a.k.a. Mona**  
Aimition: Business Management  
Memories...4 yrs GC head w/LC 1more yr 2 kick...BF EE 5g Cl CJ JB ND J Cl Gr 6times MDW ER part w/Paul SL DP Sunday At Sea 5d Guat Buck nel JCI SPREE SHANE? R U don'tt CJ MA PJ J Bord Wk BR CT don't! CJ MA PJ J Bord wk BR CT prom Weked 95 BURGG U R the Best! MD thanks 4 leave 4 Me on 35N! ND J Cl 8C ag CFRL 94 KS just a Little Bit MD MN I like III ML bddle ND mayonise NL Cl day In NYC GC CF Hot Choc. Mike. I Luv U! U R a Little Bit MD silly I like It! ML boobie Best! MD thanks 4 leavn Me on 35N! 7 R U Buck nel JC! SPREE SHANE Ambition: To think of a secret ambition!  

Giovanni Baglieri  
**a.k.a. "Johnny Bags**  
Secret Aimition: To be a Geoastronomer  

Melanie L. Barbieri  
**a.k.a. "Shortee"**  
Aimition: Business Law  
Memories...TK Thnx 4 the ride PM thanx 4 being a tru friend JE I liv U but hate U LC 2 mny talks TN UT Crasy UJ - LUMBER JACK - CK & JK - RAVE 95 Late Nite Drive bvs - JA - It'll happen - AC - sorry - NYC nites - MB dollly AG - STRANDED 1 - 4 - 3 - AL - Always in my hit 9-23-94 I Luv U Jr Cot N Sr Prom. JK - CHICKEN HEAD - bumin' down the house lets - hit me CC A - 4 AM Carlocking - DUSTED - NO - NO - BABER CON Did it -Mom. Dad. Michele N Cru thanx I Luv U - Later PV  
Secret Aimition: To forget whast a broken heart feels like.  

John Joseph Bavaro  
**a.k.a. "Mark," "Buvaro," "Bivaro"**  
Aimition: Commercial Artist  
Secret Aimition: To play 1st base for the NY Yankees.  

Lucia Teresa Baccaro  
**a.k.a. "Lu," "Pier's Sister"**  
Aimition: Photojournalism  

Christine Marie Balonze  
**a.k.a. "Chris"**  
Aimition: Ultrasound  
Memories...Hangin out At Obs w/ FT DG AB AM RR RB LC MQ 4old HZ hot! Hello Joseph! Goin 2C Big Mac at G's evry wind FT - are U real ly yet? Lucy - have another idea? Cavalier cruisin on Hamburg Trnpk Wayne Diner Nvr 4 get holy 4ness shwing/ Loset Frenz - I liv U all Stay 4 eva Bronx Zoo 95 w/FT YM MS LC KC KB GM Home sice Hasta La Vista baby Class of 96 rules! THANX FOR EVERYTHING MOM AND DAD - I LUV U.  
Secret Aimition: To Search For The Future and Conquer It!!
Joseph Anthony Benvenuti  
**a.k.a. “JB”**

**Ambition:** College Memories... 4 yrs V Westl Cap 4 yr Pitb Capt #30 NPF GC big, 47 Cliff GC in the leadves, STMTCS. Cmptou Pke Rvr, O Don’s Crew, PL/P, Peepn n GCDSGM, Wstd Wkd Crew, Pre Game., MWR, MAW - GCSD. GRBOW its 8 AM, LK George “Like A Skunk” Aug 5 R Saint movn! W Wood 95 TGL its your fault House. Skunk” Aug 5 R Saint movn! W Wood 95 TGL its your fault House. Skunk” Aug 5 R Saint movn! W Wood 95 TGL its your fault House. Skunk” Aug 5 R Saint movn! W Wood 95 TGL its your fault House.

 Nephes, Sco Fd TG Thnx 4 Being There 4 Me Lv Ya, NPPtSC RRMJMBKFC yo Gd Lk NL u mean so much to me - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy - wish we could’ve started this earlier I LUV U CVMM Shake it easy.
Amanda Lynn Boelens
a.k.a. “Mandi” “Mennia”
Memories...
J. B, M.P. NO. JC. JK. JT. DL. SC. MR. SM. JP. JEFFY POOPS JK - NGBIF MR - Letz be Spontaneous $120. JBD - Md Cm Dg Ph KN if U R U Pe Pul Hpn 5 Bumors - Pig man & Lois NYC nites JK - mupd Smills OD nahuus Mx Mgoop Pn 95 - DGF - Stor Policy Structur SA - Jet LHR BHS TUNNEL - Crn. PIG HANDS UMILITE - Md Cm Dg Ph MONSTRS Parys - Mi Js Cm Re As Ft - 22 min Rutgds - Rs Capal Ski Tri - DGF - 20 cmh. Shvcrut - MD m MD wmd 95 - Rbn w/ Mi Tg _ Sked mor - Fl Gc Jc 82 Fathin @ PP NL - WD Tl Tea Priy Steph - Frmr all our great times there’s many more to come! LUV U 72395 Thnx Mom, Dad, Ted, Toni (KMMM) LUV YA!
Secret Ambition: To find the Yellow Brick Road with Mar.

Kenneth Bolhardt
a.k.a. “Ken” “D.K.B.”
Memories...
4 yr FB 3 yr BB Bskbl Cmp - We Luv DE WWCC @ Cliffr, Stamatos, Camp Outs - PK RVR BBC - Md Cm Dg Ph KN if U R U Pe Pul Hpn 5 Bumors - Pig man & Lois NYC nites JK - mupd Smills OD nahuus Mx Mgoop Pn 95 - DGF - Stor Policy Structur SA - Jet LHR BHS TUNNEL - Crn. PIG HANDS UMILITE - Md Cm Dg Ph MONSTRS Parys - Mi Js Cm Re As Ft - 22 min Rutgds - Rs Capal Ski Tri - DGF - 20 cmh. Shvcrut - MD m MD wmd 95 - Rbn w/ Mi Tg _ Sked mor - Fl Gc Jc 82 Fathin @ PP NL - WD Tl Tea Priy Steph - Frmr all our great times there’s many more to come! LUV U 72395 Thnx Mom, Dad, Ted, Toni (KMMM) LUV YA!
Secret Ambition: To be abducted and live on my own planet.

Amy Beth Boscarino
a.k.a. “Aim” “Bosco”
Ambition: Elementary Education
Memories...
Secret Ambition: To soar in the sky on a “MAGIC CARPET RIDE.”

David Bonsey
a.k.a. “Gerry”
Ambition: Musician/Philosopher
Memories...
Im Graduating . . . Luv 2 Fami!
Good times: Beach w/ M/G/ TU. Metallica - Nerd dies. Bethel - blew my mind! Stan 2 w/Justin - the balcony choir. Great Food w/Kris & friends! The field w/Kris - I’m real. Matt - me - Mandy the great philsphs - mrv 4 Get U gyrls! Action Park - Doc - Holy ... I NVR 4 Get the cliff! M TMC! It Bondedus - Love to: Justin - BRJL, Marc Kosher -Mom Dad Scott! - Kristen you changed my life - UR in my Heart 4 ever - I'M HAPPY . . . .
Secret Ambition: To have a pig fall on a picnic table.

Jerry Thomas Calazzo Jr.
Ambition: College
Memories...
3 Yrs Bsebl w/ RD Grate Frnds DC. RD. NC, DH. AA. JC. FP. JS. JV. CL. MI. EL. ST. DG. HOMBRGSBARN NICKHOUSE HP/RN & PNDN w/ DC. RD. NC. DH. JS. JC. FP. MI. TV PEARL. JAM last lite show UNPF Birdly Gry shn J Scar GREENDAY concfr NC. JS. JC. JJ. AC. Artie Fava stogies w/ DH JS NO JC Im ahr dzaz FP. EV bfr lookn thn J6A. NC always an AH AA amoco Rampo RD Im frst DC. Rust ll find. your rnt Grunge. we RB. Thanx MOM. DAD. JOE. & NANNY. Luv U all
Secret Ambition: To never change.

Gina Marie Caddell
a.k.a. “G”
Ambition: Business
Memories...
BF w/KD JB AM SM MC MV Gr8 X’s w/KB KC JD MM MW & mny mor KD JB thrn 4 alwys being there I Luv Uh th MD mny lat sinc 8th gr Sup Parts 4 evry 1. Lok ew KD JB SM MC-Jaank acral Duck Wild wood 94 wbk 95 wfs Ds CT RB JFC - slid Fs JB DS FS - 6/13/95 I Luv U 4 -Ev Thnx 4 everythin RD Ron Mcd 3 yrs it. club Jr Yr Trz 4 yrs witching my st congst KD. KC. Oda Jd nvr 4get Dr DAM Anni! GR Pn Mi KD Im Na SIB Tof 10 RD JB Lib Fk Sk Tm Hng Out w/ Fs BS LM RS CT Luv U Ah KD JB AM Chr! Lets 47 th sour w/ Frnds & Fm Thnx UR O Im s UH - 15
Secret Ambition: To show those “perfect” people they are no better than anyone else.

Lisa Danielle Cammilleri
a.k.a. “U,” “Ua”
Ambition: Medicine
Memories...
BF w/KD JB AM SM MC MV Gr8 X’s w/KB KC JD MM MW & mny mor KD JB thrn 4 alwys being there I Luv Uh th MD mny lat sinc 8th gr Sup Parts 4 evry 1. Lok ew KD JB SM MC-Jaank acral Duck Wild wood 94 wbk 95 wfs Ds CT RB JFC - slid Fs JB DS FS - 6/13/95 I Luv U 4 -Ev Thnx 4 everythin RD Ron Mcd 3 yrs it. club Jr Yr Trz 4 yrs witching my st congst KD. KC. Oda Jd nvr 4get Dr DAM Anni! GR Pn Mi KD Im Na SIB Tof 10 RD JB Lib Fk Sk Tm Hng Out w/ Fs BS LM RS CT Luv U Ah KD JB AM Chr! Lets 47 th sour w/ Frnds & Fm Thnx UR O Im s UH - 15
Secret Ambition: To show those “perfect” people they are no better than anyone else.

Gerald Busardo
a.k.a. “Otny”
Ambition: Musician/Philosopher
Memories...
3 Yrs Bsebli w/ RD Grate Frnds DC. RD. NC, DH. AA. JC. FP. JS. JV. CL. MI. EL. ST. DG. HOMBRGSBARN NICKHOUSE HP/RN & PNDN w/ DC. RD. NC. DH. JS. JC. FP. MI. TV PEARL. JAM last lite show UNPF Birdly Gry shn J Scar GREENDAY concfr NC. JS. JC. JJ. AC. Artie Fava stogies w/ DH JS NO JC Im ahr dzaz FP. EV bfr lookn thn J6A. NC always an AH AA amoco Rampo RD Im frst DC. Rust ll find. your rnt Grunge. we RB. Thanx MOM. DAD. JOE. & NANNY. Luv U all
Secret Ambition: To understand love.

Jerry Thomas Calazzo Jr.
Ambition: College
Memories...
3 Yrs Bsebl w/ RD Grate Frnds DC. RD. NC, DH. AA. JC. FP. JS. JV. CL. MI. EL. ST. DG. HOMBRGSBARN NICKHOUSE HP/RN & PNDN w/ DC. RD. NC. DH. JS. JC. FP. MI. TV PEARL. JAM last lite show UNPF Birdly Gry shn J Scar GREENDAY concfr NC. JS. JC. JJ. AC. Artie Fava stogies w/ DH JS NO JC Im ahr dzaz FP. EV bfr lookn thn J6A. NC always an AH AA amoco Rampo RD Im frst DC. Rust ll find. your rnt Grunge. we RB. Thanx MOM. DAD. JOE. & NANNY. Luv U all
Secret Ambition: To never change.
Christina Campione
*a.k.a. Chrissy*
Ambition: Teacher
Memories... BLTCN BFFE? LC 2
Mch Rmbr Bfs 4 Evr Luv Ya - UM de
The Decision. BB Thnx 4 kpn Me Nlin MDW
95 w/Dr. RL. U. LP p'se mas Seb? Colle N thng Lvs Th TRACKS JK, JF,
JG nvr 4 gl! U Melisa 9-9-95 Ful Mr
Eral! Wm Im Ox bklup! Luv U MO. EV
To my Nikki -1 LUV U! Thnx 4 All the Grt times! Mom, Dad.
Secret Ambition: To just go up and
ask!

Stacy Angela Campoli
*a.k.a. “Stace” “Stacy”*
Ambition: Professional Seat Belt Tester
Memories... Gr Bxs w/ND, JL, MO,
EV, CF, DG, TK - SP 49 Stegh BF mis
U lhs Yr 11:11 MO. BG Tm Cps! JL,
ND, SA Jen Thnx 4 kpn Me Nlin MDW
95 w/Dr. RL. U. LP p'se mas Seb? Colle N thng Lvs Th TRACKS JK, JF,
JG nvr 4 gl! U Melisa 9-9-95 Ful Mr
Eral! Wm Im Ox bklup! Luv U MO. EV
Twins Alwxs Pkn on me! Brian Sony I
Rat Myst. JK 1995 NJ Dvls Stanley
Cup We World 3 Lnt Brio & Sis Alwxs
Stk 2 gl! LB Luv U Uk a Sis! Mom
Grama Gramo AZ Dad Grama
Ckie Luv U AL Thnx 4 Th Memories!
I'M OUTTA HERE!!
Secret Ambition: To someday,
somehow thank my brother Jeffrey
for everything he has ever done for
me!

Shaun Carrig
Ambition: To be a legendary
NASCAR driver
BATS w/DL JD, WH, JC, JT, JK, MF,
SM, BR, NO, NR. Twn's & JB. Always
remember down the shore, w/DL
MF, RP, JC, JC, & Doc. Best times in
the city NV for seeking good show.
Parties at basement of w HH Part-
ing w/ JT 10 1 Pat small glasses on
Pool table, & Lost count. Fun times
down 46 around 110m. Happy to
wake up and remember everthing.
95 Sh w/JC Pole stunt & Kennys
spacial Powers, will always Love my
family, es. Mom & Dad for putting
up with ME!
Secret Ambition: To just go up and
ask!
Christina Castner  
*a.k.a. “Chris”*  
Ambition: Get married, have 4 boys, 1 girl, & send them to P.V.  
Memories ... THANKS MOM FOR PUTTING UP WITH ME LOVE YA, THANKS RO FOR DRIVING ME TO SCHOOL, LOVE YA, MECH, MATT, STEVE, TO THE BEST 3 YRS OF SCHOOL WE WERE BAND, MEMORIES OF THE VIEW FROM DISCIPLINARIAN’S OFFICE, THANKS MR. I, SEE YA AROUND, THANKS TO ALL THE PASTORAL STAFF, I HOPE YOU ENJOYED WATCHING ME GROW UP, THANKS TO MY DAD LOVE YA, I THANK ALL THE PEOPLE OF N.A.L.W.C. I MADE IT THANK GOD !!!  
Secret Ambition: Hope to be alive when my mom gets remarried.

Giancarlo Cerrigone  
*a.k.a. “Chris”*  
Ambition: College  
Memories ... 4 yrs Var BB CA PT 3 yrs Var FB CA PT Hey JB Big 4th Stubag Stamatoos D A Cliff Camp outs Pke Rvr WWC w/Rs JB KB JK DG VM FP DG MD MMD 95 at Barco, w/Rs JB RS DG DG KB CM JK F Fat 1s w/LG JB TN DG PL DG CR RS ALONE skid more w/Rs JB JK 82 Hidden In The Leave Pre GAME at RS w/ev-erybody JK - Kg mobile POST GAME at CR running out Lake Cpe w/Rs JB DG - Uke A Skunk LG - I’ll Never Forget The Great Times. Wherever I Am I’ll Always Think Of You. MOM & DAD & FRAN - Thanks for everything. I LOVE YOU!  
Secret Ambition: To always walk the fine line of confidence and cockiness.

Shannon Marie Charity  
*a.k.a. “Miss Shanny”*  
Ambition: English Teacher  
Memories ... Gd X/LR NH. MT, DM, AN, AR, DG, MS, CB, KD, CP, DG & EG Fsh Lch / LB, NH & Ginny Sp Eng / LB, Carmool Grm w/dk / NH ALP Art/ks / AR & DG Go 2 Sp freak / AN, AR, NH Joum & KD Ornell Ashse / LB & NH Hippie Mbd / NH & LB Jr Lch / LB, AN, MS, EB NYC / LB, NH, CP St Lchn / MT, CP, MS, JA Snst BLVD & Betty / MT Peace 2 Mrs. Kosner From the Hippie Mobile. “Someones in my head and its not me. ... Pink Floyd”  
Secret Ambition: To stop envying people I would never want to be.

Thomas Cheff  
*a.k.a. “Chef”*  

Nicholas F. Chirico  
*a.k.a. “Nick”*  
Memories ... RF w/DH, BF, JS, JC, RC, RD, JC, BARN w/DH, DS, FP, JC, RF, DC, JS, JC, TV, EM, DS, AV, My house w/every 1 Sum 85 SIM w/JC, FP, TV, MOW 95 w/RF, DH, LC, JS, AA, Bricket Mems W/R, DG, VG, KG, KG, JC, PA, w/JB, DH RF, DG, TV, JC, DS, CK, DS, AV, RF. “BYE BYE BILLY”, DC my sis. Danielle - It Was Worth The Wait - U mean Evrthing 2 me - Luv U, Mom, Dad, Doug, Jeff, Josie, John, Thanx &EverythingLuvU.  
Secret Ambition: To be as tough as Jerry Caalazzo.

Joy Cincarelli  
*a.k.a. “Joyous”*  
Ambition: Pediatric Nursing Memories ... Gr8 friends w/ Benitta + Cathy ... We luv P.V! Mem Dy Wnd’94, Jr. Clfn w/PV, Sum ’95 C side Sabir - LPPFs. Ev Hide Blind The Cat Key - U drw U pay? BA - Its go 2 the Tunnel! CJ - Hvs n’ Mushy! JD - 13 yrs 2 get hr Hyst Cathy - get the map! Tara - U win? D - 2 fcs Jn nc hckiers Pete - You’ve made mcy HS yrs wondrfl I love you! Mom Dad Steve Thanx for every-things. I made it. Secret Ambition: To never lose my pleasant attitude.
Kristi Ann Conforth  
a.k.a. "Kiwi, Key"
Ambition: Journalism
Memories... 3 yrs Drama Sr Yr Sec Kwita & Kiwi Btte Eng '95 w/JUD FR MM MF RB DB NS AP RL LC - Wnt hve u ch 4 me tr y. MM - Wnt as evry1 wnt on ths trp? MW - Swt Miss. Europe 96. JD - U hv a by fmmd. RB - Wk me 2 Inch. SO & GK - ask me hwy rmd larm. # 11 & 12. DE & Bear Pls. KD - my Ing fm cmpnion. Chillin & Dylan w/FR. GD & RB. NS, KH. MM & Frs U. Jr Cot 93 & 94 KB - Wtr at Cico. Ur kchn w/Trainer. Mom. Dad. Gary & Nan Trnx 4 evrythng I luv U!
Secret Ambition: To be famous enough to be interviewed by Barbara Walters.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Lauren Leigh Cooke  
a.k.a. "Laur"
Ambition: College Memories... 2 Yr Cis Pres. 4 yr Vb 4 yr Wxnd 95 w/DP. VBF w/TN JJ DS PL - luv u gyz! TN ur My Shinsh JJ btr mn. DS in a thrt PL whs wvd NIN '95 Led Zep w/JK i p u a lot BF. JS s - mess SM $10 PLS Bt 95 (bopnd Mex Mgco94 PL cmpo 93 bst xi wte hdt 2 ght) SA - wnt EX Hdx 90 CV crs I'm strng BF 3 drrs u. SH RB wana pkrl? MB 2 mny lks TN JJ crge J. skawrd Ms. Sexy Cot w/DF thr t wz 1971. JB lst In By bst c u zevr AS - Its mn 2 Bu n Me 4E. Always B my Tdy Br. I Love You MOREI MOM, STEVE, JON, SARA + FAM - I LOVE YOU ALL. Daddy - alwys B U r Ltl Gr. I Love and Miss You!
Secret Ambition: To Live For The Smiles. But Learn From The Tears.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Venessa R. Cordo  
a.k.a. "Nuke"
Ambition: To be filthy rich and travel around the world.
Memories... Passin HSPT. Lost in WW 94. JW LOR. Keep it in. Curtain 8 w/PM Run but don't trp. EF hows molt balls Don't forget "Snagged" For 10 $ clip. SC watch the curb. GC - it was fun while it lastcd. NN & DF Thx for being there. V in #1 Bro. Mom, Dad & Dawn I couldn't ask 4 better. I luv U always. Eugene, you're 1 in a lifetime & I will never let U go.10-29-94 my match was made in heaven. I will always luv you.
Secret Ambition: To take each day to its fullest because we die a little each day.

Robert J. DeBlock  
a.k.a. "Rob"
Ambition: Do well in college Memories... Pashin HSPT. Lost in WW 94. JW LOR. Keep it in. Curtain 8 w/PM Run but don't trp. EF hows molt balls Don't forget "Snagged" For 10 $ clip. SC watch the curb. GC - it was fun while it lastcd. NN & DF Thx for being there. V in #1 Bro. Mom, Dad & Dawn I couldn't ask 4 better. I luv U always. Eugene, you're 1 in a lifetime & I will never let U go.10-29-94 my match was made in heaven. I will always luv you.
Secret Ambition: To take each day to its fullest because we die a little each day.

Jean G. Decembre
Ambition: Civil Engineering Memories... Special Thanks To My Mother Gueda and all the Teachers who helped me during those past years Especially Mrs. Schateh and Mr. Sasbanow. Now it's time for me to move on to a higher level. I hope that one day I'll accomplish my dream which is to succeed... PEACE
Secret Ambition: To succeed
Scott De Gregorio

Michael Anthony

Della Torre III

a.k.a. "Delli"

Ambition: Funeral Director

Memories ... 3 yr Bsb WWC - CUFF stmatos Cmp ots Cm PUK RVR ML - 4 yrs BF Pths - MLC m Me Cr As Cht - Wht A bro? BB CK bd GCM - It up!! pol htn 6 bums/txs Mt BOXI MJ - Devl Mt WD 5cn 3oz wld N Cm YW nts Smits Mx Mco Ppn 95 Cm wtch U Kd Dg Cm ME TLR U MK - mgv d SK Am DP PM LS hr 95 Sng wht mnky w/TC RK sttrct KB Ml Bm optr in letl Greg Mold - Ballooseer/JM ML DG NNY Edg Nl Ast 2 cib ZG Cb 250b 2hs 5A - I LUV U 4 evr U mean the wrld 2 me 62095 SA Silly Goos I Like It Thnx Mom Dad Gee I LUI DID IT

Vincent A. DelVecchio

a.k.a. "Kain," "2 Pac"

Ambition: To take over NY. Mob Style.

Memories ... My Crew Brklyn Crew Old Schi Crew UC Family Paint w/ Lost PP PW/ RD NW WT NW TL JR DS SW/Pnka in BIGGE (I Got Plans) NYE 93 WW 95 BBB DAYS STNGT GRAF w/ UK TB CAVS GT W/ DANT HER MD - In got dave u a Live Pri At AX PAI Hi Free Scott FGT w/Dez/ LC CA RD W/pops/It ban mnd wse w/DT KP AS/BD UC MISION JAM CD CI AC 94 Carbtle TS Get Ready To Rumble My Family Fnds/ Jennifer I Will Always Love You S Pure Kanz My Skillz All Sellouts I'm Still On Top Of Da Game This Dad. Secret Ambition: To live in death as I dye upon life.

Helen Ann DeSimone

a.k.a. "Heli" "Henna"

Ambition: Pediatric Dentistry

Jennifer Lynn DiMinni  
ak.a. Jenn, Candy  
Ambition: To live a life of serenity, not a life of regrets.  
Memories: FH, In & Out dr Track, BB, Clbs Hld Whl Relays Fr Bb, CR, SC, GS, Sl pove Super Seed SH, ND, Zany Brny Nl, Ford 4 E CT, I LUV HIM Stop. Yankn My Chain Ur Silly CF, CR Shwr MDW SA, We Need Meat JU, CT, LG, MW In BB, Thanx 4 Rainbw Js, CJ, JB. Sobri, Newr 4 grl TN, LG, PL, Wel Alivn ND, Thanx 4 The Ring Luv U Gordns Clas Mls U Guys Dg, Chooce, Hosll Dl, LP, LV, Luv Ss u SO, TK my labes JD, My Sweat SM, Wrest Lk Rm LkG Gud JC, Its Over Ba by Tt Care Of Yrslf I LUV U CR, my 2nd, 5 Mom Dad Jus Gram I LUV U.  
Secret Ambition: To have a secret supply of hopes on hand to help me plan my tomorrows.

James A. Docherty  
ak.a. “Doc”  
Ambition: Psychiatrist  
Secret Ambition: To someday understand the female mind.

Kevin Lee Doheny Jr.  
ak.a. “Kev”  
Ambition: Performing Arts  

Jessica Suzanne Egger  
ak.a. “Jess”  
Ambition: Social Work  
Memories ... Nvr Fgt CPLBO! Lun 2 Bug Man I dunno man. Mt at cmrn in S. 97, 9, SC DG Tk - SPl Maniac, Bazzoo - BR S1 D - Always my q - angel. SC nr ever fgt Cheiss Cat few 4 u sure u didn’t? bb Mem. MB we hv 2 mny mms 2 fgr! Godig hghts! Pyy 95! Mcds BRI KD wht wd I do w/out u? Luv U MGGLS I’ll make u prd. I Luv U. Only 1 yr out of a lifetime of friendships. I’ll always have my dreams.  
Secret Ambition: To never let anything come between me and my dreams.
Robert Fava  
a.k.a. “Fava” “Frogger”  
Ambition: Chiropractor  
Secret Ambition: To own a WawaH!

Elena Ferriona  

Joseph D. Filan  
a.k.a. “Joey,” “Biggie,” “Poppa”  
Ambition: To be as good looking as Omar Haxin.  
Memories . . . Hangin wit KK AH VD RD TB MR IB LC DM SC MOR 2 COME AH My Ace Bocon chilin on U C STUMPIN GROUND KK VD THANKS 4 Being there 4 me BW JR Chillin wir my Vette MD WEEKEND GD 5 Gina c'Thanks 4 all the love U Much (BFE) VD KK TB RD SL RD NB SS NC NO JD JR BW Chillin In DA BASEMENT "93 "94 Daspie Don't no KK VD TB RD EA IK 5 wt POP! MD I LeFs Jet, ND A trunk 95 ROE Alwayz A Place in My Heart 4 U Love U Much More I won Cuz Nicole We Made it Love U Mom Dad Dee Steve thanks 4 Puttin Up Wit Me Love U's Peace PV. Secret Ambition: To stay with only one girl.

Jeffrey J. Francisco  
a.k.a. “Gator”  
Ambition: To succeed at the great game of life.  
Memories . . . Gr 8 Times w/SJ, JW, DN, AV, JD, CY, BF, WP TIMBSS SG/yn the sth hv'n & flipn outw/ dub XN. Mt Pleas KNGD skis dir u r ft SG. Gt ny trof / CC PJF CY JW SG wlk brdg Nibir time. DN gry gd people crew. BATS w/wdn br. 1st IN WD fest DN. SG DN thnx for kpn me clean. Da hopit in Bvl / rfn & wrd. Dnv fd u/Lucky. To all my friends thanx 4 everything. Gona miss u. All my love to mom, dad, Jen & for puttin up with me. I'll surprise you. Secret Ambition: To one day have the courage to look back and admit my mistakes.

Derek Gaffney  
a.k.a. “D-Money”  
Ambition: College  
Isabel Franzini

Ambition: Happiness
Memories ...
Dm Km Mj Li Lq Hq Jp Tb & so Mny Mor - Luv Unigs!

TKO - BBB - DEZ my Sis 84 St B

“MOM” Take A - Car Rob KER baby 24 -7 w/u KK T Ing KENR gib
hse BOUGHT chrt NASTY ox7 MUSHY
cy SLAM la Dwane B - room Cerzr
Czy Dvn w/JL 2 Rd Da BOS rat Mag
JACK its Jump ink rd My Faye Lst On
Eim St PS w/fy AN hmy w/q as LQ
thnx Mj LB her Fault. TP wn dow Up.

GC alks. Joey Luv U Like A Bro. JMP
a Iws My Chik ape. Donk 17? LB z
Whipped. Jrzy Shr Mem Wknd 95' 2
men 2 tel! AC 11 -19-95 M? Good xs
No Regrets! Mom Dad Ur Da Best
Thnx PEACE

Secret Ambition: To never miss the
magic of the moment by focusing
on whats to come.

Toni Marie Galante
a.k.a. “Tone, T-bone, Mar”
Ambition: Happiness
Memories ...
Drn Km Mj Li Lq Hq Jp Tb & so Mny Mor - Luv Unigs!

TKO - BBB - DEZ my Sis 84 St B

“MOM” Take A - Car Rob KER baby 24 -7 w/u KK T Ing KENR gib
hse BOUGHT chrt NASTY ox7 MUSHY
cy SLAM la Dwane B - room Cerzr
Czy Dvn w/JL 2 Rd Da BOS rat Mag
JACK its Jump ink rd My Faye Lst On
Eim St PS w/fy AN hmy w/q as LQ
thnx Mj LB her Fault. TP wn dow Up.

GC alks. Joey Luv U Like A Bro. JMP
a Iws My Chik ape. Donk 17? LB z
Whipped. Jrzy Shr Mem Wknd 95' 2
men 2 tel! AC 11 -19-95 M? Good xs
No Regrets! Mom Dad Ur Da Best
Thnx PEACE
Secret Ambition: To never miss the
glory of the moment by focusing
on what's to come.

Paul Garcia
Ambition: To be a PHP
Memories ...
Toy Galante - Thanx 4 da Mems - U R da Best. Chillin
w/my crew. We hawkin. An another
shout out to my Hoboken Projects
crew - ML, Bous! My boys - AH, DR, PR, CU, Italian. - Luv BU, DA - CR, NL, CI! Mor, Dad Thnx

Daniel Gasalberti
a.k.a. “Dan”
Ambition: College
Memories ...
HELLO 4 Yrs FB 3 Yrs VRS Cliff Stmto Camp Outs IWWC
NYC nites at Smits Odons & Mex
Mag - 42nd & 4th - Jmugd Peepin
in 95 LME LIGHT - mntns - Cm KJ
Ma NVR end gNFE - AST 2 CR VLB
250Y Ds/26GC b2MD hou M - day
BASH streets FB BBC - plkn st up Pool
hpn - 5 bum outs = PIGMAN Rs Cr
As Cm Js Ml - Thnx 4 4 Yrs of PIFS
DOC Spcks Bar - gun in the VIPER
Nlw/ Dice 11 tea pty EVEN FLOW KB
Stri 4196 w/JM Mor Kr & Crs - tx4 4
evnyg 9/15/94 Your Memmors Live
On I LUV U AL

Secret Ambition: To live on the
planet with the most moons.

Denise Gencarelli
a.k.a. “Dee,” “Din”
Ambition: To become a very suc-
cessful business woman
Memories ...
Can’t believe it's over! Hangin with FT CB AM AB AT Obsess ctskl to go to beach w/FT
Playing. Taxi Driver for everyone
Working w/FT over the summer
Great Time At Seaside w/Manny
Don’t forget the times we had CB FT
& RR. I Love You Manny Forever.
Good Luck in the future FT RR CB
AM AB Ll JB I LOVE YOU Mom & Dad.
Secret Ambition: To marry a very
rich man.

Francesca P. Gencarelli
a.k.a. “Fran”
Ambition: Pediatrician
Memories ...
GRT xs JD, SB, TS - Sweet Oranges! HD, LG & JL - Per B Biozzaa, JB & CD - Nvr 4 get 80s Girlf
SB - Coll wuz grt! Rembr IQ & Phry at
RS, LG - we are the premiers 4 Evtl
JD - He doesn’t knw how to do it!
Ruffles & Pink, IL. - The bird won’t go
away. CW & JB - Good Uk - chope.
TS - How’s ur head? B - bls hurt. JD
- 4ys funkly outfbs SB - Macy’s, ER, Kit
- FT, KC, IL, JL. I LOVE YOU STEVE
12-2-94 Thanks for everything.
Mom, Dad, Ro, Eugene. - I Love You
Secret Ambition: To never waste a
moment thinking about what has
been and look forward to what
can be.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
44/SENIORS

Salvatore Gencarelli
a.k.a. “Sal”
Ambition: undecided
Memories ...
Good times w/ JF AV
JW. Won't forget summer 95 w/JF
while SP, AV in Lyndhurst I haven't
forgotten about this.
JH, JW in court. Fun
times at Shoprite w/JF, AV, AH, JJ,
NO, AT, CD, TI. Runs w/JF Accidents
w/ J& MB. Working at DPW
w/MB. AV - 1 ing up and falling on
lawn. To all my friends. I will never
forget u. Special thanks to Mom,
Dad, Maria and Enz. I love u guys.
Guido never die!
Secret Ambition: To become a
Power Ranger.

Denise Gencarelli
a.k.a. “Dee,” “Din”
Ambition: To have everything.
Memories ...
JE * BFPE * I miss you
Meet you in 5 at comr 2 coa!hot *
Gimm my cths * CF MIRD * FF hngy
* Dnr Shtat the smttm * SC cm MN
AG Crid 94 SC JF bsf sf SP CT KO *
& * RP * & ech JES lew meln in * SC
w/f? Juli cll u Ge O * CL blky 4 If t
Sg opn wD NGt Cm ir * ND CF thns
* AN ingh 95 NVR Nvr Cli oz Pz cr JC
Atth * JTO Sycch Df ctv Fl ht spd
bump VJ 75785 Ahn. U mk me hpy!
On my Bday BT I brd * FC always
rembr BIG * RP * DOG! * When
Denise is in the hse On My God
* RADIO MOM DAD DAD ANNA
JOEY I LOVE U TX4 Evthng.
Secret Ambition: To be Julie
Newmar.

Secret Ambition: To never miss the
glory of the moment by focusing
on what's to come.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
44/SENIORS

Secret Ambition: To never miss the
glory of the moment by focusing
on what's to come.

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
44/SENIORS
Sabrina Marie Giliberti  
ak.a. "Sabree"
Ambition: Fashion  
Memories ... BPE w/CJ, JB, SA Cf GF w/Cr, Jd, Jl, Dg, FLOR '94 & HAMPT 95 w/WL, L1, Cr 96 w/Cr Jp T0S - 90 by hands - stp Dck rnl, PROBLEMS w/BF - snc Bth - LYLASS Sa BF - wV frnds wrl R U Dng? U R b off n Me! SHANE! Berg & Doug - R Da Best! EXPO w/Cr, JB - BIG POPPA & CHEATY! Newp t's 2 n Mrg w/Cj, Smkn CHOC w/WSC. LATER - ALAS! Thnk 4 Mem Thnks MOM, DAD & 3 Bros 4 Thnx YOU!  
Secret Ambition: "To make sure what goes around really does come around."

Diana Giordano  
ak.a. "Anything but Di"  
Ambition: To reach at least 5 ft. in height  
Memories ... Gr 8 x w/AR, MT, ML, RC, MK, SC, AH, NL & LB Topia 95' w/AR u grt enuf ritz in there? Nw yrs War RC MK hw dprsmng a MT - mv 4 gft brink bed ffl Morel u ok? Grl Adv - 1st Aid trn ML - bdy bx & fr lj Bch AR - lntr 468, c n if nrah? RC - th bym MT - LLL AR & SC - wnr on the wrng side of the rodl of '95 AR - wht r twm? Do u wnt tth cheqys #2 AR - u tl spol prn, dnt evr chge, Sonia & Jo - u cndn't sk for better sistrs thn u twl Mom & Dad - lv u Rwly thx.  
Secret Ambition: To make like a tree and leave.

Erica Gramp  
ak.a. "Bone," "F.A.T."  
Ambition: To become a pharmacist  
Memories ... 2 yrs football '1V, 3 yrs V-tennis. Had lots of fun w/evrybody. 8-ball at RD's Hangin' w/SS, RC, KB, KL, CV, MM, CS, DG, DS, CR, JD, AS's house CJ - "OKAY" BF's JV, GD, TK, JB. OH is a comed. Thnks AK "Whut eet?" "I am cornholio" Fun at the shore w/GD in Seaaside Mem Day Wknd '95. Wid wd had chx all armd. DR's house soph yr. "way way ander" NICE fish. Ths piece TK LS JT slrs of 95 rule ffl miss evrybdy GL CYl.

Suzanne V. Hallberg  
ak.a. "Suzy"  
Ambition: Law  
Memories ... 3 yrs FH Pych Wd Camp out '93 TRBE - DUK Ul LG, CT, Gk, Jl, J1, Jd, Dg, Fd, Sc, Gp, S, Sm, T, Jr, Fr. Spd, Jj, Jl, Jn, Jh. Always when God was Good.  
Secret Ambition: To be on Broad- way. NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY SENIORS/45
Wayne Gary Hamlin, Jr.

a.k.a. "Wayne Dog"

"Pooman"

Ambition: To own a successful business.

Memories ... Thanks Mom + Dad for being there - TV + EM. Thanks for all the good times Buggin out - KG. Thanks for always being there for me - DL - NEW YEARS EVE Evroom, Vroom, I Mapled riding - JD, SMACK, SMACK, Band Practice - SC. Downstairs sink with lol - FP, LEFP ON BUGGIN OUT - Everyone in SINGA C thanks for all the fun growing up there, Fort, RW - ML downstairs bathroom I can't see no more + the races NC + DH, thanks for all the good times at all your get-togethers - farewell Class '95. Secret Ambition: To be cartoon character for 24 hours.

Omar Hazln

a.k.a. "Oats"

Ambition: Actor


Moustafa Hazin

a.k.a. "Steefie"

Ambition: Gemology


Angelina Lillian Heerema

a.k.a. "Angela"

Ambition: To work in the field of business

Memories ... "It matters not how strait the gate. How charged with punishments the scroll. I am the master of my fate: I am the captain of my soul." My eternal gratitude to the special someone who helped me get through the most difficult time in my life. This is for you, mom and dad. Secret Ambition: To never be afraid.

Andrew Herreros

Ambition: To get what I want a lot.

Memories ... BF's, NC, RF, JS, JC, JC, DC, VD, JV, OH, JJ, CK, CR, JB. Parties at cliff. BARN, Chirico's, JS HOUSE Gimme An Hour. Thanks 4 the help JJ. MEM. weekend 95 WW Barc I like Il Raw. My little rich kid Carabba. Luv ya. Rob. Good Lookin After your little Bro. Dad. Luv Ya things will be ok. CS Im sorry. NC, RF, JS, VD Always be there. Yo fagin IM out like sour kraut but IT Always be buggin out. TRAUMA. My Baby. Secret Ambition: To never eat the sour tuna.

Dave Holmberg

a.k.a. Homburg

Ambition: To get what I want a lot.

Memories ... BF's, NC, RF, JS, JC, JC, DC, VD, JV, OH, JJ, CK, CR, JB.

Parties at cliff. BARN, Chirico's, JS HOUSE Gimme An Hour. Thanks 4 the help JJ. MEM. weekend 95 WW Barc I like Il Raw. My little rich kid Carabba. Luv ya. Rob. Good Lookin After your little Bro. Dad. Luv Ya things will be ok. CS Im sorry. NC, RF, JS, VD Always be there. Yo fagin IM out like sour kraut but IT Always be buggin out. TRAUMA. My Baby. Secret Ambition: To never eat the sour tuna.

Omar Nazin

a.k.a. "Oats"

Ambition: Actor


Natalie Hin

a.k.a. "Nat" "Nathalie"

Ambition: Communications


Brian Hong
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Hakim Hussain
a.k.a. “Dream Team”
Ambition: Altruist
Memories . . . A word to the wise or subtled - neglect & ignorance condemns us - thanks to those who support five years just try so quickly no patience buddy with Umar luck with his UFC insane in the membrane hope sis gets a new car old is as good as new kinetics balance is superior BWTTUKD in Md Any one reading this should do something more constructive. Good luck class of 96.
Secret Ambition: A comical superhero.

Ambition: College
Memories . . . 2 yrs Football 1 yr Track Bst yrs ever in P.V. Bst parties in DH Garage Hanging out with DH NC RD JS JC TV DD SC FL EL The Bst Times in the T-Bird with evryone Good Times with KK TB IFVD RD AH DC SC Sellout 95 Suide night with OH IF KK VK ROing ML dwn Nvr View Dr. with MJ MD & KK Bto Fst 95 with ML MP RK PP DS BUSTED! Mr. T - the bst techr MD wek 96 & 95 Stuck out! 7yr 4 ever! To the “Crew” never rallied!!!
Secret Ambition: To be as tough as Scott Milligan.

Jaime Jacobus
Secret Ambition: To love the ones who love me not the ones who hurt me.

Mark Innocent
a.k.a. “Spank”
Ambition: College
Memories . . . 2 yrs Football 1 yr Track Bst yrs ever in P.V. Bst parties in DH Garage Hanging out with DH NC RD JS JC TV DD SC FL EL The Bst Times in the T-Bird with evryone Good Times with KK TB IFVD RD AH DC SC Sellout 95 Suide night with OH IF KK VK ROing ML dwn Nvr View Dr. with MJ MD & KK Bto Fst 95 with ML MP RK PP DS BUSTED! Mr. T - the bst techr MD wek 96 & 95 Stuck out! 7yr 4 ever! To the “Crew” never rallied!!!
Secret Ambition: To be as tough as Scott Milligan.

Ambition: College
Memories . . . to go to congress.
Secret Ambition: To be the next Pink Power Ranger!

Nicole Jenkinson
a.k.a. “Nikki”
Ambition: College
Memories . . . 4 yrs Gymn Capt w/JM 4 yrs Gymn Chng BM & JV Kings inn ’95 LV LNY LIV THE BEAST! NV hv mny Fmks? Hv hr PSI KS no car w/o U. JOU 520, now chk my flh. MC Thnx 4 all the advice. I knw my scrt’s safe w/U (B) JM I hav a hachey May B it’s a tuma! I think wse in NV 99 mph on PW, WARP SPEED! J & N BFTE I luv U KR I’ll miss U Far - 11 RP NCBVR To my family. Thnx 4 evryng! OK luv U Bub - Bye!
Secret Ambition: To be the next Pink Power Ranger!

Christine Infusino
a.k.a. Chrissy
Ambition: College
Memories . . . 4 yrs Football, 2 yrs Track Pre - G show Parties All Art’s Parties, Pre - CR Party at RS. Campouts, Stamatoes Da Cliff. Mem Day Wknd. O’Dona’s, Mem Pigco. ML Party PLP’s. JJ 2 yrs By the Tree, Bch Bums in Winter, Y U Gotta push me down the stairs Dunmer UR Pretty Dum MOM, DAD, JANINE. Thnx 4 evryngthng. Luv U Guys. Yo, AS, KL, RL, JR, SM, BD, MD, RS, GC, CV, JB, KB, DGas, CM, PP, ML Keep Fahn’ Bro & Every1 Else We’re Out - Peace!
Secret Ambition: Uh, I Don’t Get It?

Jackelynn Innocent
a.k.a. “Jackie”
Ambition: College
Memories . . . ML - Mem Day 95 - STOP Jul 4 94 NYC - DL’s Car. Turn, LL, PA, AU, LS (exa) GTN & 2 mny mems Lux U To - Mem Day 95 “I can’t look a tur fac” - City - gain Cay Nrd Dg - Dnt Jmp Lb’s Lux U Jul 4 95 w/TG ML AN - Limo Grid Lbr Dy Wknd 95 (clifinj BAO nvr 4 get me ms Kev - Bindle 4 evry jn - Thnx 4 evryngthng Luv U TP - So Mny Mems Nvr 4 get Thng Dg - Ill Coll U. DG KM Geo. BG - Thnx 4 Mems Nvr 4 get Me Wen Ur Bg Hcky Str AG - Rf Reerr Mom. DAD, Jen, Laur, Urn - Thnx 4 evryngthng Luv U PV - Peace Rreree!
Secret Ambition: To have my heart and head telling me to do the same thing.

Michael John Jakubas
a.k.a. “Mike”
Ambition: Criminal Justice
Memories . . . 4 yrs Football, 2 yrs Track Pre - G show Parties All Art’s Parties, Pre - CR Party at RS. Campouts, Stamatoes Da Cliff. Mem Day Wknd. O’Dona’s, Mem Pigco. ML Party PLP’s. JJ 2 yrs By the Tree, Bch Bums in Winter, Y U Gotta push me down the stairs Dunmer UR Pretty Dum MOM, DAD, JANINE. Thnx 4 evryngthng. Luv U Guys. Yo, AS, KL, RL, JR, SM, BD, MD, RS, GC, CV, JB, KB, DGas, CM, PP, ML Keep Fahn’ Bro & Every1 Else We’re Out - Peace!
Secret Ambition: Uh, I Don’t Get It?

Randall C. Juba
a.k.a. “Randy”
Ambition: Advertising
Memories . . . Trip to Virginia, what a surprise! V.V. w/JN. Diona, All. Shame, LV. JJ, Ptry at ML’s. Remembe zebra. Hanging at Sk’s. Hockey at Rose w/BG, MP. LV. Bird, AT, JJ, JM, SM, JM, SK. RS. DM, JK. Hockey at SF w/Berger Rats. Dirt Bike w/NV. JJ. at Rose. English town w/AT, RM. JJ. (car never ran). Skiing at Wisdom w/LV. JJ. GV. NV. Bene w/RS. LV. JC. JJ. RM. EL. Being pulled over sort tint w/NV. JJ. MOM & DAD thanks for everything!
Secret Ambition: To choose a path where no one goes.
Gina Kang
Ambition: Go-Go dancer.
Memories ... CAN U FEEL fT? 93 NY
dancin w/ JA EQ scarin Txi Cab
Drvr. Vball DIGS "Stop Smiling!" MA,
w/blue-eyes Boston & Cape w/ JA.
KZ lets go shopping uO - Xmas Tree
L + SAKS - NY Eve 95 VT "I came
this close 2 dyin Yng Man R u OK'
flip 4 fun. drms B Boys w/blind br. BU
w/KS Q septm - mg by PHSCA 1
Mnth No Shwr. GSS w/AT ok space
1 dy. I luv u buh - bye. SH Frnd Since
Birth - Eng w/JL MF - shape ur
karma JA & EQ buds 4 life Str 8
dad, mom, Mina, Lana I
LOVE YOU!
Secret Ambition: Astrophysicist.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Justin Ketterer
a.k.a. "Chad"
Ambition: To play P.V. football.
Memories ... Hangin with DM, SM,
OH, DM, JD, NV, MP, PBH with
DM, SM & FF & his boys. Mon nightlq.
OH, DM, SM. Wildwood 95 w/DM
& DS. I should have worn a purple
shirt! The Canal w/ OH DS DM. OH I
mad 2 Cut your Hippie hair? - So - the
Bullet Won! Hit It Hard Style - JK - SJ
chill in At Diner w/DS OH DM SM SP
B Boys w/JS JC JS. The Joker - PS
the fun has begun! To JD and SM! You
Guys Are Never Gonna Graduate
Secret Ambition: To learn how to
twist good.

Maria Kinluk
Ambition: Optics
Memories ... Great X’s w/ Alan
Thars 4 being there QUACK little
one OXO DOGPOUND Cantone bf
RC body paint perf art Fly’n ZebraAR 3yr gym Sliced finger DG
is the Ilybrian New Yrs 94 7/11 RC
little while fluffy 40m AB W/Wood
95 HB twins Hi OP cheese WOCK
has found the magical deer hoof
RC p-cussion baby PB - my tooth
The fly of the ages Hey that’s my
dad whistling I have to go Thank
Mom + Family LuV U OXO.
Secret Ambition: To Stay Little

Kashif Khan
Ambition: Business Management
Memories ... Finally out of high
school!!! Butter!!! JM Wanna Go to
Jersey City? Bruce stop Kicking the
locker Keep dreaming About UR
Ferrari. Remb the car Axian - 500
fine. Chris let me get that tape.
Planet Hollywood — The tip. Tyson U
got 1 yr. Tasho — DJ At Parties - DJ
treash and DJ Smooth. Dream
Team — Halim. To my family —
Thanks for putting up with me. I will
pay you back!!!
Secret Ambition: Rollin’ in my black,
slick BMW.

Robert Kirby
“Kirby” “Kirbalicious”
Ambition: Computer Engineer
Memories ... Skating & Fitting with
B Fat, ML, TC, SM, DCL, CK 1st Me-
memorial Day Weekend w/TC Falling
w/Class 96 Memorial Day 95
Ande’s House Party’s SM, DCL Am I
Getting Pulled Over God fathers At
PC’s De Paul Guy’s JC, JM, NM, RS,
SM Alex It Was Fun, but Your Nutz
Omar Where’s The Chickens
Montclair Jill I Like It In Red ML,
PS Was A Trip 7th Lunch Rules NL, GC
TC, SM, JM Your My Family JC, NM
I Luv U Mom - We’re Finally Done I
LOVE YOU!
Secret Ambition: Run toward the
east until I meet the sun.

Kamal Karam
a.k.a. “Arab”
Ambition: College-TS
Memories ... Chillin w/VD TB RD
SC GS RC AH PG NM CL EL Old Ski
Krn KK VD JD 1st 3 and 1st 3 T BRD
2 mnry memories 2 remember 40
nights incident. The chase dad’s
part’s JF Basement Krn w/T BRD
2 mny memories 2 remember 40
nights incident. The chase dad’s
part’s JF Basement Krn w/T BRD
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Kashif Khan
Ambition: Business Management
Memories ... Finally out of high
school!!! Butter!!! JM Wanna Go to
Jersey City? Bruce stop Kicking the
locker Keep dreaming About UR
Ferrari. Remb the car Axian - 500
fine. Chris let me get that tape.
Planet Hollywood — The tip. Tyson U
got 1 yr. Tasho — DJ At Parties - DJ
treash and DJ Smooth. Dream
Team — Halim. To my family —
Thanks for putting up with me. I will
pay you back!!!
Secret Ambition: Rollin’ in my black,
slick BMW.

Kashif Khan
Ambition: Business Management
Memories ... Finally out of high
school!!! Butter!!! JM Wanna Go to
Jersey City? Bruce stop Kicking the
locker Keep dreaming About UR
Ferrari. Remb the car Axian - 500
fine. Chris let me get that tape.
Planet Hollywood — The tip. Tyson U
got 1 yr. Tasho — DJ At Parties - DJ
treash and DJ Smooth. Dream
Team — Halim. To my family —
Thanks for putting up with me. I will
pay you back!!!
Secret Ambition: Rollin’ in my black,
slick BMW.
Tanya Klafter  
ak.a. “Tan” “Taner”  
Ambition: Teacher  
Memories ... Fish Vars Track Italian & French Club Hanging w/ JV, DG, SO, Din, Ti Voglio Bence, Laura, You’re my sunshine I love you. Marshall’s Crew DG, EF, GD, DG, SO, CF, ND - Gina C Ray is watching, Joe, you made me fall in love for the first time. 11-11-94 is forever, Mom, Dad, Laura, Nonna, Nonno, Zia Lucia, Baka. Thanks for being there for me. Grandpa and Mamma Mia, I know you’re watching and I miss you. Secret Ambition: To let my Dad know I love him.

Dave Klepel  
ak.a. “Klep”  
Ambition: To complete college & become successful. Memories ... Having a great time playing hockey with Dave VW, John B, Chris T, Max R, Sanders R, and the rest of the team. Finally got to see the Devils win the Cup. Having fun when hanging out with the team. Joe G, Jim G, Mike A, and Mike P. Thanks to my parents for all of their support. See you in Colorado one day. Making fun of CT, POOP. It's been real guys. Secret Ambition: T.P.H.

Christopher LaBruna  
ak.a. “Pudge”  
Ambition: College  
Memories ... Always Hanging Wit ER MS TR DO MD DM KK - Old School Crew - PU BJ FV DK K4 - ever ERM pnt less Fri's Alice That Junk /Get Pumped New Pain Job DH - Good Party Non stop Where My Bieper Pal Wit OS CS TB TM D wkends Take Control P is For U No what BYFBB - Ball WP CG RD wit every body Always Chillen Wit JF Ml N dty Jubig RD Whg Do You Talk So Weird Thanx To My Mom, Dad, Dino, Katherine For Puting Up With Me Also To The Rest Of My Friends & Family HoldOn. Secret Ambition: To have guns like Joe Bignola.

Daniel Marco LaNeve  
ak.a. “Paisan”  
Ambition: Chiropractor  

Laurie Ann Kyle  
Ambition: Gemologist  
Memories ... Hangn w/SS NC GA BA DM crew AC CT KM & NT TM. C-Sde 95 UR BK w/ NC & JA, NC - “Oh God” What do you mean? Where did we PK the CR? SS-Stop tellin SR stories GA - “face” “duces” 94co WFM. More KET GVE me yr ChGE. CST forever. GRITM W/ QTR, AN - You mean the WORLD to me. I LUV YOU Mom, Dad, George, Hailey. Thnx for everything. I LUV U ALL. GOOD LUCK CLASS OF “96” DNE EHT Secret Ambition: To treat my children as well as my parents treated me.

Kevin Lightner  
ak.a. Dumbner  
Ambition: To Get Smart  

Matt Lazarski  
Ambition: Movie Making  
Memories ... Seem to have lost my mind, have you seen it? Searching for spiritual ecstasy. Utmost respect for JL, JM, JN, DB, DR, JS, HG, SS, MT, Moo, and Bfat. What you do and what you own is not what you are! Environmental appreciation or swift extinction; it's our choice! Don't conform to the system. Thanks to a select few. Special thanks to Ms. McNeal, one of the most beautiful people I've ever met. Secret Ambition: To create an environmentally conscious civilization.

Andrew Lijo  
ak.a. Ludg  
Ambition: To save sharks from ignorance  
Memories: Raaaverer?? Wish I Knew why?? Wake up year beareas. Atention to the person reading: Do you think your special because you walk upright? Maybe I should design a space specifically designed to imitate your habitat. Everyone of these 4 revolutions have gotten more ridiculous with stupid rules from TMUS: The Ludg Mobile Incident. Techno Rules. HaHa Calgon take me away. Secret Ambition: To wake up when all my dreams come true.
Irene Rebecca Lijoi
Ambition: Architecture
Memories: To all my friends
Secret Ambition: Sanity

Jennifer July Lioni
da.k.a. “Jen”
Ambition: To always have a smile on my face, love in my heart, and friends by my side
Memories: . . . Stud Sen Prez.* Bed C * Win Ev & Cage Rule * Win Post "95 Aklh! * 3 Yrs Fr Hocky * PL Why? EVC I br Mac * 4 Yrs Dvlt & 2 Clas.’94 I Luv U * Cmo outs * Sc coward’ 1985 Prom ’93 * Cat w/Cf, Sa, Sc * Medyl Trm * Mem Day, Wld ’95 - Dells RLYA * Sk I Mis U * XC psl w/Sc Sa Nd * Gr w/Sa Ev Jd Pi Pi Sq H Mo Cv Cr Sh Lg Tr Gk Flg - UDN Da Bid KIT * BF Sc Thrx 4 Kepi Me Out a Line * BF C Giola * Big Bro Aj * BF Jr Shold a Ben PV * EFF EC OL I E So Mny Gr 8Xs How Com I N cv New Trd Of U? Luv U * Mom & Papa I Ow U Da Wrld ill Mak U Prd * Sab Con I B U * Nonni, Lenina, Lulu Luv U * Pace Luv & Happiness 2 All!
Secret Ambition: To date the professor on Gilligan’s Island
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Matthew LoForese
a.k.a. “Loaf”
Ambition: College
Memories: . . . 4 yrs Frbl 1 yr Baseball 1 yr Track Takin Ap home Boy Those C’s were good Mall With n Con Fri playin Ball in summer With the Boys SmASHi Broken windo Sum of ‘95 - Foul Ball Workin at SR Summer lift W/Th’e team-Penn State Camp.’ roamin w/ET, The Pro’s.
Secret Ambition: Travel around the world in 80 days.

Nina Marie Lorusso
a.k.a. Nash
Ambition: Dance/Choreographer
Memories: . . . 4 yrs Ron Ron Capt w/BB 4 yrs WshDn w/SL shld you won Hd w/PIL its Rth BF FE BL, TGN Gril Xs w/Lg Ct-Jb Cj Jd Sh Sm Oh Rk Cm Dg Kb Cr BAFB rv 4 gtr xs Fr Olle CM dnr w/R5 BD Ak LC helio Ill Luvw Luv c grty prty TTC pagd tak Ugys R’n R’tt Bst Luv Us Dorn BFFE Cr Bb sbw Mem Wind WW Brrt MK IP WW WW 95 Cnt Rmbc GC 24-7 Dez GC RK shwrs 95 Lg Hi Dad Bd 12 dk Ct Ug twd Cj Iry Carol Gd t Lg Gc Cm Dg FUGITVS MLB t Ks mpNd pick jco Omar Brk Pol PAL 1-2-22 4 Evr U R my BFI LUV U 4 LFE Mom, Dad, Tara, Tanish, Thanks 4 Everything Drash U R the Bst Kity I LUV U Secret Ambition: To dance with an angel on my way up to fame.

Melissa Loya
“Moosa, Mush”
Ambition: College
Memories: . . . Tg Jl Km Lq Mt Sp Tp Jw BFFE Good Times No Regrets! Tg - 10 yrs later (Adam) Jb + Tg Ltt Girl In Rasci Ceasor LG Dwayne WSP SLAM! Jl - Mem Day “STOP” 4 July ’94 Juan Es Muy Guapo “Lml” + (FAULIS) GTNKDS - NYC Wh LL FDU Shvs Bsrnt Jt Pr - 4 July (Rl Zebras)! No Pie Hokuna Mafaat LL adam Lg 8 & A 4 Evr Mt - NYC Speer Bill NY Eve 94 12-27/28 Powl Leo Lep Fit? Jw - lmn Lt? Sp New Yik Ken Get Ur Own Room! Andy P “Wee Here Hee” Mom Dad (DMIF) Thnx Lmd A lot In Jla 94. Ps - PV “Get The Gun”
Secret Ambition: To always forgive, Never Forget, Learn From Mistakes but Never Regret!
Erminio Luciano  
A.K.A. “Erm”  
Ambition: Hotel Management  
Memories . . . 2 Mom N Dad THANX 4 EVERYTHING, I LUV U NIFT 2, VC - DON'T MAKE ME TRIP, U'VE BEEN a GREAT Friend! MB - U wanna smk SM - Don't Call Me SnackerN SM 2, LR - u feel STP ask Me 4 likes We withwrh. RC, DZ, TC, JG - I LUV U GUYZ. N 2 MY babe DON'T FRGET - 9 ALWAYS LUV U. U MN THA WORLD 2 ME. I'm glad U CAM IN 2 MY Life Thanx AGN 2 EVRYONE. ALL t Memories ... 4 yrs Football, 2 yrs BSbl.  
Ambition: Criminal Justice  
pen 2 me. CSW. No Mt Whl, we'll be 2 gthr 4 evry BO, Mom, Dad, Mike, Joe - Trks 4 evrythng. Luv U All!

Faith Macchiarilli  
Ambition: Beautician  
Memories . . . P/V 4 years. Finalf! PXVC 4 FAST SEASONS w/ DP MV SB WD, DC, dllu cute nickels &m trips ... KB, ML, find posin RB, ML. Call your mom RB Make a left J City. CA - my 1 stshg? - friend if it wasn't 4 MA, ST, UR, BA, TI + ON I woulnd't have made it. TE U wanna cash my check? MM j/c I III always luv u Mom + MP BW u still act me Besty luv u lots. Out side PV Ov a 5MM, MD, TC. JM, LM, JB, BUDDA, KB. Wheres Doug? Rm PO 95 w/TT, Bonnie + MS LM Come here SG. PVCU.  
Secret Ambition: To find my true Ugtopia.

Douglas Markley  
A.K.A. “Doug”  
Ambition: Stock Broker  
Memories . . . P V 4 years. Finalf! PXVC 4 FAST SEASONS w/ DP MV SB WD, DC, dllu cute nickels &m trips ... KB, ML, find posin RB, ML. Call your mom RB Make a left J City. CA - my 1 stshg? - friend if it wasn't 4 MA, ST, UR, BA, TI + ON I woulnd't have made it. TE U wanna cash my check? MM j/c I III always luv u Mom + MP BW u still act me Besty luv u lots. Out side PV Ov a 5MM, MD, TC. JM, LM, JB, BUDDA, KB. Wheres Doug? Rm PO 95 w/TT, Bonnie + MS LM Come here SG. PVCU.  
Secret Ambition: To find my true Ugtopia.

Dina K. Matarazzo  
Ambition: College  
Memories . . . CGP w/JS & KO. KO - Speak Up. Don't Be Shy! Never 4 get Per. 5 Chem. w/DD. GMGG! RR - It's Your Fault. Gr 8 X's w/LM & BM. M - Remember The Letter. Soft Huh? It Fit Nicely! I'm always open 4 Bizness. 9/17 & 18. U R the best! I'll always luv U 9/16/93. Gr 8 X's @ WW/HR, TB, TB 2, MD TC. Sumr '95 Rocked. LF - It's just 2 good Lrchn W/CT, CA, DG, Thnx RR. Mom, Dad & Family. Thanx 4 evrythng. I luv U Guyz! It's been real! The horror is finally over!!  
Secret Ambition: To strive for excel- lence, not perfection.  
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Jason Eric Macaluso  
A.K.A. “Jay Mac”  
Ambition: Criminal Justice  
pen 2 me. CSW. No Mt Whl, we'll be 2 gthr 4 evry BO, Mom, Dad, Mike, Joe - Trks 4 evrythng. Luv U All!

Faith Macchiarilli  
Ambition: Beautician  
Memories . . . P/V 4 years. Finalf! PXVC 4 FAST SEASONS w/ DP MV SB WD, DC, dllu cute nickels &m trips ... KB, ML, find posin RB, ML. Call your mom RB Make a left J City. CA - my 1 stshg? - friend if it wasn't 4 MA, ST, UR, BA, TI + ON I woulnd't have made it. TE U wanna cash my check? MM j/c I III always luv u Mom + MP BW u still act me Besty luv u lots. Out side PV Ov a 5MM, MD, TC. JM, LM, JB, BUDDA, KB. Wheres Doug? Rm PO 95 w/TT, Bonnie + MS LM Come here SG. PVCU.  
Secret Ambition: To find my true Ugtopia.

Dina K. Matarazzo  
Ambition: College  
Memories . . . CGP w/JS & KO. KO - Speak Up. Don't Be Shy! Never 4 get Per. 5 Chem. w/DD. GMGG! RR - It's Your Fault. Gr 8 X's w/LM & BM. M - Remember The Letter. Soft Huh? It Fit Nicely! I'm always open 4 Bizness. 9/17 & 18. U R the best! I'll always luv U 9/16/93. Gr 8 X's @ WW/HR, TB, TB 2, MD TC. Sumr '95 Rocked. LF - It's just 2 good Lrchn W/CT, CA, DG, Thnx RR. Mom, Dad & Family. Thanx 4 evrythng. I luv U Guyz! It's been real! The horror is finally over!!  
Secret Ambition: To strive for excel- lence, not perfection.  
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Julieann Materia  
A.K.A. “Jul”  
Ambition: Teacher  
Memories . . . 4 yrs Gymnastics  
Capt w/NJ 4 Yrs Whl Chr - hd 96 w/FT. KD - wut it all about? UV - It was fun while it lasted. RP & KR - I luv U guys. NJ - Is't a tuma! Spoc on a bike BBFE. KS - lunch rkt. MC - lmd still I luv U hunny, can't make it w/out U. AS - U R the bst A - what wld I do w/out U? WW 95 w/MC. rul! Mom, Samli! Dad. U go now! Dina. Yldnr - nvl stop sing! Thnx 4 Evrythng.  
Miss U gram & Gramps! Luv U pxk. V CyA Bt!  
Secret Ambition: To park the Cleve- land Steamer.
Amy Lynn Mazur
a.k.a. “Ame”
Ambition: To be a success

Desiree Mazza
a.k.a. Shorty, Munchkin
Ambition: To live life to the fullest,
Memories ... TG.BF 84 Z 100 hijkn MDW. RP CAR, On Deck “MMTM” CTRP. KM Big Guys CARAL TKD. GC perm papers CS GC. NL “11” TSWG LC. SLICK. RICH. famous guys SC “How Was The Shower” Chunk CC DS “What Are You Nuts” BA Rmbr The Gd Xs. TP Lost 4 Words. JF VD AH KK RC Hangin 2 gether. DS You R Always !n MY Heart. Tara Love You Like A Sis. Gina, Carmen, Mom, Dad, You Mean So Much To Me, I Love You. Thank You 4 Everything. To all my friends I Love You guys!
Secret Ambition: To one day be able to reach a glass out of my cabinet.

Danny Mazzarella
a.k.a. “Cuervo”
Ambition: ASTRONAUT
Thanks MOM 4 everything Remem-
ber times with JK DS OH MP JA MN Goin to the City with JK AND FLASH Thanks Grandma MB PB 4 every Thing Thank You LJ BH And METALLICA 4 the music This is the End

Michael McGorty
a.k.a. “Mc Goof”
Ambition: Psychologist
Secret Ambition: To follow my heart wherever it may lead me.

Karen McMahon
a.k.a. “Ker” “Me”
Ambition: Social Worker
Secret Ambition: To find a job I love so I never work a day in my life.

Andrew Meletta
a.k.a. “Andy”
Ambition: Architect
Memories ... Four years at P.V. 2 yrs soccer, 3 yrs volleyball. 2 yrs Key Club. Cruise the mall at E.B. & S.E. due to P.T .. Volleyball ruled due to J.B., C.S., & R.R. Hangin always with P.T., C.G., & D.P .. Had a great time with R.L. & A.S. during the Panasonic Competition. It’s been a great four years P.V., See you around. Good luck everybody.
Secret Ambition: To kill the Energizer Bunny.
Casey Daniel Mizzone
a.k.a. K-Dog
Ambition: Substitute Teacher
Memories: 4 yrs w/JS, 4 yrs 8th grade? Powdinn every Sat w/FBI team & children at CLIF, Pivot, Stastics, WWC, bbda, Pke Riv, STHF, BBC - 1st, 2nd, pool hpt, Bur out, PBK & BKB Team at NLS W dance 1 tea Party. Doz Wild n Crazy NYC nights at O'donn, Smiles Tuner "PIGHANDS" w KB Lim file, PP show, Jg oct 1 JK murg JET Pk w MD barf the wOG Docs SC & RD "HELLO" Eve flow, Admiral & Barce MD HW hal yea 2 mnf nds 2 lst Thank 4 all Orphan gr8 mems. Patty, I'll Nvr 4 U I Luv U Dad. Mom, Jes, God, Luv 2 Fam & Fnds Secret Ambition: to know, think, and act that you only live once, but to live again!

Joseph John Moscarelli
a.k.a. "Joe," "JJ," "Cookie Monster"
Ambition: Retail Management
Memories: JS, AA - We Did It! CC I won't 4get MS, PAUL, Class. LT JA - SS - DG - BL - KD. I wish U All Good Luck - N I'll Miss U HL "TOP" Mrs. "C" - Thank 4 Everything I'll Miss U. Every1 At "GARAGE" Luv Ya All, Barb - I Luv U The BOMBS - I Luv U - U - FREAK! My #1 Teddy Bear, I Luv U N - ANY I 4 got - I'll Miss U Darina - N - Matt - SNB - I Luv Ya MOM - I Luv U N thanks 4 Everything I Miss U And Love You I hope You Are Proud of Me .. 1 More Thing - 2 All "UM, ANYWAYS!!!!" Secret Ambition: To meet Madonna & find a cure for AIDS.

Dave Munsey
"Muns," "Munsman"
Ambition: To meet the band. R.E.M.
Memories: ... All the good times with Miss Agosta. Thank you I would have never done it without you. Mr. Tetzule, Mr. Feretti, Mr. Arola, The four years of bowling were really great. I would just like to thank all my teachers and Gym teachers. Thanks for everything. Good Times with WG MP MT. If my girlfriend Melissa I Luv U lot. Good luck William in Florida. Secret Ambition: To own a Dodge Viper.

Kristoffer Moser
a.k.a. "Guido"
Ambition: Carpenter
Memories: Hanging out with the Singa Crew; JC, JP, JT, JK, M, WH, SC, DL, & Mri DJing with M. Inspirational Moments with M. The Ooga Klan with JT & MI. Hanging out at Roy Rogers. Clubbing with the good friends... Head of the Rebels w/JT, M. Bowling w/JK, DL & SC. Thanks Mom, Don, Brian & everybody else who made sure I got my SS to school! 4 everybody else C U Later '96!
Secret Ambition: To live the last of the Guido's!

Ashlee Ann Nauta
a.k.a. "Ash"
Ambition: College
Memories: ... Wd Wd w/ T Bone, Mush-Stp the trolley. Sr. Eng. w/Kubes & GB. Crz'n N Hoffie mag. TG - Long liv Bgrddg - Woof! Dezz U sweat this! Thn Mil. ML. TG - Jerald 48! Nic, Gretch, Kim - Luv U all Piz sweetsie Lz it the greatest! AF - Thank for everything! Mom, Dad, Dana - thanks, I love you! Secret Ambitions: To go to the top and not forget where I came from.

Tara Nicola
Ambition: Law, Psychology
Memories: ... 4 yrs VXC, Trk 3yrs, VB8 cpts. VBF w/LC, JS DS PL, LC - SLAM DS - u r 1st PL - LOST Meas Spd rcr CRASH! JJ smrs always MESS - U gy 3 th gts! I L Ug - tm trn ND - nometres SH - oben NN 95. JJ crit Ti Us Dwn. Dkr ti I hve Rgts Long Run Hme Jg 94 chld 24-7-2196 2 mnry Xs Always Mistke. DG - BMASS Jay trn 4 so Mch A Suny FB cments Mex Mac PP's Pity Ann. AS 2 mnry S at Ngs Like THAT JJ Lie, L Cigt U Babi! Jr C 4 w/BU the yrs 71. LC JJ - Rvnp. JJ trn 4 u house Rs - Tnt! DAD, MOM, TAM - Thn 4 everything! Love U Secret Ambition: To Never Make The Same Mistake Twice.

William Norton
Nola Ogunyemi
a.k.a. "No"
Ambition: Accounting
Memories ... Even though this was my first year in this school I felt very comfortable because everybody was very pleasant around me. I'll always remember and cherish all the good times that I had in this school. To Sarah B. a fry. At last I LEAVE!
Secret Ambition: To be successful.

Jung Oh
a.k.a. "John"
Ambition: To be an Eskimo.
Memories ... The grand essentials in this life are something to do, something to love, and something to hope for. — Joseph Addison.

Melissa Opalka
Ambition: Strength
Memories ... Gr8 x's w/EV, ND, SC, JL, PL, JL, TN, LC, DS, LG, HV, CV. During 6 SC sorry went n 2 po - Sad 9/25/96 n ER luv u. Jr yr w/John 4 mn in my hrt. Ski buds w/LG 2 top/mt, Vt 95 Wild Dance party, Jump face fast. Nu yr's 96 w/ER/Y/1. TN bed na cltn. EV-Yask? My Twin. Mem Day 95 Vka only 17 Jelbi begins. BG luv u make most rong r 11-11 cltn. PL we no 2 drive safe. HV u r bikor min? Cd 3 yrs bussnt. ND no mor frst Shoot yrslf, u r 2 alike. Dad Thnx 4 Car, sorry I messd up, luv u. Mom Thnx 4 support, luv u. If I could turn back time ...
Secret Ambition: To never let my shadow become taller than my soul.

Mike Scott Palkewick
"Flea"
Ambition: writer/composer/poet
4 yrs I Have Learned That We Do Not Know The Warm Progress Under The Stars. We Don't Know That We Exist, We Have Forgotten The Keys To The Kingdom. We Haven't Been Born Yet. And Are We Not Alive! The Only Real Thing Is Self - Full fillment, And Many Of Us Want Even Reach That. Looks Rn't Every- thing And 2nd Impressions R More Important. Ill Wait For Some Of You On The Other Side Of Morning SUC- CESS is only A WORD, Life Is What You Make Of It. Beautiful Friend This Is The End
Secret Ambition: To be the one man that either saves the world or destroys it.

Priyesh Patel
a.k.a. "P-Town"
Ambition: Gastroenterologist
Memories ... 4 years BBall 2 yrs BBall Camp 4 years AV w/DP HB PB MV SB JS JK UK RB Room phy - BUSTED D jumpin out - House phy ML JS CM KB BG CR JS KL MA LG S Cliff - Stamatatos - PLP - Cmp Outts - Wild Wr 95 AW CJ KD GM LM MC S Party 603 Closed Bridge ML SM burn out - Lois CM KB Fishin On River MU KB DG JK Scam - NYC MD ML 5oyd Ln - Sc Burn PD GM D Chillim at LL w/MK KB DG CM RB WW - ML DG JK CS MD MU JM JS GC RS DG KB CM AS MM CV RB KL - Bompin Box - Out - Thanks Mom Dad Sonall Meeta cheese and Mr. Ruccia.
Secret Ambition: To not be such a dork.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Rocco Petrillo
a.k.a. "Votsky"
Ambition: To always keep myself as a person.
Memories ... Thanks Mom and Dad.
Secret Ambition: To become a graphic artist.

54/SENIORS
James J. Phelan IV
a.k.a. "Jim"

Ambition: Low Enforcement
Memories... The last 4 years at PV were pretty cool! I thank all my teachers and friends. Hung out with C.Z. JW MP DK MA CY ZK SY JW. Watch your truck MP. Get your license CZ. Stop listening to country music MA, keep lifting. ZY & SY, Gorgh. Green Day and Offspring rule. Thanks Mom and Dad. MORTAL KOMBAT!!!

Secret Ambition: To beat every video game ever made.

Michael Pilc

Daniel Anthony Piccirillo
a.k.a. "Roy Ballz"

Ambition: English Teacher
Memories... 4 yrs Var X - CS1 - OW/MG. JK SB WB BM VM MK. LE RJ. una TN JM DC BP RR RH M GB ND DC WD SM RM MM JB and people 4 yrs vars track ppl. Thank you Tazzz one 4yr AV Thanx Ruc JK PB HH PM MV JS SB DB RB UK. the rest APP. My best bud west on Jim ritz. JM DB. grz x still ahead Laval in as OC WD. MM-GO CKL Grz. I WR CM CA KM MK. DA. MC GS I always my leggo! Thanx God for my blessings! I love u Mom Dad Brian Mike + Jeff U JSS stuck in my heart! Good buds JS HS. JB DA AL. whazz up SB Pound at MCD's WB tunt NC is cool bye.

Secret Ambition: To look in the mirror and not have it run away.

Peters “Alli”

Ambition: To travel around the world.
Memories... 12/25/94 No Regrets. Only We know now. We were Som how New Year Ha. JB - rembf art. John Joe Bivaro CT - its so cold in here. What Time is it DV - Lets hack MT - In Errhs Atmosfr SE - U hav nortde W/KM - B 2 B. MP - Alwys Fightn. NV Stuck in my heart! Good buds SS HG. Ambition: Peace, Love, and Revenge

Tiffany Danielle Pizza
a.k.a. "Tiff"

Ambition: Screen Writer
Memories... 4 Y track 2 Y Indor trak. SR - mis u lch Soda Girl CW. Thnx 4 evthing Kill the Wabbit Ch well SC - u alln drk me get. Ketchup Girl CD - The Jetsons Live 4 yrs Var X - C51. - U hav noride next year HAI. JB - rembf art John Joe Bivaro CT - its so cold in here. What Time is it DV - Lets hack MT - I got lacitd ocol CD - u cont read yet but hav fun when u get to HS ilis People home - Thanks 4 getn me thru HS. D C J - Lets make a team n throw Bitman offl. Secret Ambition: To eat green eggs and ham.

Elizabeth Quigley
a.k.a. "Uz," "Smalls"

Ambition: College

Michael Pilc

Bryan Michael Prall
a.k.a. "Bry"

Ambition: Low Enforcement
Memories... 12/25/94 No Regrets. Only We know now. We were Som how New Year Ha. JB - rembf art. John Joe Bivaro CT - its so cold in here. What Time is it DV - Lets hack MT - In Errhs Atmosfr SE - U hav nortde W/KM - B 2 B. MP - Alwys Fightn. NV Stuck in my heart! Good buds SS HG. Ambition: Peace, Love, and Revenge

Sam Pretorti
a.k.a. "Sam 1 Am"

Ambition: Screen Writer
Memories... 4 Y track 2 Y Indor trak. SR - mis u lch Soda Girl CW. Thnx 4 evthing Kill the Wabbit Ch well SC - u alln drk me get. Ketchup Girl CD - The Jetsons Live 4 yrs Var X - C51. - U hav noride next year HAI. JB - rembf art John Joe Bivaro CT - its so cold in here. What Time is it DV - Lets hack MT - I got lacitd ocol CD - u cont read yet but hav fun when u get to HS ilis People home - Thanks 4 getn me thru HS. D C J - Lets make a team n throw Bitman offl. Secret Ambition: To eat green eggs and ham.

Christine Pricken
a.k.a. "Chrissy"

Ambition: To travel around the world.
Adrienne Rainey

Ambition: To be on the “Real World”

Memories ... BF4 Ev DG-low- w/ 4th BF 4 Ev DG-btv scrabl & slprrs Tons alafs! ILUV UGUYS! HiDP! SC! BB! Keep away frmme! Babycakes. MS-fun at snoz& chin w/ the gang-u guys r cool! 4 yrs of-fun in-mch. Evry one ets who in-o & luv-thanx 4 talkn 2 me. itzbn KM/. LoTsa luv 3 th famly-Thanx 2 u Iws lonly btnvr alone. Gud Lkng 1

“Rrvrs Knowthis: There is no hurry. We shall get there some day.” Later PV!

Secret Ambition: To have champagne breakfasts on the beach in a witty world.

Christina Ellen Randzln

a.k.a. “Ranz” “Crissy”

Ambition: To become filthy rich + be happy for the rest of my life.

Memories ... FH. BB. T w/JD SR-BLPE LG SPORS GC “Goody” KB “POKES” JM “Laid” BB. ML. Shower RS. DG “RELAX” TN SDB Party-ML. RS (PF95). CM. AS. SH. JL Fr “Stevy” CT. SH. LG Florida 95 Tim Casey Sh T/LC MDW Gblx LuvU JD D CO C L X-Big Papa SG + JB DG= DH 2oc Qcta. GSW 88 + J8 BoL GL2 TM. MP. SL=EB. DG (my hurf) I’m crazy bout U. We can Make it Last 4ever 10-6-94 143 Mr. + Mrs. G. Ry + Sha-Trx 4 evrythng! Mom. Rog. BB. Mad. Rom. Alex + Jane-I Love You All!

Secret Ambition: To Be In Goofy’s Next Movie.

Jennifer Rath

a.k.a. “Jen”

Ambition: Business/Marketing

Memories ... HD rem all grt Xs. Did I hit ya? Sncrnsbl G. Man the jogger NW MW. Summer ’95 & hangn out. Did “He” drop somthng? NeNe Can’t go faster! HD watch that seatbt! Nice sound effects! DV do not go in there! Mr Puerto Rico! Xmas ’94 WD4 CT & evbdy else! DV thx for always being there! Mom, Dad I couldn’t have done it w/out U! Lar have fun on the bus! 3 more yrs to go. Have fun w/out me.

Secret Ambition: To never say, “I should have.”

Marlene Rejmaniak

a.k.a. “Mar”

Ambition: Business


Secret Ambition: To find the Yellow Brick Rd. with Amanda

Mariene Rejmaniak

a.k.a. “Mar”

Ambition: Business


Secret Ambition: To find the Yellow Brick Rd. with Amanda

Rosemarie Renne

a.k.a. “Roe,” “Roboat 11

Ambition: To be an F.B.I. agent.


Salvatore Ribaudo

a.k.a. Sal

Ambition: Architect

Memories ... Yr Baseball 3yr Soc-Related: 1yr Football, UBPH thanks JJ. Ctr Do you believe me now? GS thanks for doing all the work. PPL’s 96. AS. KL. RB at 8 K Sum mer’95. 4 Carvins B.F. Re: Varsity Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspiring Inspired by the 70’s, we’ll never forget the good times.

Secret Ambition: To never say, “I should have.”

Secret Ambition: To see my poetry on shelves h famous bookstores.
Anthony Savolli
Ambition: To join the Marines
Memories: NM & JS/FRMT GRWL 2 HMNBMR WMY Mfth WC/DMPNT KNTS OF-HABIS 3/4 MRfTHMNt LUNs IUNY HAYASH se94 JD/l/Dm PCsnMPF 11/20WD ADYUS LfADY Plnt DiMf Wnks Wnshn Peilluly Jd/Syns w/th SC HF/CRW BSt N/HGD Cat ALl DNVYFZ ALl IUNms FRS&BFNDF JN/Wkcr o/RfK & BPyns lvo-wot Rgt/FPR

Anthony Vincent Serapiglia
a.k.a. “Ant”
Ambition: State Champs
Memories: 4yrS FBall, 2yrS BBall, LB/195 JU/J/SL 50 & WR, Robopnd, MAC-1 nghts mdn. BB-eve, PPL’S, CMpHnd, Coll, Ic I cnd feel no Shkinn Ic ...KB/DF KB-3, LfH w/FL, BB, KL, MJ, CN, MM, DRG, RS, GC, JS, CS, ML, G/D/CR, DR/BB MhnsA, Cn/Hd Lhe mfrs. WWDY5-Come down-MUs aft Coll Hnghs Ic w/gold Ldshes thrv 4 the good 4 but my heart bings 2 LC I Love U Baby U mean everything 2 me Mom, Dad, JJ, Nicky, Crissy, Nana ThnX 4 everthng I LoveU! Don’t worry,. my future will be bright!
Samantha Shauger
a.k.a. “Sam”
Ambition: To be happy.

Madhyl Shah
“MAD”
Ambition: To make my parents proud.
Memories ... Unforgettable moments with F.R., A.P., A.H., J.S., M.C.D.C., and N.G. ... I’ll miss all of you deeply. Best Garage with F.R., A.P., and N.G ... A million thanks to my parents for being there for me. Best of luck to the Class of 1996. Hasta la vista!
Secret Ambition: A key to open a door to a successful life.

Samantha Shauger
a.k.a. “Sam”
Ambition: To be happy.

Madhyl Shah
“MAD”
Ambition: To make my parents proud.
Memories ... Unforgettable moments with F.R., A.P., A.H., J.S., M.C.D.C., and N.G. ... I’ll miss all of you deeply. Best Garage with F.R., A.P., and N.G ... A million thanks to my parents for being there for me. Best of luck to the Class of 1996. Hasta la vista!
Secret Ambition: A key to open a door to a successful life.

Samantha Shauger
a.k.a. “Sam”
Ambition: To be happy.

Madhyl Shah
“MAD”
Ambition: To make my parents proud.
Memories ... Unforgettable moments with F.R., A.P., A.H., J.S., M.C.D.C., and N.G. ... I’ll miss all of you deeply. Best Garage with F.R., A.P., and N.G ... A million thanks to my parents for being there for me. Best of luck to the Class of 1996. Hasta la vista!
Secret Ambition: A key to open a door to a successful life.

Samantha Shauger
a.k.a. “Sam”
Ambition: To be happy.

Madhyl Shah
“MAD”
Ambition: To make my parents proud.
Memories ... Unforgettable moments with F.R., A.P., A.H., J.S., M.C.D.C., and N.G. ... I’ll miss all of you deeply. Best Garage with F.R., A.P., and N.G ... A million thanks to my parents for being there for me. Best of luck to the Class of 1996. Hasta la vista!
Secret Ambition: A key to open a door to a successful life.
Jo-Ann Spinelli
a.k.a. “Spin,” “Lefty,” “Hubie,” “Jo-Jo”
Ambition: Medicine/Pathology
Memories... 4 yrs BSHS, 3 yrs Bball, 4 yrs XMAS, 4 yrs J/C, J/C 1994: NF, FCPA/FIRD1, FRO FLOO, GBX w/ SM/MCCP, WW95, SM95: JGKSBM BAND, BFJ: WU/PCJ: AC-Marin: 4 B rite fits. Ajoia & Petillo fans: Thanx 4 u all. 2 my fam-Luv U all. MIDS: Good Luck DS-BF & Bigsis-UR always there 4me DF: Jn Mnts-Refreshesting-Gipplie! DORO! DP-UR my life 1’ll mke u happy 4ever! 42644 till the end! I Love You Always! (National Honor Society)

Ronald Stell
a.k.a. “Ron”
Ambition: Firefighter
Memories... Well, I finally graduated. It has been a fun 4 yrs at P.V. Enjoyed 3 yrs of tennis. HSC AM JV CT JV, who was the king of math class, Mr. T. 3 minutes to 5 minutes to the 7 minutes. Thank Mom, family, and friends for everything. I couldn’t do it without you. Later. P.V.
Secret Ambition: To be President of the United States.

Lisa Stampone
a.k.a. “Lee”
Ambition: To be rich!

Jenel Elizabeth Sterba
“Jay”
Ambition: Fine Arts/Teacher

Lara Stone
Ambition: Psychologist

Anthony Daniel Strignile
a.k.a. “Tony”
Ambition: Lawyer or CPA or something

Karin Anne Swanson
a.k.a. “Karin”
Ambition: Occupational Therapy
Edward Tafaro  
a.k.a. "Word"  
Ambition: To be a lawyer  
Secret Ambition: To have success in life.

Melissa Tashjian  
a.k.a. "Mel"  
Ambition: Computer Graphic Design  
Memories ... My last 3 years of H.S. have been the best times of my life. I will never forget the memories I have. LS-PATERSON, JW-SMASH1. JD-I love you like a brother. Don't change K/l/T/. IF-I know we had rough times, but I'm glad we are talking again. Good Luck to everyone! FT, SG, JF, CL, VS, TA, JB. CM. DG. KB, KL, CV, SC. The CHtl-DRND UP! HEY GET A REFILL! MB-wanna fin? DV-Get Shorty!!!  
Secret Ambition: To meet Kermit the Frog.

Peter Taylor  
a.k.a. "Pete" or "Taylor"  
Ambition: To become a Marine Biologist  
Secret Ambition: To be digitized as a M.K. character.

Michael Tesoriero  
a.k.a. "Mike"  
Ambition: Jaz2 Gurianst  
Memories ... 4Yrs VTrack. Indoor Summer of 94 Hanging w/ HERB and the BAT. JA—B8Q94 Phish w/ Loo 95 w/DR, NI. AU my bands over the years. Grown up w/CW/ JA/RT, Citt Crew-JA That was my back you just shot. Good times w/everyone in a great 4 yrs. Let's do it again sometime. Set the gear shift to the high gear of your soul and run like an antelope out of control. Love Ya Mom, Dad, AJ, Kaf.  
Secret Ambition: To have my thoughts follow my vision and dance in the sun.

Scott Testino  
a.k.a. "Scooter"  
Ambition: College  
Memories ... 4 yrs Baseball Gr8 x W/ JB CW DVW IL AP JA/AP-U RAJ MML CW-THUX 4 Always Being There 4 Me U R The Best! CITCW TFOEWE CW- Rmbr who is Sb- Thursday Nights Rule 4ever Ilf. IF I was a chick DW- Got 2 Get DaBl! Making Fun of Klapis Samp- Eddie Murphy Rutz Mrsh Thanks for all you help thru The Years/Mom. Dad. Rob Thnxs 4 Everything PV It's been Fun C-y! Brtman Sorry About the team!!!  
Secret Ambition: To live life to its fullest and not to worry about details.

Christopher Paul Tiers  
a.k.a. "Chris," "Jimmy," "Bro"  
Ambition: College  
Memories ... 4 yrs Baseball Gr8 x W/UB CW DW II. AP JAP-U RAI MML CW-THUX 4 Always Being There 4 Me U R The Best! CITCW TFOEWE CW- Rmbr who is Sb- Thursday Nights Rule 4ever Ilf. IF I was a chick DW- Got 2 Get DaBl! Making Fun of Klapis Samp- Eddie Murphy Rutz Mrsh Thanks for all you help thru The Years/Mom. Dad. Rob Thnxs 4 Everything PV It's been Fun C-y! Brtman Sorry About the team!!!  
Secret Ambition: To live life to its fullest and not to worry about details.
Francesca Tripi
"Fran"
Ambition: Business Management
Memories... Hangin at Obs w/ CB, DG AB AM LC JB MQ RR DaDum DaDumw. LT92 Home Slice Lunch Table 94-95 w/AB JS G KC MM Holy wxxxness Bronx Zoo 95 w/CB YM MS LC KC KB GM Hangin at G's 2C Big Mac&SCH Schwings/Laser Ethel I have another idea GR8 timz w/MAK Hello Joseph CB&G-sting PT 88Mac 4Ever LS Pad on table Eclipse on 80 Hz hot Frenz Luv U Lots! Luv ya & Thanx 4 Everything Mom&Dad Oh yeah Jock Secret Ambition: To live for the good times and to forget the bad ones.

Christine Ann Trombino
a.k.a. "Chrissy (Armondo)"
Ambition: College
Memories... BFFE LG. SH, JD, CR, Thnk For Everything DS Mish thesten, Cmpout, Stratos, Cx, Wyne Mtn BB, LG, NL, DADDY R9YoF nyAB thrm, SH, CR1st Phys MTW I cht Yfiee DNU ought a knw STALKERS SAP mmWL95 Miro Island KIN, Memorial 95 GLCD, Shl Wit the Yel One OBSSN JD I Love Him Yr Sch A Cnd DO ear pga BJ I Could Do It Without U LG grt times SACC Im Gonna MisU Mom, Dad, Gina, Peanuts It Was Hard But I Did It Kenny Yr Like A Brother LUV YAS THANX Secret Ambition: To smile and actually be happy.

Amanda Tyrpak
a.k.a. "Mandy"
Ambition: To be o D'O
Memories... Good x w/LB, DM, SC, NH, CB, MS, AN, DG, EG, GB, ML, JA, KD. Going to TOM PETT-BOB DYLAN, PAGE & PLANT, HOLE, & JAYHAWKS PB&LB, 8th lunch w/GB, ML, MS&LB. 6th Hst w/G&B&LB, DaGza-Fit tmas. JB is mad, Mom & Joy Luv u-Thanx for everything, ML I luv u too! It's not quite the end so I'll bid farewell till we meet again BD Secret Ambition: To gather flowers with Bob Dylan

David Robert VanWay
a.k.a. "Dave"
Ambition: To be successful.
Memories... BF WJUB, CT, MR F WCW, CD, SP, SR, ETZC RANGERS RW1 HYK WJUB, CT, DK, MR, JE Dafjet-SCoT DaANTS Lisa- Left Nothing Come Between Us, DARTS WJUB, MT LCBB REEK CW1- J-B KORNIS GOOD STINKY MUCI WJUB, MR, BB TRAVIS GOODIE HANGIN', IN WW W DaDz, CT-Got 2 Get DaBvr MyFam: Thanx 4 Getting me this for it's been REAL NUBA-YOU WERE A GOOD FRIEND & I WILL ALWAYS MISS YOU. Secret Ambition: To play hockey for the Rangers.

Carmen Veneziano

Michael Verrone
a.k.a. "Mike"
Ambition: Accountant
Memories... BFFE w/PL, KS, MO, EV, SC. U guys R Gr8! GB89's w/CL, TN, JL & evry1. 4 yrs 2 yr Var Capt 95 wks, CR, JD We Won! 4ys Gr8 Shw WHITE! HD&I 95 w/BB HD&1 96 WD-Pralhu NL's HS, Campouts-Bst Trn Trb TRIBES DEE! Doph 95 w/PL, RLS-Mindy's (Greeks) MO-11:11 Clues-Ukib emn EV-Wht She Wng? Yr Sch Verona SC-Gelotti, JimWT? GB89 Fis Dnt, Chnt? JP, JM-Sw Dn! SC-Do Uakeo P-Bmk-Smmr 95-My Uda! Nw 4get! EV-Im Thnk U Mom Dad & Family! Good Luck Rich, Laur & Stacyl Secret Ambition: To live life on the edge, but never fall off.

Eman Varoqua
Ambition: Success

n
Secret Ambition: To smile and actually be happy.
Christine Marie Vicart
a.k.a. “Chris,” “Vicar”
Ambition: College
Memories... 4yrs VBall, 3yrs VBball, 4yrs Vftball, Asst. HD WHITE relays, Pres. NHS GP w/JL, LC, Tr, Nd, Mt, Pl, Lg, C2, Jd, Jp, Kd; U Mean A lot K.I.T, TRIBE P, Campouts 93, JL-Sycowds LC-BF Cse I'm Sting, WhtsMe Cake? LV-Velvlt JN-Nrdino Dr-mkshk SHLOAH-93-96, Hawaiin TN-BF 3yrs BBl thinks 4 listing J-BF Flashr KD-BF Wana THROW LB95' thinks 4evrythin Michelle-Good Luck Lwva, Mom, Dad, & Family- Thans4 Making All My Dreams Come True
Secret Ambition: To never let yesterday's disappointments overshadow tomorrow's dreams.
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

Nicole Louise Vigorillo
a.k.a. “Niki V.”
Ambition: Elementary School Teacher
Memories... 4yrs Rah-Rah 2yrs GD, 3yrs WGR, JM NJ BR, Girl Mena w/MM-Wirs the GD 1st old irk? JM NJ-Nice Br! MA FC&AC-Purple! Free Willy! AC Poconos & Bahamas w/FC AC&MA, Fls&Shore 95wsFC, NJ-to Wong Ful Jr, Cottillon w/FC JA AP DP JS&DG-Cookie's on fire&FLOOD! COTT w/GB&AP, JM-4AM, GB-BctOffice at GH. To My Frankie Bear-I Luv U Ure the Best! Mom, Dad, Steve, & Jen-Thaxx 4evrythin! Luv YoU Miss u Coco Luv u Sebastian Uh Bye Bye PVJ
Secret Ambition: To never write in tiny little boxes ever again!

Elizabeth Ann Vila
a.k.a. “Liz”
Ambition: Elementary Education
Memories... 3yrs gymnastics 3yrs gr-ching Kings Inn.95 MnthTng W/DMAM MCAS 3yrs grce w/SMKCMUC DMJ, NV, JAS, NV, JF, Ryan & April 48 days at the shore ASUV absolu luxu guys Ms-thnx 4 everything CD-thnx Abing a gift find 5898 mem-ories w/April & Mitch XO-XJ Jm-thnx last 16-03 chks your chks NJ-thnx the betes Nada & Joe-gd xs ght Bob-thnx 4lookin out 4me Kathy & Nicole-thnx 4the room Mom, Dad, Mike-thnx 4everything. Bean & Peach-lux u all A.M.F.
Secret Ambition: To laugh about yesterday, live today, and dream for tomorrow.

Andrew Vos

John Walley

Joseph Vignola
a.k.a. “Bignola” “Vigger”
Ambition: College
Secret Ambition: To be as good look- ing as Omar Hazin.

Jackie Wagner
a.k.a. “Jack”
Ambition: Psychologist
Memories... 4yrs of partying Sum- mer of 93. Fin passing HSPT. Great Times W/CI Where are we? MT Smash! Parking W/1M, JL SP, JH&JH 92-95, VC Smile-Remembering times w/W, WZ, FT, MT, LS, KF. Thanks to Mom and Dad! Love ya lots. Thanks to Ryan. I wouldn't have made it without U. I love you al- ways-2/27/93. I'm finally outta here.
Secret Ambition: To look before I leap.

Melissa Ann Warcholik
"Missy" "Mixsy" "Roo"
Ambition: Elementary Education
Secret Ambition: To find out if my feet will ever stop growing.
Cheryl Marie Wells  
**a.k.a. “Beryl,” “B,” “Chwell”**

**Ambition:** Early Childhood Ed/Childcare

Memories: CDCUSC-FW - Get The Memres CD-"LOK Thr He Is" CD&wow = BF Thanx 4Evrythng CI-Pat & Doc = TFEO Thnx 4Beng Here Bro SF-Wnder PN Thnx 4Evrythng BFBE DWL= I WON! Putthm Up! IL-WH! Xs r/? MT-GmPoppi! SWU ... /ANIMAL LC-BBCJ/MTM C1AM/HHC-IG HMCDD WVC-Bong Jny/JB-Fogie Choclas/ Edua Jb&CW NWN Fkern 63094 f Always LuVU I 143-8351-441370! Hes My Louie! Nvr Sa GodBy/Mom. Nona Scot, Mich, AULCJ Thnx 4Evrythng! IL- LuVUI Pop Miss You And Luv You/Clas Of96 Good Luck!

Secret Ambition: To Live For The Future, Not In The Past.

---

Jason Bryan Wells

**Ambition:** To be in the New Jersey State Police

Memories: Hang'nt out with Friends CZ, JP DK, MA, MP, JG + ZOW at the mall Playin Pool Bowling and goin to the movies Playin 80's at JIM'S Sum-mer of 95' want on a cruise to Ber-muda Trooper youth week Hey Chris Rembr u almost erased my compu-ter! Jim your the Video Game King got my second degree BB Will never forget gettin License drivin the RAM BULLS 91 92 93 #23 #45 is #1 MOM DAD SIS BORS BGS #1 Secret Ambition: If I told you it wouldn't be a secret!

---

Christopher Michael Zelaya  
**a.k.a. “Z”**

**Ambition:** To be a medical technolo-gist

Memories: After spending four years here, there's not much to say. Hung out with: JW, JP, DK, MA, MP, HH, KD, KK, AM, PT, ZY Enjoyed times In Chem II and AP Chem. GARTH BROOKS RULES! Country is the best music in the world! JW, your truck is garbage compared to mine. JP, stop playing video games. MP, get your license. MA, keep liftin. The only real lab partner I had in science is CV Mr. Maione, kss my ring. Thank Mr. lobst for everything. Lets go NYG. Jazz, Orioles!!!

---

Christopher Yagual

---

Daryl Ziem  
**a.k.a. “D-Dog”**

**Ambition:** General Contractor

Memories: Me & the Boyz having many BOLD inspifional moments at Garret Ml., Mt Pleasant, Rose PI, Charles Olbon, the Canal, Westmont & NYC. Looking forward to Memorial Day Weekend & many more! Special Thanks to Mom & the rest of my family for putting up with me all this time. It was fun & all, but PEACE I'm out of here

Secret Ambition: To be a Narcotics officer

---

John Pollaro  
**a.k.a. “J.C.”**

**Ambition:** To be able to race for Team G.T.

Memories: Good times at the gas station, schufl with: MR, JK, JP, SM, KP, DL, JT, JT, MF, SC, OOT. Also can't Forger Rebels within, The ooga-clan (KM, JT, MI) Fun times at the Fort, Chilin down the shore of summer '95. The Dude at Versatile kss the head. Hope SM & I open Bike Store. Thanx Ma, Dad, Mist, Rikki for putting up with me. I Love U ZAK. No Fear. 18. P.S. Someday we will finish the track.

Secret Ambition: To be a Navy Seal.

---

Connie Jo LeoGrande  
**a.k.a. “Happy”**

**Ambition:** EMT

Memories: Thanks Mom for making me go, I Love You. All the memories with: MN, JA, AA, MO, LN, AC, BL, IL, AF, AD, & JS. I'll Always remember my last year here. Thanks to Frankie for showing me around. Dad, you'll always be in my heart. I Love You.

Secret Ambition: To become an un-dercover cop.

---

ALSO GRADUATING

CAMILLA AGATIELLO
TARA DROZJOICK
DANNY VASQUEZ
THOMAS VARCARDIPONE
DENNIS OWENS
KATARRAYNA PAPUGA
PRESS RELEASE
MISSING HORNET POLICE UPDATE

The hornet was last seen in a car traveling West on Main St. in Little Falls, dropping off a letter to the Class of 1996 at Passaic Valley High School (picture below). Detectives were unable to get the license plate number of the car which is described as a Mercedes with Pennsylvania plates.

The car made a clean getaway but not before the detectives got a picture of the culprit hiding behind our beloved mascot (which seems to be in good spirits and looks well fed and cared for). Police believe that the culprit is not, in fact, a student.

At this point police can only estimate that the culprit is a middle-aged blond woman in an expensive, nylon jogging suit.

If you have any information leading to the apprehension of the culprit and the return of the hornet to the desperate community of Passaic Valley, please contact investigation headquarters at 890-2593.

A $10,000 reward has been posted by the superintendent for any information which leads to the return of the hornet.

Class of 1996,

So your hornet's missing,
Oh where could it be?
I'll leave you to wonder,
Cause he's right here with me.

Though I have not been around,
I planned my attack.
And if you can't read my clues,
You'll never get him back.

We're helping out each other,
My home's become his hive.
He's taught me about stardom,
I've taught him how to drive.

I've took him one on one,
But his wings help on the court.
I'm yet to beat that mighty bee,
But I'm being a good sport.

He's really very healthy,
He gets an A+ in it all.
From eating right and being fit,
To running fast and playing ball.

Without this little hornet,
Commencement's not the same.
But if you want to get the grade,
You gotta play the game.
The National Honor Society is a very prestigious organization to be selected as a part of. Each September, applications are distributed for induction into the NHS. Each student applying must write an essay, fill out a questionnaire, have a GPA of 3.5 or better, and be involved in many activities within the school. Once inducted, the members volunteer in walkathons as well as tutor fellow students.
WANTED: TOP 10 ACADEMICALLY

These TOP 10 seniors may seem sweet and innocent . . .

JENNIFER LYN RATH
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-SHE EATS EVERYTHING IN SIGHT.
MOST DRAMATIC MISTAKE-SHE ONCE MADE A MISTAKE; SHE THOUGHT SHE WAS WRONG.

MELISSA MARIE OPALKA
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-SHE HAS NO COMMON SENSE.
ROLE MODEL-HER GRANDMOTHER BECAUSE SHE'S STRONG AND INDEPENDENT.

MARY CAROLINE TRAWINSKI
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-SHE SPEAKS 37 LANGUAGES INCLUDING SWAHILI.
ROLE MODEL-WALT DISNEY

BRIAN "BART" HONG
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-HE WATCHES A LOT OF T.V., MOST DRAMATIC MISTAKE-NOT REPLACING THE BATTERIES IN HIS REMOTE, SO HE COULDN'T WATCH T.V.

LAUREN JOY GAITA
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-SHE'S BEEN TRYING TO LET HER HAIR GROW FOR THE PAST 4 YEARS.
ROLE MODEL-SUZY HALLBERG IS MY IDOL! ENOUGH SAID!

MELISSA, ANN SCHAEPER
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-BLOND ISN'T HER NATURAL HAIR COLOR, SPENDS HER FREE TIME IN THE P.V. LIBRARY

JENNIFER JULY LIONTI
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-THE LESS SLEEP SHE GETS, THE MORE HYPER SHE IS.
MOST DRAMATIC MISTAKE-SHE THOUGHT SENIOR YEAR WOULD BE EASY.

JOHN OH
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-HE MADE MR. MALONE KISS HIS RING.
BIGGEST FAILURE-HE ONLY GOT TO CUT MRS. FERRANTE'S HAIR, WHEN HE TRIED TO SHAVE HER HEAD.

GINA KANG
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-SHE SPENT A MONTH IN THE WOODS OF VERMONT WITHOUT TAKING A SHOWER.
BIGGEST ACHIEVEMENT: LEARNING HOW TO DO A BACK HANDSPRING

TARA ELIZABETH NICOLA
PROFILE:
AMAZING FACT-IN THE FOUR YEARS SHE'S ATTENDED P.V., SHE HAS RUN 1,048,562,789,000 MILES.
MOST DRAMATIC MISTAKE-GETTING INTO A CAR ACCIDENT WITH HER BRAND NEW CAR THE DAY AFTER SHE GOT HER LICENSE.
WANTED: TOP 10 MOST INVOLVED

It’s obvious these 10 active students are suspects. They spend all their time at school!

MICHAEL VERRONE
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-
PVT/COACH’S CORNER
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
CROSS COUNTRY
AMAZING FACT-HE’S A
BIG FAN OF FRANK
SINATRA.

KRISTI CONFORTH
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-
DRAMA
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
DRAMA
AMAZING FACT-HER
FRIENDS CALL HER
"KIWI".

MELISSA WARCHOLIK
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-
CHEERING
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
GIRLS’ SHOW
AMAZING FACT-SHE
BELIEVES TOO MUCH
FOOD IS NEVER
ENOUGH.

JENNIFER JULY LIONTI
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-ALL
OF THEM!
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
GIRLS’ SHOW
AMAZING FACT-AS BUSY
AS SHE IS, SHE WOULD
CLEAR HER SCHEDULE IN
A SECOND TO HELP A
FRIEND.

CHRISTINE VICARI
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-
VARSITY
SOFTWARE/VARSITY
VOLLEYBALL
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
SOFTWARE
AMAZING FACT-SHE’S
P.V.’S MOST FREQUENT
USER OF CRUTCHES.

JEFFREY MICHAEL
ARIOLA
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-
SHOT-PUT
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
TRACK
AMAZING FACT-HE USED
TO HAVE A PET
SQUIRREL NAMED
"PETIE".

GINA MARIE
BENEVENTU
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-
DRAMA
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
GIRLS’ SHOW
AMAZING FACT-SHE’S
AFRAID OF THE DARK
AND SLEEPS WITH A 101
DALMATIONS NITE-LITE.

JENNIFER DESTEFANO
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-
SINGING
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
ANY PLAY
AMAZING FACT-SHE
MADE HER TELEVISION
DEBUT ON AN EPISODE
OF ROMPER ROOM AT
AGE 5.

DAN PICCIRILLO
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-
CROSS COUNTRY
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
AUDIO VISUAL CLUB
AMAZING FACT-GIRLZ
DO NOT LIKE HIM
WHICH ISN’T THAT
AMAZING.

KEITH H. KAZMARK
PROFILE:
FAVORITE ACTIVITY-
STUDENT SENATE
MOST TIME
CONSUMING ACTIVITY-
STUDENT SENATE
AMAZING FACT-HE STILL
SLEEPS WITH FAIRBANKS
THE MOOSE.
Senior History

We, the class of nineteen hundred and ninety-six, entered the halls of Passaic Valley in September of 1992. As the country became enraptured with a presidential campaign, we too prepared for a great change in our lives. None of us could imagine what effects this next chapter of our lives would have on us, nor could we fathom the great success we would obtain during the next four years working together as a class.

Freshman year, we were branded with the motto: “Simply the Best”, and we spent the next four years keeping up that title. Our goal was to raise money—lots of money—not only to cover the cost of our yearbooks but to raise more money than any class before. Together with our devoted advisors, Ms. Konzlemann and Ms. Ehret, we set out to work, bargain, and even beg at times for money. From cheesecakes to bake sales, our class slaved to bring in the dough. Through the years, our dedicated advisors made sure that we were always occupied with either fund raising or social gathering.

For the first two and a half years our determination did not wane; however, towards the end we realized we were raising more than we had to, so we could take it a little slower. We accomplished raising enough money for the yearbooks and even had some left over (See you at the reunion). We did remain “Simply the Best” and were respected as an excellent class throughout our years at Passaic Valley High School.

Freshman Year ... We were welcomed to our new school by a brand new guidance counselor, Mr. Grzywacz. As we walked solemnly down the seemingly endless corridors of a new and unfamiliar place on that dreaded first day of school, reality hit at once! The summer of countless graduation parties had ended, and here we stood with sweated palms, shaking knees, and racing hearts. We were low-class, the peons, the unseen, the unknown. We were FRESHMEN! We suffered the “mighty seniors” pushed us around—in lunch lines, in hallways, and even into lockers. We agonized as we fumbled for locker combinations and raced nearly the length of the school to get to class on time. We sat, miffed, wondering which staircase led to the “third floor” whether or not the school really had a pool.

Sophomore Year ... Once again, we were welcomed to school in September by a brand new guidance counselor, Mr. Conlon. We no longer felt disoriented in school as we were familiar with the people in our grade as we walked down the halls, this time with confidence as we passed the little freshman. A courageous few even tempted walking through “Center Hall” between classes. We got to know who our “true friends” were and divided into our own circle of friends. Due to the excessive amount of snowfall that year, we missed hours, days, even weeks of school at a time. However, we were forced to make them up by attending school during Spring Break! We enjoyed class activities such as our trip to Great Adventure and our formal, the Sophomore Soirée. The girls in their satin and lace and the boys in their suits no longer looked like a bunch of kids. The Class of ’96 was maturing... growing up together.
WHERE HAVE THE YEARS GONE?

Junior Year ... We were welcomed as upperclassmen! Not by Mr. Conlon, however. Once again we entered school with the surprise of finding a new guidance counselor, Mr. Saulino. We held our heads high with the satisfaction of knowing that there was only one class ahead of us. As we reached our 17th birthdays and acquired the oh-so-wonderful card called a license, we realized how great it was to be able to come and go as we pleased. We stepped up to varsity levels of sports and quickly realized the meaning of the word “competition”.

We continued our fund-raising throughout the year and ended up with a very pleasing result. We, the class of 1996, emerged as the richest class in P.V. history! Our main function of the year, the Junior Cotillion, was held at the Birchwood Manor on December 2, 1994. As the year came to a close, we headed down the shore for Memorial Day weekend parties and a good majority of us even showed up at graduation to bid the seniors a fond farewell as they ended their reign and we began ours ...

Senior Year ... Finally, the moment we had anticipated for three long years ... We were seniors! We acquired new-found confidence, our egos expanded and that inevitable case of “senioritis” set in. We emerged as the captains of our teams and the presidents of our clubs. We took on great responsibilities while still managing to have a lot of fun! Unfortunately, we soon found out that senior year was not all fun and games. Before we knew it, we were bombarded with college essays, interviews and deadlines. The stress set in as we raced frantically trying to finish all of our deeds on time. The aid of our latest guidance counselor, Mr. Pantale, served as a great help in pulling us through this tough time so that we could enjoy the rest of our days as seniors. During those limited days of our existence at P.V., we waited anxiously for the infamous “senior cut day” when we would head back down the shore for Memorial Day. We anticipated the prom, our last dance together, and graduation, our final moment of glory standing together as a class.

As that long-awaited graduation day descended upon us with a speed that was nearly unimaginable, it was almost impossible to look back. Although this is the one day we had anticipated for the last four years, there is a part of us that does not want to let go. As we stand together on Walton Field watching the cameras flash and the hats fly, we wish each other the best in future endeavors and say our final good-byes. Tears fall, hearts ache, but somewhere in the distance we see the bright light of the future. At this moment, we close the door to our childhood, for we are now adults about to embark on one of the greatest journeys of life. As we travel down the road of success, we will always look back on our high school days. We will remember the friendships, the laughter, and the crazy times we had together just being teenagers. Although an important part of our lives has ended, our lives have just begun. And, as our lives progress, the friendships may dwindle, the laughter may become inaudible, the time to do crazy teenage things may have passed; but the memories will be ours forever.

By: Lauren Cooke, Patricia Leines & Jennifer July Lionti
WANTED FOR...

BEST LOOKING

Matt Lazarski / Jaime Jacobus
Jay Macaluso / Nina Lorusso
Mike Jakubas / Lauren Cooke
Dominic Capone / Gina Caddell

MOST CONGENIAL

Gerard Del Tufo / Jennifer Lionti
Mike McGorty / Lauren Gaita
Kamal Karam / Carole Jecki

CLASS COUPLE

Sergio Spina / Benitta Abood
Derek Gaffney / Crissy Randzin
John Bavaro / Cheryl Wells

BEST DRESSED

Mike McGorty / Nina Lorusso
Omar Hazin / Gina Caddell
Robert Sundlin / Lauren Cooke
MOST ATHLETIC

Giancarlo Cerrigone / Christine Vicari
Joe Benvenuti / Gina Sama / Jaime Apuna

MOST DRAMATIC

Kevin Doheny / Maggie Mari
Sal Marra / Gina Benvenuti / Alison Peters

CLASS CUTIE

Cyril Simon / Desireé Mazza
Sam Preteroti / Nicole Jenkinson
Dave Holmberg / Rosemarie Renne

MOST TALKATIVE

Rob Fava / Jen DiMinni
Mike Della Torre / Gina Sama / Mary Trawinski

NICEST SMILES

Sergio Spina / Bethanie Bargiel
Joe Benvenuti / Lauren Gaila
Jay Macaluso / Nicole DiPasquale
CLASS CLOWNS

Mike Della Torre / Nina Lorusso
Casey Mizzone / Chrissy Trombino
Ryan Depolera / Gina Sama

CLASS FLIRT

Dave Holmberg / Sabrina Caruana
Sal Marra / Gina Benvenuti
Tom Cheft / Nicole Vigorito

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

Brian Hong / Gina Kang
John Oh / Jen Rath
Mike Jakubas / Jennifer Lioni

TYPICAL VALLEY

Keith Kazmark / Jennifer Lioni
Mike Verrone / Jody Beesley
Jay Klipatrick / Gina Benvenuti

NICEST EYES

Sergio Spina / Jaime Jacobus
Joe Benvenuti / Nina Lorusso
Jerry Busardo / Chrissy Campione
MOST ARTISTIC

Kevin Carpio / Jaime Apuna
Vinnie DelVecchio / Irene Lijoi
John Bavaro / Jaime Jacobus

CLASS REBELS

Omar Hazin / Lisa Colletti
Matt Lazarski / Melissa Schaefner
Marc Icart / Nina Lorusso

MOST MUSICAL

Mike Tesoriero / Gina Kang
Jim Docherty / Gina Benvenuti
Jerry Busardo / Maggie Mari

CLASS INSEPARABLES

Tom Cheff / Rob Kirby
Dan Gasalberti / Casey Mizzone
Dominic Capone / Jerry Ciazzo

Jen Diminni / Crissy Randzin
Jaime Apuna / Liz Quigley
Toni Galante / Karen McMahon

CLASS POLLS/81
THE FAMILY

Solvatore Benvenuti 1967
Jeffrey Bargiel 1971
Deborah Orlicchio 1969
Bernadette Gallo 1971
Nancy Avello 1968
Frank Ariola 1966

Parents of Jeff Ariola
Parents of Bethanie Bargiel
Parents of Gina Benvenuti

Leigh Hallberg 1963
James DeBlock 1969
Virginia Park 1965
Mary Anne Miller 1969
Joseph Benvenuti 1970
Victoria Barker 1974

Parents of Joe Benvenuti
Parents of Rob DeBlock
Parents of Suzy Halberg

Michael J. Kazmark 1970
Michael J. Macchiarelli 1966
Ronald Rath 1968
Arlene E. Van Winkle 1970
Margaret Muntian 1965
Barbara Gravino 1968

Parents of Keith Kazmark
Parents of Faith Macchiarelli
Parents of Jen Rath
YOU WANT IT . . . YOU GOT IT!!!

IF GYMNASTICS WERE EASY, IT WOULD BE CALLED FOOTBALL.

To see some of the male basketball players in gymnastics uniforms and victors, stay tuned.

Facts about these Hornets include: a girl to look down on and someone from Maine.

One word for the Centlon -- Congratulations! five basketball and student council in March. More McCull.
WHO STOLE THE GAME?
The 1995 Hornets Varsity Football Team completed one of the most successful seasons in the past decade. The season closed out with a 33-0 victory over rival Wayne Valley, giving the Hornets a 9-1 record, clinching a state playoff berth as well as being named Northern Hills Skyline Conference Champs.

Under the direction of second year head coach Chet Parlavecchio, the Hornets went undefeated in regular season play. The 1995 football season will be looked back on as a great season with many exciting memories for both the team and the faithful Hornet fans. This outstanding season has set a new standard for future teams at Passaic Valley.

Coach DeSalvo, Coach Matthews, Head Coach, Chet Parlavecchio, Coach Leone, Coach Hetter
"Big Game James"

Serpliglia goin' long

Vinnie on the prowl

In the trenches.

Patty all alone.

Bollhardt makin' the catch.

Laces out Ant.

J.T. Goin' yard.
Say Pizzz!

Hey Kev man, cut your hair man!

Ken, Look at the legs on that one!

It's party time!

Here I came to save the day!!

Relaxing after a hard day's work

Helpful hints from Coach Parlavecchio
THE MARCHING BAND . . .


Drum Majors - Brian Cox and Melinda Shabka. Colorguard Captain - Robyn Rosenberg.

The Passaic Valley Marching Band & Colorguard
The Passaic Valley High School Marching Band and Color Guard made an incredible comeback this season. The Marching Band performed in the half-time show at football games, as well as performing at several competitions. The Band placed 6th at championships at Giants Stadium on Nov. 4, 1995, the Color Guard placed 2nd. All in all, a "show-stealing" season.
Back Row: Rosangela Iacovò, Christen Sylvester, Lisa Polzer, Carolyn Kaizer, Advisor-Patricia Murray, Tamara Bacsik, Brianne Ruffino, Alison Konzeimann, Rachel Loforese.
Front Row: Gina Benvenuti, Melissa Warcholik, Nicole Vigorito, Jody Beesley, Karin Swanson, Patricia Leines, Lauren Gaita Co-Captains: Nina Lorusso, and Bethanie Bargiel (Not Pictured: Carole Jecki and Helen DeSimone)
WITH THEIR POM-PONS
The 1995 Passaic Valley Soccer team was faced with a rebuilding year. The Hornets were led by only three seniors: Tri-Captains Rob Fava, Jeff Ariola, and Bryan Pratt. Passaic Valley was faced with many tough losses including a very physical and hard fought 1-0 loss to arch rival Wayne Valley. One bright moment was when the young Hornets fought back from 2-0 to beat the experienced Orange Tornadoes 3-2. Key contributions during the season came from Juniors Mark Bresette, Chris Carfagno, Sean Comito, John Camemolla, and Mike King. Sophomores Frank Lepore and Donald Platvoet and Freshman Josh Prell with 6 goals and 5 assists and Sophomore Frank Lepore with 4 goals and 5 assists.

Awards
Rob Fava-Captain: 2nd Team All-League
Mike King-Honorable Mention All-League-All-County
Frank Lepore-Honorable Mention All-League
WITH THEIR CLEATS
THE GIRLS' SOCCER TEAM

Front Row: Coach Jim Loverdi, Alisa Zalarian, Deanna Strothers, Tracy Emma, Charissa Roan, Danielle Strothers, Libby Thompson, Melissa Schater, Coach Ed Voo

Back Row: Gina Morano, Cara Kinney, Maya Karam, Corinne Fugate, Maria Agresti, Katia Gastula, Danielle Trauma

98/GIRLS' SOCCER
WITH THEIR HEADS

Top scorer: Libby Thompson
Danielle Strothers getting fancy!
Aliisa going for the goal

Maya Karam in a kick line
Senior Melissa Schafer
Goalie Corine Fugate

Charissa Roan using her head
Coach Voorhis giving tips to the team
The 1995 Cross Country team has had an outstanding season. The Boys team, lead by captains Will Bierach, Steve Bittman, and Dan Piccirillo, finished with an impressive 15-1 record. In the Northern Hill Conference, the boys came in second in the league, third in the county. At the championship meet they also came in third place.

The girls’ team placed third in the county and fourth in the league. At the State Sectionals, the boys came in fourth and qualified for all group III races. The conclusion of the 1995 cross country season brought the school record to 43 wins. Congratulations to the team on a job well done.
Doug Markey, Captain, Cap't Zone, Coach
Amelia Wood Reddin, Marlin
Susan My Brito, Chris
Ft Mataya, Keith Ligan, Laur
Ryder Taylor, Christine
Steve Blittman, Honorable Mention All County
Doug Markey- 2nd Team All County
Asha Alexander- 1st Team All League, All County

Team Honors
Boys- 3rd Passaic County
Girls- 3rd Passaic County
Boys- 4th State Sectionals Qualified for all group III races
Boys- 13 All Group III Teams

Individual Honors
Don Piccirillo- 1st Team All League, All County
Will Bierach- 1st Team All League, All County
Keith Lovas- 1st Team All League, All County
Jeremy Bukowczyk- Honorable Mention All League, All County
Steve Bittman- Honorable Mention All League, All County
Doug Markey- 2nd Team All County
Asha Alexander- 1st Team All League, All County

The Girls' Team
Coach gives the team some pointers during a rainy practice.
HONORS:
Jamie Apuna
Gina Kang
Lauren Cooke
Christine Vicari
Liz Quigley
Dana Trovato
Jamie Nardino

First Team All-County
First Team All-League
First Team All-County
First Team All-League
Second Team All-County
Second Team All-League
Honorable Mention County
Honorable Mention League
Honorable Mention League
Honorable Mention League

Lauren Cooke, Jamie Apuna, Gina Kang, Christine Vicari, Liz Quigley, Lauren Veterti, Michele Vicari, Dana Trovato, Jamie Nardino, Jeanette Soohoo, Michele Minier, Suzy Ballady, Jerzie Ann Kissel, Coach William Humes.

Senior Jaime Apuna had eight service points, six aces, and 15 kills to lift Passaic Valley over Paterson Catholic, 15-4, 15-4. The Hornets play Hawthorne in the semifinals Wednesday when advanced to Saturday.
ALL IN THE GRIS, WITH THE NET
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Junior Jamie Apuna recorded
10 service points, three aces and
as the Hornets swept
Raiders 15-4, 15-3 in

WALLA WALLA

4s Vol

Wayne Hills (5-2)
Cliffside Park (5-0)

VOLLEYBALL
Passaic Valley 2, Clifton 0
Gina Kang had 25 sets
Jamie Apuna had 13 kills

CANYA FEEL IT?

Jennifer DiMinni-
1st Team All County Goalie  
2nd Team All Conference Goalie

Erica Benedict-
2nd Team All County Defense
2nd Team All Conference Defense

Cristina Randzin-
Honorable Mention Defense

Nicole Puzzo-
Honorable Mention All County All Conference

In their second rebuilding year, the Passaic Valley Field Hockey Team improved their skills, as well as their record by three games. The season resulted in a record of 10-3.


Seniors: Jaime Agnes, Sabrina Caruana, Suzanne Hallberg, Jenn DiMinni, Cristina Randzin, Katrina Sanders, Heather VanderBerg, Madhvi Shah.
WITH THEIR STICKS

Katie playing dirty tripping the other team

Sue Domico

GOAL

Crissy setting up to defend

Heather fighting to carry the ball

Coach Calvin giving advice to the Hornets

Senior Sabrinia Caruana

The team with their #1 fan ... Johnny!

Senior Madhvi Shah

Team Huddle

Goalie Jeni DiMinni with another save
THE GYMNASTICS TEAM

Renee Phiefer, Elizabeth Styles, Nicole Jenkinson, Ann Nardone, Julie Matiera, Katie Russo, Carrie Garrabrant

Coach Jenai Agosta and captains, Julie Matiera and Nicole Jenkinson
The Passaic Valley 1995 Gymnastics team was the undefeated Conference Champs! The team placed second in sectionals with Junior Renee Phiefer coming in third on floor and fifth all around. Liz Styes placed fifth on bars. Katie Russo placed first on beam, vault, floor, and all around.

Katie and Renee qualified to compete in the States. There, Katie placed fifth on floor and sixth all around. She also made first team all conference for all around. Honorable Mention was given to Renee Phiefer and Carrie Garrabrant. The team is looking forward to another successful season next year.
WITH THEIR RACKETS

The tennis team started the season off victoriously with a win against Westside. They made it to the state tournament for the second year in a row. Junior Captain Heather Lang received Honorable Mention All County. Overall, it was a rebuilding year, but the team played hard and had an excellent season. The team is looking forward to a promising season next year.
THE BASKETBALL TEAM

110/BOYS' BASKETBALL
ON THE COURT

Coach Humes, Priyesh Patel, Steven Filan, Kevin Flood, Ray Reddin, Mike King, Giancarlo Cerrigone, Jack Kowalik, Jerome Tillman, Sal Colombo, Coach DePasquale, Coach Homey.
With a new coach, Gus Jaworski, and a young team, the 95-96 Girls’ Basketball team is in a rebuilding year. Throughout the season, they showed enthusiasm and love for the game. Although their season was below .500, the Lady Hornets proved that hard work and dedication pays. They made it to the final round of the Christmas Tournament by beating Montville. Unfortunately, they lost a heartbreaker to Rutherford for the championship. The Lady Hornets also had impressive wins over Orange, Butler, Bergen Tech, and Eastern Christian.
ON THE COURT

Junior Captain: Dana Travato

Tracy Emma

Deanna Strothers

Natalia Nelson

Carrie Van Way

Michelle Vicari

Kathleen Berthold
The 1995-96 wrestling team had a successful season placing 3rd in district 13. There were some new faces on the team this year (senior Cyril Simon, freshman Dan Dugan, senior Matt Linda, freshman Nick Marra, freshman Keith Wright, senior Mike McGorty, and junior Marc Corrado) along with some old ones from last year (senior Danny Gasalberti, senior Joe Benvenuti, senior Casey Mizzone, junior Eric Martin, junior Anthony Trapanese, junior Mike Benvenuti, and junior Mike Juliano). Led by captain Joe Benvenuti the team had 3 county champs (J. Benvenuti, C. Mizzone, and M. Juliano), 3 district champs (D. Gasalberti, J. Benvenuti, and C. Mizzone), and 2 second place winners in the districts (M. Benvenuti, and M. Juliano).
The 1995-1996 Indoor Track Season was one of excitement and full of surprises. This year the team traveled through two states and partook in twenty meets. The team brought together thirty-four members of the Passaic Valley school community who participated in many different events.

Individual members of the team garnished honors at the league and county levels. Jeff Ariola won the Shot-Put in both meets while Jen DiMinni, Erica Benedict, and Will Bierach captured their specialties in the league meet.

Other members of the team having a fine year were: Anisha Alexander, Jen Minchin, Laura McGevna, Jen Ligeri, Cris Randzin, Ursula Klim, Gina Kang, Dan Piccirillo, Mike Tesoriero, and Nino Calabro. The one big surprise for Coaches Mizzone and Callahan came when Andres Cordero joined the team and quickly established himself as one of the best freshman distance runners in the state.

All in all this had to be considered one of the best years in Passaic Valley's history of Indoor Track.
BOYS' VOLLEYBALL ... WITH THE NET

Hey is that the kid they call Dave?"
Till BATS STEALING HOME

Kilpats rolling the pair

Taking it serious ... as usual

You better back up ... I feel good

Tiers throwing the heat

They still call me Dave

Bavaro smacking it

BASEBALL 119
The 1996 Passaic Valley Softball team is coached by Kathy May and Dawn Martin, both of whom went through the P.V. Softball program. They have instilled into the players the hard work and dedication to be a winning team. The coaches also have a great deal of knowledge to offer the team. With the Hornets determined attitude, teamwork, talent, and drive, they definitely have the potential to accomplish any goals.

Line-up: Cindi Leech, Jeszie-Ann Kissel, Mariesa Pami, Michelle Leech, Lauren Veteri, Alisa Zvalaren, Maria Agresti, Jaime Nardino, Charissa Roan, Leah Gelewski, Christine Vicari, Jody Beesley, Gina Sama and Jo-Ann Spinelli.
PLAYING THE FIELD
THE TENNIS TEAM ... WITH THE RACKETS ...

Top: Jung Oh, Lubos Holy, Dan Girlando, Mike Pilo, Ron Stell, Dan Bernazzoli, Coach Jaworski. Bottom: Josh Waitsague, Ryan Parker, Randy Sokolski, Hakim Huss.

122/BOY'S TENNIS
ON THE TENNIS COURT

Captain - Lubos Holy

Hakim Hussain

Dan Girlando

Ron Stell
Senior members: Dan Piccirillo, Giancarlo Cerrigone, Crissy Randzin, Mike Tesoriero, Jen DiMinni

Senior Gina Kang

The 1996 Boys Outdoor Track Team.

Junior Nicole Puzzo on the hurdles.

The girls laughing it off.

Keep on running!
Seniors: Jeff Ariala, Melissa Schafer, Will Bierach, Mike Verrone.

The 1996 Girls Outdoor Track Team.

Junior girls stretching before practice.  Here they come!

Jeff lining up

Coach Ariola lending a helping hand

Drew McMahon on the green

Senior Brian Hong

The 1996 Hornets' Golf Team

Senior Rob Fava
THE BOWLING TEAM . . . WITH THE PINS


Coach Ariola
CAUGHT IN THE ACT
ITALIAN
CLUB

President: Fran Genccrelli
Vice President: Jen Lionti
Secretary: Christine Delibero
Treasurer: Marcella Di Benedetto
Advisor: Mrs. Pizzolato

SPANISH
CLUB

Advisor: Mrs. Brusel
President: Laura McGevna
Vice President: Jack Kowalik
Treasurer: Jeremy Bukowczyk
Secretary: Heather Vanderberg

FRENCH
CLUB

Advisor: Mrs. Betro
President: Phil Brychta
Vice President: Adrienne Rainey
Treasurer: Esther Yoon
Secretary: Jeanie Ahn
VARSITY CLUB

Advisor: Mr. Iobst

ITALIAN HONOR SOCIETY

Advisor: Mrs. Pizzolato

S.A.D.D. CLUB

Advisor: Mrs. Garofalo
DRAMA CLUB

Advisor: Mr. Michael Sperrazza
President: Jen De Stefano
Vice President: Kevin Doheny
Secretary: Kristi Conforth
Treasurer: Krista Bilynsky
Publicity: Jeff Ariola, Kristina Hill

STAGE CREW

Advisor: Ms. Laurel Corsini

CHOIR

Advisor: Mr. Ray Frasche
A.V. CLUB

Advisor: Mr. Don Ruccia

LIGHTING CLUB

Advisor: Mr. Don Ruccia

T.V. CLUB

Advisor: Mr. Don Ruccia
KEY CLUB

Advisor: Mr. Gordon
President: Melissa Schaefer
Vice President: Gina Kang
Secretary: Erin Coughlin
Treasurer: Laura McGevna

INTERACT CLUB

Advisor: Mr. Sal Sileo
President: Jen Lionti
Vice President: Melissa Schaefer
Secretary: Erin Coughlin
Treasurer: Jen Rath

PEER HELPERS

Advisor: Mr. Terzoule
Officers: Helen DeSimone, Fran Gencarelli, Jen Lionti
GIRLS' SHOW

Advisor: Mrs. Patricia Murray

STUDENT TRAINERS CLUB

Advisor: Ms. Debbie Dross
President: Teresa Nicosia
Vice President: Andrew Frey
Secretary: Heather Lang
Treasurer: Laura McGevna

SCIENCE LEAGUE

Advisor: Mr. Iobst
HONOR SOCIETY

Advisors: Ms. Intilli and Mrs. Brussel
President: Mary Trawinski
Vice President: Alison Peters
Secretary: Carole Jecki

MAT LEAGUE

Advisor: Mrs. Brown

SPANISH HONOR SOCIETY

Advisor: Mrs. Brown

ACADEMIC TEAM

Advisor: Mr. Gemma
H.E.A.R. CLUB
Advisor: Ms. McNeal
President: Jen Lionti
V.P.: Allison Nitch
Secretary: Marcella DiBenedetto

LIBRARY AIDES
Advisor: Mrs. Konzelmann

LITERARY CLUB
Advisor: Mr. Hansen
President: John Balonze
Publicity: Joe Gaita
Treasurer: Jen Lionti
VALLEY GREEN
DETECTIVE STAFF

SAVE ME!
Advised by Mrs. Greenfeder and headed by editors Jay Kilpatrick, Gina Benvenuti, and Tom Cheff, the Valley Echo covered many of the hot topics of this year. From the football team winning the league championship to the O.J. Simpson trial, the headlines covered it all. Excellent drawings and cartoons from inhouse artist senior, Kevin Carpio, will be greatly missed.
The American Way was a show in the gymnasium in which all the girls of Passaic Valley participated. The program opened with a welcoming talk by Ruth del Vecchio, president of the GAA. Its purpose was to demonstrate the many activities in girls' sports today. The program was divided into entrances, songs and cheers, stunts, tumbling, and pyramids, basketball, recreational games, tug of war, history of American dance, and finale in which "God Bless America" was sung. The judges awarded points to the two competing groups, the Greens and the Whites, and the Greens were victorious.

The first Girls Show 1941

1949 White Modern Dance 1957 Green Tumbling 1961

1957 Green Tumbling

1975 Green and White Cheering Bees

Girl Show 1941-1980

Traditionally, the photos on these pages were dedicated to the many greats of Girl Show. These pictures portrayed the laughter and sadness the White and Green teams had experienced throughout the year and work so hard for. However, Girl Show does not exist, at least not this year. Why did Girl Show, which inspired spirit, happiness, and a sense of unity disappear? It is our hope that the tradition is only temporarily interrupted and not ended.

A special thanks to Miss Arlene Alape and Miss Suzanne Boudenburg for all their time, effort, and support in making the show the great success it always was.

Girls Show was stopped for 5 years 1995 White Exercise Spiderman

1973 Cheering Bees 1974

1974 Cheering Bees

1978 Peter Pan 1979 Dance Egyptians 1980 Dance Clowns

1978 Peter Pan 1979 Dance Egyptians 1980 Dance Clowns

1962 White Marching 1978 Peter Pan 1980 Dance Clowns

Cheering Bees 1974

1963 Green Marching

Green Marching 1963

1978 Peter Pan 1979 Dance Egyptians 1980 Dance Clowns

Green Tumbling 1961

1962 White Marching
GIRLS' SHOW 1996

GREEN
- Chief: Jody Beesley
- Cheer: Erika Martinez
- Exercise: Lauren Goltz
- Dance: Katrina Sanders
- Volley: Alison Konzelmann
- Relays: Jamie Nardino
- Posters: Jamie Jacobs
- Tickets: Suzanne Balady
- Costumes: Melissa Warchol

WHITE
- Chief: Bethanie Bargiel
- Cheer: Julie Mafieta
- Exercise: Lauren Cooke
- Dance: Nina Lorusso
- Volley: Gina Sama
- Relays: Jen Diminni
- Posters: Stacy Campoli
- Tickets: Christen Sylvester
- Costumes: Heather Vander Berg

Volleycage & Relays: Tied

Dance: Green Victory
Cheering: White Victory
Exercise: White Victory
Relays: Green Victory
Dance: White Victory
Cheering: Green Victory
Exercise: Green Victory
Relays: White Victory

DARE TO TAKE A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE

The Night was tied - the closest ever seen in the history of "The Green Flag Show"

President Cristina Randin

Green Posters

White Posters
Main Events
Green Cheerleading Squad
Green Exercise Skeletons
Green Dance School Girls

Main Events
White Cheerleading Squad
White Exercise Police
White Dance Jungle Women
Police Sketches

KEVIN CARPIO

IRENE LIJOI

NICK ATTIANESE

SAM PRETEROTTI

JAIME JACOBUS

FAITH MACCHIARELLI

JENEL STERBA

KEITH KAZMARK

JOE TOMASELLO

MIKE FELDMAN
That's like Josiah's murder!

Peter didn't do it.

Out cold!

Bone-Chiller!

my friend,

Please

don't blame me in re.

... I have decided to leave my best
fortune to anyone - friend, relative, or
stranger - who succeeds this, my last.

... and if you will find a
large sum of money in a box behind
the picture and then use it to

The French word is the.

The cheese stands alone.

BONE-CHILLER!

Directed by Michael Sperrazza, Kristina Hill & Mi Suk Pak
Set Design by Mrs. Laurel Corsini
Lighting by Mr. Donald Ruccio

Dan/Dave alias Jeff Ariola
Eloise alias Krista Bilynsky
Jerry alias Rob Bird
Kissy alias Stephanie Bird
Connie alias Gina Capano
Theodosia alias Kristi Conforth
Zita alias Kevin Doheny

I sense evil.
Bone Chiller took place on Thursday and Friday, November 2 & 3. The play opened as the characters arrive at the Travers' family mansion. As the play progressed, the characters learned the reason they were invited was to decode Josiah Travers' last will and testament, which was in the form of a rebus. The first one to decode the picture puzzle would receive Josiah's fortune. The audience loved trying to solve this intriguing murder-mystery along with the characters. The play was a big success and was enjoyed by all who saw it.

Buzzy alias Steve Morrison
Addie alias Alison Peters
Mauvins alias John Post
Flame alias Melissa Rosolen
Lucretia alias Mary Trawinski
Pippi alias Melissa Warcholik

Tell me who the killer is!

Who are all these people?

Josiah's will safe!!!
"THE DANGEROUS CHRISTMAS OF LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD"

"To be a wolf, or not to be ..."

"Why, I just want to eat you up!"

"We wish the world a happy yule ..."

"We're gonna HOWL!!!"
CLASS OF 1997 STUDENT BODIES

Junior Class Officers: Jerzie Kissel, Vice President; Dana Trovato, Historian; seniors: Mr. Sileo, Mrs. Sullivan.

Senior Class Officers: Region 13 Co- Presidents: Brandon DeMarco, President; Carolyn Kaiser, Treasurer; Alissa Konzeumann, Secretary.
Did you know that sophomore means "wise fool"? In Greek, sophos means wise and moros means fool.

Class Officers:
- Back Row: Treas-Tracy Immo, Sec-Michelle Vicki
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF:

After an evening of nature, music, and fire, my mind and soul are renewed.

Music and friends are two of the most important things in my life. There is almost nothing better.

Three thinkers thinking thoughts that need to be thought...

Work is a must. But wouldn't feel the same without these familiar personalities and smells!

Mi familia... gotta love 'em!

My other family. You can never stop laughing with these people around!

Can't forget the Deli-Mart crew! We're all related!

One of the many special moments of my life. There are certain people you will never forget!

Brotherly bonding in my personal abode seasoned with cow drapes.

Obviously, by the looks of my arm event doesn't happen often.

GERRY

BUSARDO
I woke up around 7:00, with my hair a mess!

Mom helps me with a quick trim.

A can of hairspray - the final touch.

Then I dress up in my usual suave attire.

I'm cucky for Coco-Puffs.

The school bus takes me to school.

P.V.

After a hard day at school I satisfy my appetite with a terrifically humanitarian meatless meal.

It's a dirty job, but my mom won't do it.

Skipping H.W., I must type my first autobiographical novel, "Born Old, Sadly Wise!" Knocked out in a halo of Kerouac, D.H. Lawrence, J. Joyce, and Tennessee Williams.
TOP 10 MOVIES
1. Pulp Fiction
2. Natural Born Killers
3. Dazed and Confused
4. Grease
5. Forrest Gump
6. Seven
7. The Crow
8. The Shawshank Redemption
9. PLCU
10. Clue

FAVORITE CLOTHING
1. Jeans
2. Flannels
3. Shoes
4. Sweatshirts
5. Sweaters
6. T-shirts
7. Socks
8. Sweatpants
9. Corduroy pants
10. Jackets

WHAT'S IN?
- Being yourself
- Body piercing
- Ravers
- Jeans
- Alternative
- Dying your hair
- Flannels
- Parties

WHAT'S OUT?
- Trying to be someone you're not
- Tattoos
- Guidos
- Z Cavaricci's
- Rap
- High hair
- IOU's
- Clicks

BEST PLACE FOR A DATE
1. The Movies
2. A nice restaurant
3. The Beach
4. His house/Her house
5. The Park
6. Garrett Mountain
7. A party
8. Eagle Rock Reservation
9. A carnival
10. Ice-skating

WOULD YOU RATHER BE INVISIBLE OR ABLE TO FLY?
- Invisible: 61%
- Able to fly: 39%

O.J. SIMPSON: GUILTY OR INNOCENT?
- Guilty: 59%
- Innocent: 41%
IHE FACTS

IF YOU WERE STRANDED ON A DESERT ISLAND, WHAT WOULD YOU TAKE WITH YOU?

1. MY BOYFRIEND/GIRLFRIEND
2. MY BEST FRIENDS
3. A MOVIE STAR
4. MY RADIO/CD PLAYER
5. FOOD
6. A COMEDIAN
7. A BLANKET
8. MY TEDDY BEAR
9. MY SWIMMIES
10. GILLIGAN

WHAT WILL YOU REMEMBER MOST ABOUT PV?

1. FRIENDS
2. THE GOOD TIMES
3. SPORTS
4. TEACHERS
5. MR. WARD’S COMMENTS
6. THE PLAYS
7. GIRLS SHOW
8. THE CAFETERIA FOOD
9. THE PEP RALLIES
10. THE CLASSES THAT SEEMED TO LAST FOREVER

WHAT HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO DO, BUT NEVER DARED TO TRY?

1. SKYDIVING
2. BUNJEE JUMPING
3. TELL HIM HER I LOVE HIM HER
4. CLIFF DWELLING
5. MY HOMEWORK

Now That I am A Senior, I will Never _____. But I will Always _____.

The Top Five Answers To This Phrase Were:

1. ... Never look Back To The Past ... Always Look Forward To The Future.
2. ... Never Forget ... Always Remember.
3. ... Never Study ... Always Party.
4. ... Never Read A Novel Again ... Always Buy The Cliffs Notes Instead.
5. ... Never Grow Up ... Always Be A Toys R Us Kid.

TOP 10 SONGS

1. YOU OUGHTA KNOW - ALANIS MORRISSET
2. BROWN-EYED GIRL - VAN MORRISON
3. AS I LAY ME DOWN - SOPHIE B. HAWKINS
4. TC. LIGHT - NKOTB
5. EVERYTHING I DO - BRAN ADAMS
6. GANGSTA’S PARADISE - COOLIO
7. NOW AND FOREVER - RICHARD MARX
8. TOMORROW - SILVERCHAIR
9. I WILL SURVIVE - GLORIA GAYNOR
10. NAME - THE GOO GOO DOLLS

LOVE IS ...
AN INDESCRIBABLE FEELING ...
WONDERFUL, BUT A LITTLE SCARY, TOO ...
BLIND ...
SWEET AND SOUR ...
A FLOWER:
YOU LET IT GROW ...
A FRIENDSHIP THAT HAS CAUGHT FIRE ...
SOMETHING TO BE Cherished ...
THE GREATEST FEELING IMAGINABLE ...
CONFUSING AND UNPREDICTABLE ...
TREASURING THE TEARS ...
AS MUCH AS THE SMILES ...
On April 13th, 1995, members of P.V.'s Drama Club took a trip to England and Scotland. Their nine-day excursion included trips to many historical sites. Among them were the Rock-and-Roll Wax Museum, Big Ben, Westminster Cathedral, Edinburgh Castle, Anne Hathaway's Cottage, and Shakespeare's Birthplace, just to name a few. The highlight of the trip for most was the Scottish Ceilidh. At that festival, the group had a taste of Scottish culture and customs. Overall, the trip was a success.
PARTNERS IN CRIME
Throughout this year, our kidnapped Hornet has been spotted in the school. People have seen him entangled in wires in the computer lab and stuffed in a Xerox machine. Even though the Hornet has been through these hardships, he remained in high spirits. Police and student detectives have worked hard to crack this case.

Since March, they have been hot on the trail of a middle-aged woman. With the leads they received from a blurry picture and eyewitness accounts, police were able to apprehend the suspect on June 1, 1996. The woman was identified as Ms. Arlene Alape.

After police questioning, the motive for the kidnapping was given in a press release. It seems that Ms. Alape missed the Hornet. Over the years, Ms. Alape was involved in many sports and activities. She could not live without the Hornet. She is truly sorry for any grief or concern she has caused.

The school feels that as long as the Hornet was not harmed and returned safely, they will not press charges against Ms. Alape.
THANK YOU

The 1996 Yearbook Staff would like to thank the following people for their continuous support in making the '96 Yearbook a success.

Mr. Frank Ball
Mr. Joe Bombelli
Mrs. Mary Ehert
Mrs. Nancy Konzelmann
Mrs. Lorraine Famiano
Mrs. Barbara Loeb
Mr. John Wallace
Mr. Paul Gerber
Mrs. Shirley Riccardi
Jostens
Mrs. Nancy Ariola
Mr. John Joyce Jr.
Mr. Donald Ruccia
Mrs. Maria Ferriola
The Board of Education
Mr. James Mercadante
Lorstan
Mrs. Laurel Corsini
Dr. Louis R. Centolanza
Mrs. Arlene Kazmark
Mr. William DeGroot
Mr. Frank Ariola
Mrs. Trudy Humes
Mrs. Carol Samanchick
Mrs. Debra Benvenuti
Mrs. Jackie McGarrity
Mrs. Jean DiBuono

TESTIMONIALS

AGATIELLO, CAMILLA - I miglior auguri vanno a te Camilla e spero che tu ti soddisfi di una vita di soddisfazioni. Love, MOM & POP.

APUNA, JAIME - To my daughter, I am so proud of you. You have always followed your dreams and never settled for less. I love you, MOM.

ARIOLA, JEFFREY - To our thespian chef, you have never ceased to amaze us. How strange it will be not to have a child in the building. Our days will seem longer and not as eventful, but you're got it, beginning. Make the most of them and continue to make us proud. May you achieve all your hopes and dreams. Remember—FOCUS. We love you, MOM & DAD.

BAGLIERI, JOHN - The pride and joy we feel for you cannot be expressed enough with these few words. So, congratulations and love for you cannot be expressed enough with these few words. So, congratulations and love for you from your mother and father.

BAROILE, BETHANY - There are people in this world who live for happiness ... you create it. Since the day we held you in our arms until this day, you have continued to make us proud. So, it only stands to reason how many you are loved and how fortunate we are to be your parents. We truly wish you all the success and happiness that you deserve. As you continue your education, I want you to remember the sky is your limit. Always remember we will be there for you today tomorrow and always, like our love for you. Don't forget you are our only child. You are our Little Girl. We wish a terrific warm you in winter. "A cool breeze on a summer day ... " May your journey through life be long and easy along the way." Love Always, MOM, DAD, JEFF AND TIM.

BAYVARO, JOHN - These four years have gone by so quickly. It's hard to believe you are graduating already. During these four years we have seen you grow into a fine young man and student. We love you very much and are very proud of you and of all of your accomplishments. All our love, MOM, DAD, GRANDMA AND GRANDPA.

BENNETT, JORDAN - You have your own unique style. You have made us very proud of you in the past four years. Never lose your individuality and self-confidence. Love forever and a day. MOM, DAD XOXO.

BENNETT, JORDAN - With your great personality and charm, we know your success is guaranteed. Please pursue your dreams. Doing what you love is the key to a successful life. Our wish for you is good health, lots of friends and success. We love you. Love, MOM & DAD XOXO.

BENVENUTI, GINA - We are so proud of you beautiful daughter. You have brought much happiness and love to our family. We know you will be successful in all you do. May all your dreams come true. We will always be there to support you. God Bless You. We love you, MOM & DAD.

BENVENUTI, JOSEPH - We have watched you grow over these past four years with much happiness and shared some disappointments along with you. Remember that good things do happen first in Life. Hang on! It's only you who can make it right. You let your mind to has made you the special son you are. Follow your dreams and we will be there for you always. We love you and are so proud to have you for our son! Love, MOM & DAD.

BILVSNKY, KASIA - You entered our lives in 1978. We loved you from the moment we first saw our perfect baby girl. As the years passed, we watched you grow into an attractive, self-assured young lady! We will always consider Friday the 13th our lucky day, "Break a leg" on the stage of life. Love, DAD & MOM.

BITMAN, STEVEN - Congratulations on your graduation! We hope all of your dreams come true. We know you have the power to go as far as you can dream! Love, MOM, DAD, LAURA, DAVID, AND MAXX TOO.

BLOOM, JENNIFER - I wish you all the very best life has to offer. I am very proud of you. Love, MOM.

BOLLHARDT, KENNETH - We couldn't be prouder of you. May all your hopes and dreams come true! Love, MOM, TED, KERRIT, MAGGIE & MICHAEL.

BUSARDO, GERALD - Since the day you were born, we knew that you were special. Through these past few years, you have grown to become a very loving, loving and sincere young man. Your accomplishments are truly remarkable. You have shed the school and are now ready to leave. We love you and wish you the best of everything in your future. Congratulations. Love, MOM & DAD.

CADELL, GINA - Happiness is having the love and joy you have brought into our lives. How proud you have made your parents. We wish you may may you achieve all the goals you set in life. We both love you very much. Love you, MOM & DAD.

CAMAZZO, JERRY - We are proud of you and love you very much. MOM & DAD.

CAMMILLERI, LISA - Look to God for the guidance to go down life's path. We wish you good health, happiness, and much love. MOM & DAD & FAMILY.

CAMPIONE, CHRISTINA - Congratulations and may all your wishes come true. We know you'll go far and achieve all the achievements you set for yourself. Stay as sweet and full of ambition and you will go far in life. Love you always. MOM & DAD.

CAPPETTO, FRANK - Dear Frankie C, We are very proud of you and love you as our son. As one of god's gifts to us we known you are destined for greatness. Love you always. MOM & DAD & Al.

CARPO, KEVIN - Love of life, hard work, patience and persistence... success and happiness always. Love always, Kathy and Al. We are here for you always. Love you very much. MOM & DAD.

CARRIO, SHAUN - Congratulations, we love you and are very proud of your success both in school and in life. Keep up the good work. Happiness in all your future achievements. Love MOM & DAD.

CASTNER, CHRISTINE - You are a loving, sweet and good girl. You worked hard. Not just for your grades, but for everything you do. You will always have happiness, warmth and harmony in your life. Both Dad and Mom are so proud of you. You will always go to the top because the goals you set for yourself and friends are high and nothing but the best. God blessed you with love. We are very proud of you. Love, MOM & DAD.

CERRIGONE, GIANCARLO - Giancarlo, to our dear son, you've made us very proud throughout your high school years of P.V. Always strive for the best and remember you always have us in your corner. Love Mom and Dad.

CHARITY, SHANNON - Your dreams are visions of your heart. May you never lose sight and always have the courage to continue. We are very proud of you and will always be here for you. We love you, Love, Mom and Dad.

CHEFF, TOM - Stay just the way you are. Take each new day as it comes... strive to be your best and whatever you want in life will be yours. Remember always that we know of you. MOM, DAD, GREG, ANTHONY & STEPH.

CICARELLE, JOY - Congratulations to a very special Joy. May health, success and happiness be with you always. I am so very proud. "Here's looking at you, kid!"

CONFORTE, KRISTI ANN - Whatever you do and whenever you go, you will always be the shining star and we will be proud of you. You have given us happiness and love as you blossomed from a shy little girl into a mature and levelheaded young lady. Just remember, whatever the future holds for you, there isn't anything you cannot accomplish once you put your mind to it. You always depend on us for anything. We are here for you. God bless our beautiful daughter, granddaughter, and sister. We love you with all our hearts. Love, MOM, DAD, NANNY & GAKRI.

COKE, LAUREN-LEIGH - From the perfect baby, to the sweetest little girl, to a wonderful and beautiful young woman — you've always brought joy and peace to my heart. You've always been so special. I am so proud of all that you have accomplished and all that you will achieve. I know that your future will be bright, filled with success and happiness. Always keep your positive attitude and enthusiasm for life. Have faith in God, and He will always guide you. I love you, Leigh. You are my shining star. Love, Mom.

CAPPETTO, FRANK - Dear Frankie C, We are very proud of you and love you as our son. As one of god's gifts to us we known you are destined for greatness. Love you always. MOM & DAD & Al.

CARPO, KEVIN - Love of life, hard work, patience and persistence... success and happiness always. Love always, Kathy and Al. We are here for you always. Love you very much. MOM & DAD.

CARRIO, SHAUN - Congratulations, we love you and are very proud of your success both in school and in life. Keep up the good work. Happiness in all your future achievements. Love MOM & DAD.

CASTNER, CHRISTINE - You are a loving, sweet and good girl. You worked hard. Not just for your grades, but for everything you do. You will always have happiness, warmth and harmony in your life. Both Dad and Mom are so proud of you. You will always go to the top because the goals you set for yourself and friends are high and nothing but the best. God blessed you with love. We are very proud of you. Love, MOM & DAD.

CERRIGONE, GIANCARLO - Giancarlo, to our dear son, you've made us very proud throughout your high school years of P.V. Always strive for the best and remember you always have us in your corner. Love Mom and Dad.

CHARITY, SHANNON - Your dreams are visions of your heart. May you never lose sight and always have the courage to continue. We are very proud of you and will always be here for you. We love you, Love, Mom and Dad.

CHEFF, TOM - Stay just the way you are. Take each new day as it comes... strive to be your best and whatever you want in life will be yours. Remember always that we know of you. MOM, DAD, GREG, ANTHONY & STEPH.

CICARELLE, JOY - Congratulations to a very special Joy. May health, success and happiness be with you always. I am so very proud. "Here's looking at you, kid!"

CONFORTE, KRISTI ANN - Whatever you do and whenever you go, you will always be the shining star and we will be proud of you. You have given us happiness and love as you blossomed from a shy little girl into a mature and levelheaded young lady. Just remember, whatever the future holds for you, there isn't anything you cannot accomplish once you put your mind to it. You always depend on us for anything. We are here for you. God bless our beautiful daughter, granddaughter, and sister. We love you with all our hearts. Love, MOM, DAD, NANNY & GAKRI.

COKE, LAUREN-LEIGH - From the perfect baby, to the sweetest little girl, to a wonderful and beautiful young woman — you've always brought joy and peace to my heart. You've always been so special. I am so proud of all that you have accomplished and all that you will achieve. I know that your future will be bright, filled with success and happiness. Always keep your positive attitude and enthusiasm for life. Have faith in God, and He will always guide you. I love you, Leigh. You are my shining star. Love, Mom.
CORDO, VANESSA - We are proud of your many achievements. You've overcome obstacles and addressed the challenges of your high school years with maturity. We wish you much success as you enter the next phase of life. We are here for you, love, D2.

DEBLOCK, ROBERT - It's hard to believe that the quiet, shy boy who didn't want to go to school is graduating. Now, no one can say you're not a man. We are extremely proud of your accomplishments. We are even prouder of the man you turned into. Don't change the way you care about people, young and old alike. We are safe and bright like your smile, which brings sunshine into our lives, not to mention tremendous pride in all your accomplishments. We will always be here for you. Love, MOM, DAD, & TORY.

DELBERO, CHRISTINE - You are our beautiful daughter and we are very proud of you. Follow your dreams and make them all come true. May your future always be bright like your smile, which brings sunshine into our lives. We will always be here for you. Love, DAD, MOM.

DELLATORRE, MICHAEL - Whew, what a ride! The past four years have been quite interesting. That's one of the things you do best: you make life interesting. We've said it before, now we'll say it again: Rotary, children, like an amusement park ride. Some kids are like "Merry-Go-Round." They fall in and out, and kind of fun. Michael, you are like the "Roller Coaster." You go up, you go down, you go fast, you go slow. You are exciting, you are living, and you are a little bit sassy. We love the roller coaster; we love you. Underneath it all, we know how kind, loving, and thoughtful you are. We know how much your family means to you. As you are growing older, we see these qualities more and more. When the world finally catches up to you, you will be able to appreciate their true qualities too. As you travel down the road of life, remember if you ever feel lost or confused, we will always be there to push you off the beaten path. You have our unconditional love and support. Look Out World—Here He Comes!!! Love, MOM, DAD, DERRICK, FRANK, MIKE & ELLE. RS. Can we please go on the "Merry-Go-Round Now!!!?

DELVECCHIO, VINCENT - We are so proud to have such a caring and sensitive son. Follow your dreams, you will take you far. We will always be here for you. Always remember, live each day, dream of the future and always remember what you learned yesterday. We wish you health, happiness, and success in all that you do. Reach for the stars and you will succeed. In whatever you attempt to do. We love you and support you. Love, MOM & DAD.

DESIMONE, HELEN ANN - Congratulations! Herina on completing this preliminary step. The road ahead is filled with challenges. Keep your goals in sight and always aim high. We know you can do anything you set your mind to and we have faith in you always. Your style, poise, and charm, and your great good looks, therein lies the answer to success. May God bless and guide you in all your efforts. We love you and are proud of what you have done and look forward to greater accomplishments. Love, MOM, DAD, FRANK, MIKE & CHRISTINA.

DESTEFANO, JENNIFER - Life will have its ups and downs but always remember with love and faith by your side, you will achieve. Love, MOM & DAD.

DIMINNI, JENNIFER - Your love for life is evident in all you do! Never lose sight of your goals and continue to work for the future you're halfway there already! You have brought great joy, happiness and love into our lives, not to mention tremendous pride in all your accomplishments. We will always be here for you. Love, MOM, DAD.

DIPASQUALE, NICOLE - We are so proud of you. You are your own person and you are very special! We wish you success in whatever you choose and happiness always. May all your dreams come true. You love very much, and we will always be here for you. Love, MOM, DAD.

DOVE, JASON - We're so proud of you, son. You have grown into a fine young man. Your father and I wish you the best of health, happiness, and success in the future. May all your dreams come true. With lots of love, MOM & DAD.

DOGER, JESSICA - Even when you were a little girl we could see your potential to lead a productive life. Now, after many obstacles, we are very proud that you have set your goals and continued to work towards them. We will be standing by, watching with pride and love, as you move on with your life. We will always love you. MOM, NATHAN & GRANDMA.

FAVA, ROBERT - Congratulations and good luck in all you do. Love, MOM, DAD, STEFFONI, FRANK, JOE, LAURA, GARY & LITTLE GARY.

DOCHERRY, JAMES - The memories of our times together have been priceless. So, for all the times you've supported me with love and strength. I love you, MOM.

FRANCISCO, JEFF - Congratulations on your graduation! Over the past four years, we have watched you mature into a strong and capable young man who can accomplish anything and everything he sets his sights on. Remember always that the more you put into life, the more you will get in return. We wish you wisdom in your choices, ambition to reach your goals, and may happiness and success follow you. We love and support you and are proud of you, son and brother. Love, MOM, DAD, & JEN.

GAITA, LAUREN - Since since you started high school, you've accomplished everything you set out to do. We know that the future holds nothing but fulfilled dreams, for you have already proven to us that you can handle anything. You have raised your bar so high so quickly. It's hard to believe you'll be leaving for college soon. But as you begin your next step in life, you'll always have us on your side. But have fun along the way. Keep tucked away in your heart all the wonderful times we've had — for everyday with you has been a joy. We love you, more than words can say and take pride in all you do. We are here for you always. Keep Smiling. Love, MOM, DAD, & STEVEN.

GAFFNEY, DEREK - We're all so proud of the fine young man you have become and all you have accomplished. Remember, it you can dream it, you can do it. We wish you all the very best this fall and love you very much. MOM, DAD, & RYAN.

GALANTE, TONI MARIE - Congratulations! All our love and best wishes go with you as you go off to college. You make us proud. Love, MOM & DAD.

GASALBERTI, DAN - Life has thrown you some unexpected curves but it's courage that counts. As Dad once said, "You never achieve all your dreams but you never achieve anything you don't dream." Dream big. Dan, and reach for the stars! We love you, MOM, KATHY, & Cheri.

GENCARELLI, FRANCESCA - We want to wish you all the luck in the world, with whatever you choose to pursue in the future. We are very proud of you and your numerous accomplishments. We can see you will be a success wherever you do. Frankie, we all love you and we hope all your dreams come true. Keep smiling. "Sweet Potato"! All our love always. MOM, DAD, ROSA, & EUGENIO.

GENCARELLI, FRANCESCA - You're finally graduating! It seems like yesterday when we pulled you out of the hospital. Well, time does fly and you're growing up moving on to bigger and better things, like college! (Maybe Stockton—just kidding!) Wherever you choose to go and whatever you choose to pursue, I will be there for you always! Frankie, we have been through a lot together, and I hope you won't forget all those wonderful memories. Just remember—I'm the older sister, not you! Love you very much. Good luck in everything you do! Love always, ROSA.

GIRLANDO, DANNY - We are proud of the mental, physical and spiritual person you have become. You have navigated towards your goals and dreams of the future, we support you and will be there for you. But remember, if need be, your dreams and goals can change and grow as you grow! And, in 30 years, your children will be amazed looking through your P.V. yearbook! Love, MOM, DAD & CRISTAL.

GULLA, CHRISTOPHER - It's hard to believe that your four years in high school have come to an end. Wherever your goals may take you, if you give it your 100%, you will be successful. We will always be there to support and guide you. Congratulations to a warm and loving son and brother. We are all very proud of you and love you very much. XOXO MOM, Dad, Nicole, & Jaime.

HALBERG, SUZANNE - There are two gifts we can give your children—one is roots and the other is wings. We've given you great roots and now it's time to test your wings. You were destined for college and now, after sending your brother and sister off to college, it's finally your turn! We Love You, Suzanne and couldn't be more proud. Love, Daddy, Mommy, Chris & Karen, Stephen & Maggie.
own you courage you never go through life without stretching. We know you never and much I’ve always, we’re finally say when I bring out some things like this, I’m a little bit vowing, I whatsoever are for you through a window. I forget all the memories you’ve made along the way, but as you go forward in the future, you need to be there for you, no matter where life takes you. As you go through life, always remember that you will always be by your side, proud. You have proven that you have the strength and courage to face whatever challenges the future may bring. Your caring and loving personality has filled our lives with so much joy and happiness. Best of luck in the future and remember we are always here for you. Congratulations as a very special son and brother. Love, MOM, DAD, MIKE & JOE.

MACCHIARELLI, FAITH-ANN - The 15th year may be over but you will never stop learning. No matter what the future holds, you are only the best of good health and happiness in all you do in the future. Your smile and laughter are the best things in our lives and even though you will go on your own way some day remember you are very special to us. Love always, Mom and Dad.

MARI, MAGGIE-LOU - You make us happy. You make us laugh, but most of all you make us proud. Forever stay true to yourself. You are an individual, not one of the crowd. This makes you very special. Continue to do things in your own fashion and style and you’ll go far. We know you can be successful in anything you choose to do. Remember your family is always here to help you, support you, and cheer you on. We wish you all the happiness there is. We love you, you’re the best daughter ever! Love, MOM, DAD, JOSH & GRANDPA.

MARKLEY, DOUG - Congratulations. We’re all very proud and happy for you. On to the next adventure now that you’ve mastered this one. Love, MOM, BILL, BETZY.

MATARRAZO, DINA KELLY - Congratulations on your many outstanding achievements for which you have made us extremely proud. We wish you great success for your college and the many challenges that lie ahead. We are so proud of you and how much we love you. May all your dreams become realities. Lots of love & luck, MOM, PAPA & SABRINA.

LOFORESE, MATTHEW - Wherever you go, whatever you do, you will always be in our hearts. We are proud of you! Love, MOM & DAD.

LONAGRO, NICK - Congratulations and best of luck and success in your future. We’ll always be there for you. Love, MOM, DAD, BROTHERS JOE & MIKE.

LORUSSO, NINA - Dearest Nina, With pride for all you’ve been, with joy for all you are, with hope for all you’ll be and love - for all the ways, MOM, DAD, TANIA & TARA.

MACALUSO, JASON - In the past four years, we have seen you grow and mature into a handsome young man. You are a very special young man, and we are very proud of you. You have proven that you have the strength and courage to face whatever challenges you may encounter. Your caring and loving personality has filled our lives with so much joy and happiness. Best of luck in the future and remember we are always here for you. Congratulations as a very special son and brother. Love, MOM, DAD, MIKE & JOE.

LOFORESE, MATTHEW - Wherever you go, whatever you do, you will always be in our hearts. We are proud of you! Love, MOM & DAD.

KINIK, MARIA - We are very proud of you and love, you very much. MOM, CHRIS, LISA & BARBARA.

KIRBY, ROBERT - As you go through life, always know that I will always be by your side, not to carry or support you, but to walk beside you and offer love and guidance when you need it. You have only to ask and I’ll be there waiting you a lifetime of love and success. Love always, MOM.

LABRUNA, CHRISTOPHER - Thank God, it’s over! It’s been a very long four years! Best of luck to you in your future. Set a goal in life to begin your hopes and dreams for the future will start to take shape. My wish for you is to grow and become the best person you can be. I will always be proud of you.

LANEVE, DANIEL - Congratulations! Good luck and happiness! Love, MOM & DAD, SISTER & BROTHER.

LÄZARSKY, MATTHEW - Congratulations! With all that you have accomplished, you have made me so proud. I wish you good luck, health, happiness in your future. I love you. Love always, MOM.

LEINES, PATRICIA - As this chapter of your life ends, a new and exciting one is about to begin. Your dreams and dreams for the future will start to take shape. My wish for you is to May this and all the chapter that follows be filled with the love, joy, and happiness that you brought into my life. All my love, MOM.

LIGHTNER, KEVIN - We know we tell you we love you, but one thing we may not always remember to say is how proud we are of you, too. We’re proud of your successes, your failures, and your dreams for the future. We are proud of the person you are becoming and the dreamer you are becoming.

LINDA, MATTHEW - We know you understand the unique quality of your mind, the spirit of your wisdom, the importance of truth and honor, the strength of love and faith, and above all, the very special person you are... and what you can and will achieve! With love and pride, MOM & DAD.

LIONTI, JENNIFER JULY - We have seen you work so hard at everything you do. Your dedication and drive off the field have been a very long four years! Bast of luck, keep your heads up, and don’t let nothing stand in your way. Love you very much. We are proud of you! Love, MOM & DAD.

HERREROS, ANDY - May your future be filled with love, health, and prosperity. We wish you the best of luck and success. We know you will be successful, and we are proud to call you "son". There’s no doubt that your future will be bright and successful. We are very proud of you! Love, Luck Bones! We love you! MOM AND DAD

KILPATRICK, JAY - It seems as if it was yesterday that you were my little baby girl but in my heart you will always be my baby no matter how old you are. We know who you are named after, so find you powers and live to the fullest. I love you with all of my heart, I’ll always be here for you, no matter where life takes you. Always be happy and healthy. Keep all of your great memories close to your heart. I’ll always be your mother and you will always be my #1 daughter, but you are my BFBE. Love, like you can never be hurt, laugh even if no one’s looking and always keep your head up. Love always, Hope. Congratulations on your graduation and have a wonderful future, Love you, MOM.

JACOBUS, JAIME - Since the first time I held you in arms, you gave me such joy and happiness into my life. I’ve been so proud of you but today, I’m even prouder in the future. It seems as if it was yesterday that you were my little baby girl, but in my heart, you will always be my baby, no matter how old you are.

JACOBUS, JAIME - Since Grandpa has been willing to be a part of your life, I know this message of love is true. As long as I live, he was so very proud of the lovely self-confident artistic young woman his first granddaughter has grown to be. If you have ever met him, you will know he would be very proud of you. He is so proud of you. As you stand on the threshold of adulthood, we are sure he would urge you always to follow your own special path, always listen to your own special dreams, and always have in your mind what William Shakespeare’s famous words, "To think of one self be true, for it shall follow me the night the day, thou canst not then but then be false to any man," We love you with all our hearts, DADDY, LINDA, STEPHANIE, STEVEN, AUNT LINDA, UNCLE TONY, TRAVIS, & GRANDMA.

JAKUBAS, MICHAEL - It’s hard for me to write this as you’re getting ready to go off to college in the fall. We feel so proud that you have started your college journey. We know that much of what you accomplished in school and sports did not come easily, but the results of your hard work are clear. Along the way, you’ve developed some things that aren’t in a book of a great football field — honesty, loyalty, and integrity to name a few. However, there is one thing that you will never understand and that is the pride and joy you will always have for us as we watch you grow into the truly fine young man you’ve become. Keep up the good work and remember how much we love you. Love, Love, MOM AND DAD.

KANG, GINA - Congratulations and good luck! Daughter, we know you will succeed wherever you go, you always do. MOM, DAD, MINA, AND JANA.

KOBAM, KAMAL - Words can’t express the depth of our feelings for you. You are the sunshine in our rainy days. No matter what, our love and support are here for you. We wish you to have a bright and successful future. Your future may be filled with good health and happiness. Love always, MOM, DAD, LYNN & MAYA.
MATERA, JULIEANN - In what seems to be a very short time, you have grown from the cutest little girl to a lovely young lady. Your bubbly personality and wonderful sense of humor have always been a delight to our lives. Your creativity and talents will take you far. Be all that you can be. We are very proud of you and all you have accomplished in your 18 years. Especially, Girls’ Snow White Cheerleading and Gymnastics. As you enter the next phase of your life, please let all that we have taught you and all the love we have given you guide you to a happy, healthy and successful future. We love you and are here for you always. All our love, MOM, DAD, APRIL & DINAHKARE.

MAZUR, AMY LYNN - Congratulations! We are so proud of your accomplishments. We wish you all the success and happiness that you so richly deserve. May the most of your talents, and you will reach those stars. Always remember … our love and support will be here for you. Love, MOM & DAD.

MCMAHON, KAREN - Felicitaciones! Has logrado algo extraordinario, algo que nunca te imaginaste. Te veo mucho más grande y más grande en el futuro. Good luck in college. Love, MOM & DAD.

MCMAHON, KAREN - Congratulations Karen! You are and will always be a very special part of my life. Hopefully you take college more seriously than I did. Learn from my mistakes, I will always be there for you love, ANTHONY. Ps Swear to God, no classes count!

MORRISON, SEAN - Congratulations Sean for making it through all four years. We love you, MOM, DAD, STEVE & SUE.

NICOLA, TARA - As you graduate from high school, you have to move on to new experiences and success. With your beauty and intelligence, you can accomplish anything goals. We love you MOM, DAD & TAMMY.

OPALKA, MELISSA - Congratulations sweet Melissa! I am proud of you, all your accomplishments and didn’t let your disappointments stand in your way. You have proven to be a strong and capable young woman who can handle some of the greatest challenges and become even stronger. I know that there is no limit to what you can accomplish. I pray that your future is full of love, health and happiness, and that you will never lose sight of your dreams and know that God is always there to guide you and watch over you. Remember that I will always be here for you, even when you think you don’t need me. I love you, MOM.

PALKIEWICZ, MICHAEL - You are my pride and joy. We are teammates on the basketball court as well as in life. The road ahead is full of challenges and you will have many decisions to make, but remember my son, you are not alone, we will always be a team! Very proud of you. I love you, DAD.

PETERS, ALISON - We are incredibly proud of your accomplishments. We love you so very much, DAD & MOM.

PICKIRLO, DAN - Remain true to yourself and independent in your thinking and you will be a success. Good luck in college. We are proud of you. Love, MOM & DAD, MICHAEL, BRAN & JEFF.

PIZZA, TIFFANY - The day you were born was the happiest day of my life. Having you as my daughter has brought love, laughter and color into my life. I will always love you, MOM.

PRALL, BRYAN - Good luck! Do the best you can – and all who know you will be proud. Love, MOM & PAT.

PRICKEN, CHRISTINE - Keep smiling! The best is yet to come. We love you very much and are proud of you! Keep up the good work. We know you’ll go far in life. Love, MOM & DAD.

QUIGLEY, ELIZABETH - You light up our lives with your energy, wit, laughter, and kindness. We are all so proud of you for your strong resolve to achieve your goals, discipline, intensity and depth of character. May you always stay focused on your dreams. Love you much, MUM, DAD, & PATRICIK.

RAINIE, ADRIENNE - “A”, knowledge brings confidence. Confidence brings success. Learn all you can and we know you will achieve your goals. Love, MOM, DAD & P&M.

RATH, JENNIFER - You have been a joy to all since the day you were born. Your warmth, enthusiasm, self-discipline, and strong moral character are just some of your many admirable qualities. We are so proud of you and all your many accomplishments. Continue to be true to yourself and remember we will always be there to love and support you. Love, MOM, DAD, & LAURA.

RIBAUDE, SAL - Sal, congratulations on all your accomplishments. We are very proud of you. Love, MOM, DAD, & P&M.

ROSENBERG, ROBYN BETH - You have always been making us very proud of you. You are the star! They’re yours to grab. Love you and wish you continued success. Love Always, MOM & DAD.

SAMA, GINA - May your heart and mind tell you to do, I’m sure you will always be there for you in best and worst of times. Your talent, drive and determination can make your dreams come true. Wishing you health, happiness and success and may God be with you. Love, MOM & DAD.

SAMA, GINA - Well, you finally did it!!! I can believe you are going away to college and leaving me all alone! Who is going to tape all my shows for me. I am glad we have become much closer during these past years. Maybe it’s because you finally stopped telling on me, but I guess that’s what little sisters are for. Enjoy college because it’s going to be great. Best of Luck in the future, but I’m sure you won’t need it. I’m very proud of the person you have become. Always remember I’m here for you. Love, USA.

SCHAEFER, MELISSA - Missy. Follow your dreams! Be confident and firm in your judgment, as much as we do. We’re so proud of you! Love, MOM & DAD.

SEARAPILIA, ANTHONY - You have proved to us that you definitely have what it takes. Make the most of it. Remember family’s life is only real value. Love, MOM, DAD, J.J., NO, AND CRISBY.

SHAPLIO, DAYNA - From the day you were born, we knew that we were given a special gift. From Heaven, you brought us so much happiness and we proudly watched you grow into a wonderful, happy little girl, always full of so much spirit and determination. How did those years go so quickly? Now you’ve become a beautiful young woman ready to spread your wings to new adventures. We wish you only the best of happiness and success in life. We know you have so much to contribute to the world. We are so proud of you … you are our sunshine! You’re so happy! Love, MOM, DAD, TED, AND ALYSSA.

SIMON, CYRIL - Congratulations and good luck in college. Love, MOM, DAD & ABE.

SLOTA, STEPHEN - I want to wish you all the luck and success in your coming future, but most of all I would like you to say I am extremely proud having a son like you. You are what life is all about I love you, MOM.

SPINELLI, JO-ANN - Where have the past 18 years gone? From the nursery to now, the girl I never knew was a baby, you brought us so much happiness and we watched you grow into a wonderful, happy little girl, always full of so much spirit and determination. How did those years go so quickly? Now you’ve become a beautiful young woman ready to spread your wings to new adventures. We wish you only the best of happiness and success in life. We know you have so much to contribute to the world. We are so proud of you … you are our sunshine! You’re so happy! Love, MOM, DAD, TED, AND ALYSSA.

STONG, LARA - You have always amazed us with your smile, your laugh, and your screams. We know your perseverance will bring you success and happiness which is all we wish for you. Love, MOM, DAM, & CARY.

STRIGNILE, TONY - Congratulations on your graduation! With pride for all you are, with hope for all you will be … and with love always be happy. Love, MOM, MELESA & ANGELA.

SUNDIN, ROBERT - We are so proud of you and all your accomplishments. You have grown into an outstanding athlete, student, and person. We are very lucky to have you as a son and brother. You deserve all the best and we know that you will succeed. Lots of love and happiness; love always, DAD, MOM, THERESA, & PUNKY.
VANDER BERG, HEATHER - You are our special daughter and sister. May you succeed in all your dreams come true. Love, MOM, DAD & SUSAN.

VAN WAY, DAVID - We are so proud of you. You are truly a "gentle giant" with a great sense of right and wrong. As you continue your long road through life, always know if you turn around we will be there, applauding your efforts and ready to help if needed. We know by the strength of your convictions that you will enjoy life and life will enjoy your Love, MOM, DAD, CARINE.

VAROQUAIA, EMAN - Hi Memoria, I know deep in my heart someday you will be VIP-smartie!!! MOM, DAD, ASLON loves you & THE WHOLE FAMILY IN JORDAN & SYRIIA.

VENEZIANO, CARMEN - To our very special son: we are all so very proud of you. We wish you health, happiness, & success. May all your dreams come true. Love Forever, MOM, DAD & SUSAN.

VERBONE, MICHAEL - The past four years have gone by very fast. In that time you have made us proud parents. Your continued growth of character and personality will lead you to a successful college career. Continue to pursue your goals with the same determination and enthusiasm and success and happiness will be yours. We want to thank everyone for being a "special" son and brother - Love, MOM, DAD & STEVE.

VICARI, CHRISTINE - We are so proud of you. God has truly blessed our family with a warm, sensitive, and caring person. Your strength of character, achievements and love are keys to your future. We love you and will always be there for you. Love, MOM, DAD & MICHELLE.

VIGORITO, NICOLE - Thank you for making us so proud, being an Honor Student, accepted by colleges, and becoming a great young woman to follow your dreams. Nick! Love always, DADDY, MOMMY & ALL OF YOUR FAMILY.

VITA, ELIZABETH - In the past four years, I have watched you grow from an shy, young girl into a confident, young woman. Although the road has been rocky at times, you weathered the adversity and grew as a person. Always remember how much I love you. Believe in yourself and anything is possible. Love, GRANDMA.

WALLY, JONATHAN - You brought hope and love into our lives when we were most desperate. You bring pride to yourself and are always ready to give when the need arises. We love you dearly and hope for the most successful and loving future you can have. Love, DAD & MOM.

WARGOLIN, MELISSA - We could never express how much you have meant to us. You have always surpassed our expectations. You have shown yourself to be the "TAURUS" that you are. Here is a poem by Aye that speaks from our hearts.

To My Daughter
When first I held the small, sweet wonder of you in my arms, I marvelled at all you being.
Then I let you go and you seemed
The tiniest of you, /n your mind were so far
And now you face your world, still wandering
But those wobbly legs are grown long and certain
Those small hands smooth and capable
Your eyes and words find mind cast long
Wishes of lightning in the darkness
How pow-er and young and strong you seem.
And I hope you know that I love the woman you're becoming as I loved you at first.
I hope you continue to grow, tempering your strength with softness. You bring shining thoughts to your course, courage with care for yourself and others, and that you achieve your dreams, in an ever-growing circle of love.

WELLS, CHERYL - You are a wonderful, loving, young woman. I am so proud of you. Your dreams are unfolding before your eyes - just reach out for them. Thanks for making me so proud. Love, MOM.

WELLS, CHERYL - May you find your dreams and reach your goals. I'm proud of you and love you. Pop did, too. Love, NANA.

WESVO, ANDREW - Congratulations to our son; you have High School diploma you have won. We cheer your ups and downs and loud 'cause you have made your family proud.

WESVO, ANDREW, JUNI - Congratulations to you.

WEXLER, LAUREN - We are so proud of you. Love, DAD & MOM.

WICK, MELODY - I hope you continue to grow, tempering your strength with softness. You bring shining thoughts to your course, courage with care for yourself and others, and that you achieve your dreams, in an ever-growing circle of love.

WILGORE, KARI - While you were a baby, you and I were never too much alike. Those were the days you wish you could turn back... Those were the days I wish you could turn back...

WILSON, ZACHARY - We are so proud of you. We wish you the best in all your dreams come true. Love, MOM, DAD & NH.

WIND, MICHELLE - May you find your dreams and reach your goals. I'm proud of you and love you. Pop did, too. Love, NANA.

WILL, ALEX - You are a wonderful, loving, young man. I am so proud of you. Your dreams are unfolding before your eyes - just reach out for them. Thanks for making me so proud. Love, MOM.

WILL, ALEX - May you find your dreams and reach your goals. I'm proud of you and love you. Pop did, too. Love, NANA.

WILLIS, LAUREN - We are so proud of you. Love, DAD & MOM.

WILLIAMS, RAY - We could never express how much you have meant to us. You have always surpassed our expectations. You have shown yourself to be the "TAURUS" that you are. Here is a poem by Aye that speaks from our hearts.

To My Daughter
When first I held the small, sweet wonder of you in my arms, I marvelled at all you being.
Then I let you go and you seemed
The tiniest of you, /n your mind were so far
And now you face your world, still wandering
But those wobbly legs are grown long and certain
Those small hands smooth and capable
Your eyes and words find mind cast long
Wishes of lightning in the darkness
How pow-er and young and strong you seem.
And I hope you know that I love the woman you're becoming as I loved you at first.
I hope you continue to grow, tempering your strength with softness. You bring shining thoughts to your course, courage with care for yourself and others, and that you achieve your dreams, in an ever-growing circle of love.

WOLL, LAUREN - We are so proud of you. Love, DAD & MOM.

WONG, STAN - We were so proud of you. Love, DAD & MOM.

WORSHIPS, RYAN - We are so proud of you. Love, DAD & MOM.

WORTON, BEN - We are so proud of you. Love, DAD & MOM.

WRIGHT, CHERYL - You are a wonderful, loving, young woman. I am so proud of you. Your dreams are unfolding before your eyes - just reach out for them. Thanks for making me so proud. Love, MOM.

WRIGHT, CHERYL - May you find your dreams and reach your goals. I'm proud of you and love you. Pop did, too. Love, NANA.

WYATT, JASON - You are a wonderful, loving, young man. I am so proud of you. Your dreams are unfolding before your eyes - just reach out for them. Thanks for making me so proud. Love, MOM.

WYATT, JASON - May you find your dreams and reach your goals. I'm proud of you and love you. Pop did, too. Love, NANA.
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Michael- Congratulations!
We love you and are very proud of
you. We wish you happiness and
success in all you do.
God Bless You!
Love- Grandma & Pop

Mike- Congratulations on this very important
milestone in your life. We are very proud of you
and wish you success in college. We also want
to congratulate all your classmates and hope
their futures are filled with health, happiness,
and success.
Love-Mom, Dad, & A.J.
Phone 256-9634

First Russian National Home, Inc.

Hall For All Occasions
Banquets • Meetings • Dances • Weddings

4 - 6 Woodhull Avenue

SINGAC, NEW JERSEY
07424
Maggie-Lou,
You've come a long way from a little girl with one curl! You've grown into a wonderful young woman. We wish you the best of everything! We love you!
Mom, Dad & Josh

To Maggie-Lou,
The greatest granddaughter,
I'm so proud of you.
Congratulations on your graduation.
Best of luck in college.
Love,
Grandpa

Dear Krista:

Keep turning your dreams into realities and you are sure to have a great life. We are extremely proud of all your accomplishments. Wherever you go, whatever you do, know that you take our love and support with you.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Erik-John, Nicholas, Nani and Uncle Johnny
TO KRISTI,

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR SHINING STAR. WE LOVE YOU AND ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU.

LOVE, MOM, DAD, GARY AND NANA

Forever, will keep on growing no matter where we are. Tomorrow, will always seem so far away until it’s yesterday. Time, Will not stand still, not even for a second. Life, Will continue as our true friendship will.

Missy, Maggie, Mary
Krista and Kristi

Melissa, It has taken time, but you made it! We’ve watched you grow from a little girl into a young lady. We wish you success in all your endeavors.

Love,
Mom-Dad-Robbie
Grandma-Rosie
Remembering so many things that we have said and done,
Remembering the times we have shared, the laughter and the fun!
Parting’s not a happy time but neither is it sad.
For we have dreams of days to come and thoughts of joys we’ve had-
And so with special feelings as these warm good - byes are said.
We hope for long lasting memories and a happy life ahead.
Good Luck Class of 96 We’ll miss you!

Friends Forever
Jimmy (Doc),

We Know You Will Reach Your Goal.

Your Family

Jamie Jacobus, you have given me so many reasons to be proud of you, you have brought so much joy and happiness into my life, so much love and laughter from the day you were born. Set your goals as high as you can and make all your dreams come true. And remember Grams always loves you. Love, Grandma

Congratulations to Gina E. Kang
The Class of 1996
Dr. and Mrs. Byung K. Kang
GOOD LUCK CLASS OF '96!

LOVE, CHRISTINE, SAM, JOHN, CHERYL, IRENE, CHRIS, FRAN, STEVE & DAVE

FRIENDS FOREVER!!
Jimmy,
Congratulations on all your endeavors. Be the best you can be, always.
Love,
Sr. Mary Claire

Jimmy,
Through the years you have brought happiness and joy to all the lives you touch. Best of luck in the future.
Love,
Ed, Ginny, John, Chris

Jimmy,
"The eternal God is your refuge and underneath are the everlasting arms" Deut 33:27.
Love,
Aunt Eleanor

Jimmy we are really proud of you and we know you can do it. With all our love and support.
Cousins, Muriel and Alby

Jimmy,
Congratulations to young man who works hard and is going places.
Love,
Fr. Charlie

To my favorite Godson,
May you continue to grow in wisdom and grace.
Congratulations Jim.
Love your Godmother.
Sr. Christine Coakley O. P.

Congratulations Jimmy. We are proud to call you “friend.” May God bless all your tomorrows. May the brightness of your future reflect the smile on you mothers face.
Love,
Terry, Steve and Maria

Jimmy,
Look at what you’ve done, then at what you want, not at where you are, what you’ll do. Grace and peace always.
Fr. Bruce
Jimmy, you came a long way, we are very proud of you. Make your Mother proud because she is a #1 Mom. Best of wishes. Good luck and lots of happiness and success.

Love,
Nasar, Fatina, Wassem
Jacqueline and Labeeb
Congratulations
Tanya

You made us very proud! May all your hopes and dreams come true. We love you.
Good luck to you and the Class of "96".

Mom, Dad, Laura "99"
Nonna, Nonno, Zia Lucia, Baka
and Romeo and Juliet
Mem Day Wknd '95: Barcelona-white probe-Captains Table-ReebDogs-Melis 2.75, 5 days later-Party in rm203-Gold Stars-Jack lets jump-ODB(weight)-Blister in the sun-Tone I can't look at your face.
Jersey Shore '96: WW, Bel, Brad, SS: Toni-hit a girl on the road again-Smith's Tone stop jumpin around back there-Organisms in the back seat-Jack flip your tongue.
City: LL, Web, Plad.-Sleepin at Melissa's again Mom-Melis don't drink the H2O-Feel the love on X-TLC what's with this song-Don't commit Melis-Heat Flashes-Toni's plastic pants-Walk for me-cage or stage-Kiss me Rye-Kenny hates Toni-Tommy has the ID-Jack I'll kiss you on the head-Melis feels like Toni's her boyfriend-Whistler-Gerald-Whats in Roberts thermos-Tone cleanin the plumbers pipes-Roberto-Our stairwell-Never forget the first kick-down w/B.J.
Crazy drivin in RedDog, Daytona and Hulk-Hoopy- Clepto's-Piazza seeties-Jack a bit sensitive-Lost for 2hrs on Elm Street-Tone where's your eyebrow?-link credible-LB's keep um' whipped-Toni finally reached a 4.0-LG-Cliffin-Toni pinching Melis to bathroom-Goosey-150 boots mom thanks-Oh L'mour-What are you thinking-Everybody needs an ANT-(Melis some aren't worth it Anna)-To all our LB's we'll always love you-Rich B. you'll always be our flamer-Rain in Spain.
Yeahboyee-007 Shyaah-know your bobbin' your head-If I don't win I'm gonna reak even- Reeer

G.T.N.R.
To Many Memories To Ever Forget The Good Times.
Peace Class of '96 We're outie!!

G.N.O.
TIFFANY TONI MELISSA
B.F.F.E.

JOE CUNTRERA
Electrical Contractor
• Residential • Commercial
201-345-6210

Free Estimates
Fully Insured and Bonded
Ms. McNeal,

Thank you for all of your help and guidance in making this the best yearbook ever! We'll miss you, and Good Luck to you and the 1997 Valley Green Yearbook Staff!

Love your editors,
Maggie, Alison, Kristi, and Patty

GOOD LUCK
CLASS OF
1996!
In Loving Memory

Nubia Reynoso
Class Of 1994

Joseph Trozzo
Class Of 1993
AUTOGRAPHS
French transportation workers strike against their government throughout the month of December, shutting down the airlines and the metro system, after France increases the retirement age from 50 to 55 and lengthens the work week from 37 to 39 hours in efforts to cut spending.

Wrap artist Christo creates "Wrapped Reichstag" for the city of Berlin by covering the former home of the German parliament with one million square feet of silver fabric in June.

In a powerful address to the U.N.'s Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing, China, attended by 30,000 women from 186 countries, U.S. First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton declares, "Women's rights are human rights," to a desk-thumping, applauding audience.

Shock waves hit the Middle East when Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin is shot and killed while leaving a peace rally in Tel Aviv November 4. His murderer, Jewish extremist Yigal Amir, fanatically opposes peace negotiations with the Palestine Liberation Organization.

Madman Shoko Asahara, leader of the Japanese apocalyptic religious cult, Aum Shinrikyo, is arrested on May 16 and charged with the Tokyo subway nerve-gas attack that left 12 people dead and injured 5,500 more in March.

Pope John Paul II visits New Jersey, New York and Maryland, and addresses the United Nations. He speaks out on social, economic, political and moral themes.

In late May, a doctor performs emergency surgery aboard British Airways flight 32 using a coat hanger, a knife and fork, and scissors sterilized in brandy to save a woman whose life is threatened by a collapsed lung.

Hebrew protests escalate into riots after France detonates a nuclear test device 750 miles from the South Pacific island. France's September resumption of tests after a three-year moratorium brings global condemnation.

Fifty years after the end of World War II, Japan remembers those killed by the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. A solitary building left standing after the blast, now a memorial called the Atomic Bomb Dome, symbolizes the horrors of war and the price of peace.
An earthquake kills 51 people on the resort-studded Pacific coast of Mexico. The quake measures 7.5 on the Richter scale and is felt 330 miles away in Mexico City.

The first U.S. president to visit Northern Ireland, President Clinton receives a warm Christmas welcome for his show of support for peace between Irish Protestants and Catholics.

Hurricane Marilyn inflicts millions of dollars of damage in the Virgin Islands in September. Winds up to 127 miles per hour severely damage half the homes on St. Thomas.

In November, the Republic of Ireland narrowly passes a referendum calling for an end to the country's 1937 constitutional ban on divorce.

While competing in an international balloon race in September, two hot air balloonists, one English and one American, are shot down when their balloon floats off course over Belarus. The Belarusian army sees the balloon as a security threat and fires without warning. The balloonists fall to their death.

More than four years after Desert Storm, Iraq's President Saddam Hussein remains in power, though two of his sons-in-law defect to Jordan on August 8 and call for Hussein's overthrow.

Hope blooms for peace in Bosnia when Bosnia's President Izetbegovic (left) shakes hands with Serbia's President Milosevic on the opening day of the November ceasefire talks in Dayton, Ohio. Croatia's President Tudjman looks on. The ensuing Paris peace agreement of December sends 60,000 NATO peacekeeping troops to the war-torn country.

Quebec, Canada's largely French-speaking province, defeats an October referendum on Quebec independence by a margin of less than one percent.

In July, without public explanations, Burma's military rulers free the country's most famous political prisoner, Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of the pro-democracy movement and Nobel peace laureate, after six years of house arrest.

Russian figure skater Sergei Grinkov, 28, collapses and dies from a heart attack during practice with his wife-partner Ekaterina Gordeeva on November 20. The pair won two Olympic gold medals and four world pairs titles.

Great Britain's Princess Diana shocks Buckingham Palace with a tell-all BBC interview. Defying royal protocol, she discusses her marriage to unfaithful husband Prince Charles, her struggle with depression and bulimia, and an extramarital affair. The majority of English people express their support and sympathy.

Securities trader Nicholas Leeson is arrested in Germany in March 1995 for fraud, forgery, and breach-of-trust. Leeson racked up a $1.32 billion loss that caused the collapse of Barings PLC, the 233-year-old British bank.
A San Francisco sewer line bursts under pressure from battering rainstorms, creating a monster sinkhole that swallows a $2-million house in the Sea Cliff district. One-hundred-mile-per-hour winds knock out power to tens of thousands of homes and nearly blow a truck off the Bay Bridge.

Three days of drenching rains in the Pacific Northwest swell rivers to overflowing, causing severe flooding in Washington in December. In the town of Carnation, a pastor conveys a woman to dry land with a wheelbarrow.


The federal government repeals the national 55-mile-per-hour highway speed limit, enacted in 1974 during the oil embargo. The legislation allows states to set their own limits. On Montana highways, speed limits are eliminated completely.

Air Force Captain Scott O'Grady (right) is rescued in pursuing Bosnian Serb forces by U.S. Marines on June 8, six days after his plane is shot down over Bosnia. O'Grady survived on insects, plants, and rainwater.

U.S. Senator Bob Packwood of Oregon resigns on September 7, the day after the Senate Ethics Committee voted unanimously to expel him for sexual misconduct, embarrassingly detailed in his diaries, which were made public.

Illinois suffers a record heat wave in July, with temperatures as high as 104°. The heat takes the lives of 457 people statewide. At Wrigley Stadium, Jaime Navarro helps faithful Chicago Cubs fans stay cool.

After a year of fame as a conservative revolutionary, Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich slumps in popularity, tainted by the government shutdown, his stalled Contract With America, and investigations into his political action committee and his financial affairs.

Two-thousand volunteer firefighters battle a raging wildfire in eastern Long Island, New York, for three days in August. The fire, following a 21-day drought, consumes 5,500 acres of pine barrens and damages a dozen homes. There are no injuries or fatalities.
The image of firefighter Chris Fields holding one-year-old Baylee Almon, who later dies, comes to symbolize the horror of the April 19 bombing of the Oklahoma City Federal Building that killed 150 adults and 19 children. As more Americans invest, Wall Street enjoys a bull market. In November, the Dow-Jones Industrial Average hits 5000, a milestone indicating healthy corporate profits and low interest rates.

In April, the adoptive parents of four-year-old “Baby Richard” comply with an Illinois court order to turn the child over to his biological parents. The government shuts down for six days in November after the President and Congress fail to agree on how to balance the federal budget. The shutdown affects non-essential federal services, including the National Park Service. A longer shutdown follows in December.

The State of South Carolina sentences Susan Smith to life in prison for the drowning murder of her two young sons in 1994.

In the wake of a growing number of random attacks from assailants with knives and guns, White House security is forced to close Pennsylvania Avenue to traffic.

The Washington Post publishes a manifesto written by the unidentified killer known as “The Unabomber,” at large since 1978 and wanted for 16 mail bombs that have killed 3 and injured 23. FBI agents scrutinize the article for clues to the bomber’s identity.

A record snowfall paralyzes the East Coast in January 1996, stranding travelers and killing 100 people. Seven states, from Virginia to Massachusetts, declare emergencies. Philadelphia gets 30.7 inches of snow.

American women celebrate the 75th anniversary of the 19th amendment to the U.S. Constitution, which granted women the right to vote. Women’s suffrage leader Susan B. Anthony (1820-1906) first organized the fight for suffrage in 1846.
Stem cell research. A woman in the Netherlands gives birth to twin boys, each from a different father.

A stunning photograph from the Hubble Space Telescope captures a moment in the birth of a star in the Eagle Nebula, 7,000 light years from Earth. Light from the young star's nuclear furnace lifts towering pillars of hydrogen gas and interstellar dust.

The world's first test-tube gorilla is born at the Cincinnati Zoo in October as part of an effort to save the western lowland gorilla, an endangered species that numbers fewer than 450 animals.

Researchers announce that they have isolated a gene in mice linked to obesity. Mice with a mutated Ob gene are injected with the hormone leptin, resulting in dramatic weight loss. The public is tantalized at the prospect of leptin as a slimming treatment for use in humans.

As a protective measure against counterfeiting in the era of digital publishing, the Treasury Department redesigns U.S. currency bills, to be issued over the next five years, starting early 1996 with the new $100 bill.
Former rivals in space become comrades in space after the historic docking of the U.S. space shuttle Atlantis and Russia's Mir space station on June 29. Astronaut Robert Gibson (in red) greets cosmonaut Vladimir Dezhurov.

In June, volcanic eruptions give birth to a baby island. A new member of the Tonga Islands emerges near New Zealand, 900 feet high and 140 feet wide.

Buyers rush to stores for the new computer operating system Windows 95, spurred by Microsoft Corp.'s $700-million publicity barrage and the promise of a friendlier interface.

The movie Apollo 13 opens in the summer after filming many of its scenes inside NASA's "zero gravity" plane, which mimics the weightlessness astronauts experience in space by diving into a 28-second freefall.

Astronomers using the Hubble Space Telescope observe new moons orbiting the planet Saturn, adding at least 2 moons and possibly 4 to Saturn's previously known total of 18.

A team of French and British explorers believe they have found an ancient breed of horse previously unknown to scientists. In November, the four-foot high horse with a triangular head, which resembles the vanished horses of European Stone Age drawings, is named Riwoche for its home region in Tibet.

October satellite photographs show the recent rapid deterioration of the earth's ozone layer above Antarctica. Pollutants produced mostly by the U.S. cause the hole in the atmosphere's protective layer to increase to the size of Europe.

In November, Visa introduces a cash-storage card that eliminates a pocketful of loose change. A chip in the plastic card tracks the amount of available cash, which is accessed with a reader at the place of purchase. The card can be taken to the bank and reloaded.

Now virtual reality comes in a handy travel size with Nintendo’s Virtual Boy, a portable 3-D video-game system with stereophonic sound.

New research shows that the meat-eating Tyrannosaurus rex did not loom upright, but stalked along lower to the ground. The discovery is reflected in the reopened exhibits of the famed dinosaur halls of New York's American Museum of Natural History after three years of redesign.
With $150,000 saved during her 75 hardworking years as a washerwoman, Oseola McCarty establishes a scholarship fund for African-American students at the University of Southern Mississippi. For her selflessness, she is awarded the Presidential Citizens Medal.

Already well known for her appearances in Aerosmith music videos, 19-year-old Alicia Silverstone achieves stardom with the 1995 summer movie hit Clueless.


Sandra Bullock follows up her star-making role in Speed with the gentle romance While You Were Sleeping. Bullock's fresh, wholesome image earns her an "Entertainer of the Year" nomination from Entertainment Weekly magazine.

Millions of Americans tune in to Martha Stewart's TV show, subscribe to her magazine, and read her books. The popular cooking and home-decorating entrepreneur builds an empire by packaging a distinctive American nostalgic style.

Hot actor Antonio Banderas falls in love with another screen sex symbol Melanie Griffith during the filming of Two Much. Banderas will co-star with Madonna in the film version of Evita and will star in Steven Spielberg-produced Zorro.

Seventies superstar John Travolta's motion-picture comeback in the 1994 hit Pulp Fiction continues with starring roles in Get Shorty and Broken Arrow.

Pamela Lee of "Baywatch" fame and husband Tommy Lee, Motley Crue drummer, are the life of the party this year, frequently caught by the press engaging in public displays of affection.

Trailblazer Shannon Faulkner (hand to head) withdraws from the Citadel after collapsing during "hell week." Faulkner singlehandedly attempted to bust the gender barrier at the all-male South Carolina military institution.
America is disappointed in its high hopes for Colin Powell’s 1996 presidential candidacy. At the close of his whirlwind book tour for *My American Journey*, the General and his wife Alma announce in November that he will not seek the Republican nomination.

Stand-up comic and sitcom star Ellen DeGeneres makes the best-seller list with her book *My Point...And I Do Have One.*

Calvin Klein’s provocative CK Jeans campaign causes an uproar in August, bringing nasty headlines, threats of retailer boycotts and an FBI investigation. The scandal only seems to help sales.

Michael Jackson and Lisa Marie Presley announce their divorce almost a year after their surprise marriage. The tabloids have a field day speculating about the reasons for the marriage (was it a cold-hearted career move?) as well as the causes for the break-up (was he after Elvis’ fortune?)

Breaking the Surface, the autobiography of Greg Louganis, former U.S. Olympic gold-medal diver who revealed earlier that he has AIDS, debuts at No. 2 on the best-seller list.

Popcorn magnate Orville Redenbacher, who transformed popping corn into a gourmet item, dies on September 19 from heart failure.

Two Chinese women set a new Guinness world record in November by living in a room for 12 days with 888 poisonous snakes. The previous world record, set in Singapore in 1987, was 10 days with 200 snakes.

Actress Demi Moore becomes the highest paid woman in Hollywood, able to command $12.5 million per movie, even after this year’s flop at the box office *The Scarlet Letter*, loosely based on Hawthorne’s classic.

Favorite of America’s heartland for his *You Might Be A Redneck If...* jokes, Georgia-born stand-up comic and author Jeff Foxworthy gets his own ABC sitcom in which he plays himself.

Miss Oklahoma Shawntel Smith is crowned Miss America on September 16. During the broadcast of the 75th pageant, viewers phone in their votes to retain the swimsuit competition.

Model Beckford Tyson, singled out by Ralph Lauren for his all-American looks, signs an exclusive contract with the fashion designer in 1995.

John F. Kennedy, Jr., is cofounder and editor-in-chief of *George*, a glossy new magazine covering American politics. Hounded all his life by the press, Kennedy joins their ranks, contributing a feature interview to each issue.

10-year-old St. Louis schoolboy, Larry Champagne III, becomes a hero by taking control of his school bus after the driver suffered a stroke. Champagne is later awarded a $10,000 scholarship by the bus company.

Christopher Reeve, in a wheelchair and hooked up to a portable respirator, appears with his wife, Dana, at the American Paralysis Association’s annual gala on November 9, less than five months after a fall from a horse left him almost totally paralyzed.
The fifth actor to play 007 in the enduring film series begun in the 1960s, Pierce Brosnan abandons his Aston Martin for a BMW Z3 Roadster in Goldeneye, the latest and, some say, best James Bond movie.

Three 1995 movies bring Jane Austen classics to the silver screen: Clueless, based on Austen's novel Emma, and Sense and Sensibility and Persuasion.

Disney Pictures continues its line of animated blockbusters with the Native American legend Pocahontas. The picture previews in New York's Central Park to an outdoor audience of 200,000.

After an unpromising start, Conan O'Brien quietly gains popularity as host of NBC's "Late Night," a slot previously filled by David Letterman. Letterman's current show on CBS slowly loses viewers.

Whitney Houston stars in the December film release, Waiting to Exhale, adapted from Terry McMillan's best-selling novel about the lives of four middle-class African-American women. Houston sings the title song for the movie soundtrack, which enjoys brisk sales.

Denzel Washington, critically acclaimed for his performances in films Crimson Tide and Devil in a Blue Dress, receives highest praise from the City of Los Angeles, which honors him with the Martin Luther King, Jr., Award for his philanthropic work on behalf of children.

Although ABC cancels her TV series "My So-Called Life," 17-year-old Claire Danes hits the big screen in How to Make an American Quilt, To Gillian on Her 37th Birthday, and Romeo and Juliet with Leonardo DiCaprio as her co-star.

In the suspense-thriller, Seven, heartthrob Brad Pitt attracts a wide male audience with his performance as a detective on the trail of a serial killer whose murders are based on the seven deadly sins.
NBC's hospital drama "E.R." continues to draw high ratings throughout 1995 thanks to its dramatic realism and the appeal of handsome George Clooney (middle right), supermodel Cindy Crawford's latest date.

Disney Entertainment spends $19 billion to purchase the ABC television network in July.

Toy Story is the world's first entirely computer-animated film. Released by Disney during the Christmas season, it features the voices of Tom Hanks, Tim Allen, and Don Rickles.

Jim Carrey earns $20 million for the starring role in the comedy Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls, a sequel to the extraordinarily popular Ace Ventura: Pet Detective.

The popular NBC TV series "Friends" returns for a second highly rated season. Its runaway success inspires less successful imitations by other networks.

According to a Roper Youth Poll, the two hottest TV shows among teens this season are the daytime soap "Days of Our Lives" and the evening soap "Melrose Place."

MTV introduces "Singled Out," an over-the-top dating game show where contestants ask random, pointless questions of a crowd of suitors, sight unseen, until the zany answers have eliminated all but that one perfect love match.

"The Jon Stewart Show," a late-night talk show aimed at Generation X, fails to catch on. During the final taping, host Stewart says, "To all those people who said my show wouldn't last, I have only one thing to say. Good call."

Devoted fans will not be denied another season of NBC's sitcom "Seinfeld" after all. Creator Jerry Seinfeld decides to keep his "show about nothing" going for an eighth season.

Ten years after creating the popular comic strip "Calvin and Hobbes," cartoonist Bill Watterson retires in December.

Horror-fiction author Stephen King signs a deal with Signet books to release his upcoming story, The Green Mile, as a paperback series.

Fox TV's "The X Files" stars David Duchovny as an FBI agent who investigates supernatural phenomena. The show becomes a surprise hit, giving millions of viewers reason to look forward to staying home on a Friday night.
Blues Traveler emerge from the underground scene to widespread popularity with their album Four and the single "Run-Around."

Veveland-based rap group Bone Thugs-n-Harmony vault to the top of the charts with some old-fashioned harmonizing on the album E. 1999 Eternal.

Their down-to-earth style and soulful pop songs make Hootie and the Blowfish popular favorites. Their debut album Cracked Rear View sells over 5 million, and the group is named Best New Artist at the MTV Music Awards in September.
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Cleveland-based rap group Bone Thugs-n-Harmony vault to the top of the charts with some old-fashioned harmonizing on the album E. 1999 Eternal.

Yoko Ono and Little Richard join a host of celebrities at the opening of the glitzy Rock-and-Roll Hall of Fame and Museum in Cleveland on September 1.

Rocker Melissa Etheridge follows top-selling Yes, I Am with her fifth album, Your Little Secret.

Twenty-year-old Canadian newcomer Alanis Morissette raises some eyebrows with her up-front, aggressive lyrics and attitudes. Nevertheless, her album Jagged Little Pill goes double platinum.

Sixties icon Jerry Garcia, guitarist of The Grateful Dead, dies of a heart attack on August 9 at age 53. Garcia's musical roots in blues, country and folk are apparent in hits like "Truckin." Legions of Deadheads mourn his passing.

Brandy, whose self-titled platinum album and single "I Wanna Be Down" hit high on the R&B charts, sweeps the first Soul Train Music Awards in August. The 16-year-old singer wins Best New Artist, among other awards.

Beatlemania returns in 1995 with ABC's six-hour documentary The Beatles Anthology, the video releases of A Hard Day's Night and Help! and the album collection Anthology, featuring previously unreleased material.

The chart-topping movie soundtrack Dangerous Minds features Coolio's rap anthem "Gangsta's Paradise," the number-one single of the year according to Billboard magazine.

Aha over Canadian hit "Another Day in Paradise."
Live dedicates their single "Lightning Crashes" to victims of the Oklahoma City bombing. The rock band's Throwing Copper album yields three hit singles; Billboard Music Awards names them Rock Artist of the Year.

The Chicago-based rock band Smashing Pumpkins release their epic double album Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness to critical and public acclaim. Mariah Carey's Daydream sells over 5 million copies, taking number-one spot on the Billboard album chart. Carey performs with Boyz II Men on the hit single "One Sweet Day."

R.E.M.'s summer tour is interrupted by medical emergencies for three of the band's tour members. The tour, their first in five years, is eventually completed with all members in good health. In October, David Bowie and Nine Inch Nails wrap up the U.S. portion of Bowie's world tour. At each show, Bowie and Trent Reznor's band play a set together. In December, Bowie tours Europe with Morrissey as his opening act.

The Red Hot Chili Peppers tone down their trademark bawdiness in their newest album, One Hot Minute.

Success doesn't mellow the style of alternative rock band Green Day, who release their anxiously awaited fourth album Insomniac, their fastest and darkest album to date.

With the record-setting sales of his album Fresh Horses, only three musical acts in U.S. history outsell country music icon Garth Brooks: the Beatles, the Eagles, and Billy Joel.

TLC's hit off the Batman Forever movie soundtrack, "Kiss From a Rose," is all over the summer playlists. The single propels the artist's self-titled debut album to the double-platinum mark.

Selena, the 23-year-old Tejano music queen, is gunned down in Corpus Christi in March 1995 by Yolanda Saldivar, former president of her fan club. The July release of a collection of Selena's hits, Dreaming of You, sees some of the fastest sales in music history.

A hard-luck story turns into overnight success in the case of Canadian Shania Twain, born in poverty to an Irish mother and an Ojibway Indian father. Twain's 1995 hits include "Whose Bed Have Your Boots Been Under?," "Any Man of Mine," and the title tune to her 3-million-selling album The Woman In Me.
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The New Jersey Devils win the National Hockey League's Stanley Cup, beating the heavily favored Detroit Red Wings in four straight games.

International soccer star Michelle Akers, world's top woman player, leads the U.S. women's soccer team to a 2-1 sudden-death victory over Norway in the U.S. Cup title game in August.

The most controversial moves are off the field this season as the Cleveland Browns NFL franchise announces its move to Baltimore and the Houston Oilers announce their move to Nashville.

In Super Bowl XXX, the heavily favored Dallas Cowboys beat the Pittsburgh Steelers 27-17. Dallas cornerback Larry Brown ices the game for the Cowboys with the second of his two interceptions, and is named MVP for his heroics.

In May 1995, Peter Blake's Team New Zealand in "Black Magic 1" defeats Dennis Conner's team in "Young America" in the first 5-0 sweep in the 144-year history of the America's Cup.

Jeff Gordon, 24, dominates the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing's Winston Cup, winning 7 of NASCAR's 31 races and earning $4.3 million in 1995, a record for the sport.

The University of Nebraska demolishes the University of Florida, 62-24, in the 1996 Fiesta Bowl to win their second consecutive national college football title and cap Cornhuskers coach Tom Osborne's 23rd season.

Twenty-one-year-old tennis champ Monica Seles, returning to competitive play two years after being stabbed at a tournament in Germany, wins the 1995 Australian Open.

Hall-of-Famer Mickey Mantle, a switch-hitter and one of the great sluggers in baseball history, dies of cancer on August 13. Mantle hit 536 home runs in his 18-year career and compiled a lifetime batting average of .288.

The Houston Rockets, led by center Hakeem Olajuwon, win their second consecutive National Basketball Association championship in June, sweeping the series with the Orlando Magic in four games.

The University of Nebraska demolishes the University of Florida, 62-24, in the 1996 Fiesta Bowl to win their second consecutive national college football title and cap Cornhuskers coach Tom Osborne's 23rd season.

The most controversial moves are off the field this season as the Cleveland Browns NFL franchise announces its move to Baltimore and the Houston Oilers announce their move to Nashville.
The National Basketball Association fines the Chicago Bulls $25,000 when Michael Jordan wears his previously retired number 23 jersey for luck during championship playoffs against the Orlando Magic in May 1995.

The Atlanta Braves edge the Cleveland Indians 1-0 in game six to win the World Series on October 28. Closing pitcher Mark Wohlers leaps for joy.

German tennis star Steffi Graf, who won three of five Grand Slam titles in 1995, ends the professional tennis season ranked number one in the world.

In September, Baltimore Orioles shortstop Cal Ripkin, Jr., achieves a record-setting 2,131 consecutive games.

For a record fifth straight time, Miguel Indurain of Spain wins the 22-day, 2,270-mile Tour de France, the world's premier bicycle race. On the 15th day of the race, Italian road-race champ Fabio Casartelli is killed in a seven-man crash.

Betsy King wins her 30th tournament on June 25 and gains entry to the Ladies' Professional Golf Association's Hall of Fame, one of the most difficult attainments in sports.

Quarterback Dan Marino of the Miami Dolphins sets four lifetime passing records during the 1995 football season: 47,003 yards, 342 touchdowns, 3,686 completions and 6,467 attempts.

Former L.A. Lakers point guard Earvin "Magic" Johnson announces a return to basketball in January 1996. Johnson retired in 1991 when he discovered he was HIV positive.

The Northwestern University Wildcats—long a gridiron laughingstock—pile up ten victories in 1995 and go to the Rose Bowl for the first time since 1949.

In his first fight in four years, former world heavyweight champ Mike Tyson dispose of challenger Peter McNeeley in 89 seconds. Tyson, who in March finished a three-year jail term for a rape conviction, earns $25 million for the August boxing match.

Pete Sampras, winner of the 1995 men's singles championships at Wimbledon and the U.S. Open, ends the professional tennis season with a number-one world ranking.

Master of the sinking fastball and still learning to speak English, L.A. Dodgers pitcher Hideo Nomo, formerly with the Kintetsu Buffaloes in Japan, is named Rookie of the Year. Nomo is the second Japanese-born player to join the U.S. major leagues, and the first All-Star.

Known for his temperamental personality, his many tattoos and his aggressive playing style, basketball center Dennis Rodman (911 debuts with the Chicago Bulls after his trade from the San Antonio Spurs.
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Diners are treated to variations on theme cafes, as Hard Rock Cafe is joined by Fashion Cafe, Planet Hollywood, Harley-Davidson Cafe, and London's Cyberia Cafe where patrons sip coffee and surf the Internet.

The most recent fad in purses takes the form of small backpacks.

Designer water spreads to the pet world. Doting pet owners buy tuna-flavored bottled water for Fluffy and beef-flavored bottled water for Spot.

Americans consume culture and history as attendance at America's 8,000 museums climbs to 600 million people per year, more than movie, theater, and sports attendance combined.

Logo-wear reaches a new level of sophistication. Among the reigning makers of athletic wear, only Nike can spark recognition without the use of its name.

The tattoo craze leads to some regrets, but recent laser technologies keep people from being marked for life. Pulsed laser light, a different wavelength for each color in the tattoo, removes pigment without leaving scars.

Girly things enjoy a surge in popularity with young women, who wear baby barrettes, knee socks, tiny t-shirts, little jumpers, and funky Mary Janes, and kid around with "Hello Kitty" accessories.

"Some pretty cool people drink milk" is the message carried by a high-profile ad campaign featuring a raft of popular celebrities sporting a white upper lip on behalf of the healthy beverage. The milk-moustache effect is created with latex, a rubber-based paint.